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ABSTRACT

Organic semiconductor thin films are of interest to us for a variety of
molecular electronic applications, including solar cells, chemical sensors, and nonlinear optical devices. We have been seeking unusual new ways of controlling the
composition and long-range molecular structure of these materials through the
use of vacuum deposition techniques which mimic, in some ways, those ,used for
epitaxial layer growth in inorganic materials.
Thin films of perylene tetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA) have been
examined as electrodes and photoelectrodes on both metal and metal oxide
substrates. In contrast to most previous studies of phthalocyanine thin films,
these materials behaved in such a way as to suggest n-type character, i.e. dark
electron transfer reactions were facile in negative potential regions with solution
redox couples, and little dark electrochemistry could be observed in regions of
positive potentials. It is likely that junction formation occurs only as a result of
illumination, with different rates of interfacial hole and electron injection and
transport, at the PTCDA/electrolyte interface. Electron microscopy of the
PTCDA films indicated that they were deposited as elongated crystallites, with
relatively large spaces between individual crystallites, which strongly affected
their dark and photoelectrochemical behavior, especially on Au substrates.
Electrochemical polymerization of a-napthol was carried out to passivate sites
that were electrochemically active in the dark, a treatment which greatly
enhanced the overall electrochemical activity of these PTCDA thin films.
A variety of p-n heterojunction-like structures. created from thin film
molecular materials (vanadyl phthalocyanine (VOPc) and perylene tetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA», have been nondestructively explored by

17

photoelectrochemical techniques and UHV surface analytical techniques.
Vacuum deposited bilayers and multilayers of these thin films behave like lip-nil
diodes over a narrow potential window. The open circuit photopotential is
determined by the junction potential formed at the Pc/PTCDA interface. It was
found that the transient photocurrent (using a modulated light source) in
multilayer VOPc/PTCDA assemblies was directly related to the number of
interfaces present, consistent with the idea that exciton dissociation is localized
primarily to such an interface, and is the photocurrent limiting process.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Cyclic conjugated molecules such as perylenes (Pe) and phthalocyanines
(Pc), primarily in thin film form, continue to be of interest as electronic
materials. Their electronic properties (dark and photoconductivity) can be
adjusted over a wide range through addition of electron acceptors or
donors 1,2,3,4,5,6. Unusual optical nonlinearities have also been reported for
each of these molecular systems, which has further spurred interest in the
relationship between electrical and optical properties 7,8,9,10. In addition to the
influence of other molecular additives, chemical reactions at interfaces with
metals and inorganic semiconductors have been implicated as controlling the
electronic properties of certain Pc's and Pe's 11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18. The
importance of these reactions, as well as reactions at organic-organic interfaces,
are demonstrated for thin films of perylenes and phthalocyanines throughout the
this dissertation.
Organic semiconductors, or molecular electronic materials, offer a number of
advantages for future applications in electronic and optical applications. One
advantage is the potential low cost and ease of fabrication, as these materials are
often used in thin film form, and can be processed by vacuum sublimation,
Langmuir Blodgett techniques, and solvent or spin casting (polymers). A second
advantage is the potential small size of organic devices (on an order of 10 - 100A),
which is often orders of magnitude smaller than inorganic devices made by
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lithographic techniques. A third advantage is the high light absorptivity in some
molecular systems, which, when combined with the large number of organic
materials, allows for selection of a material which absorbs in the light region of
interest (visible, IR, etc.). Another possible advantage is that organic materials
offer tunability in their optical and electronic properties, which may be
controlled by altering the molecular structure before processing.
The interest in organic semiconductor materials, and specifically Pc's and
Pe's, developed from their application as a dye sensitizing layer for inorganic
devices 19,20,21 or as the organic semiconductor itself, for solar energy conversion
and photovoltaic applications 22,23,24,25,26,27. In 1973, Honda 28 noted that
inorganic semiconductors, such as Ti0z. could be used to photodecompose water
to oxygen and hydrogen by illumination at 41Snm. The desire to use these
inorganic materials in solar energy applications, led to attempts to sensitize these
wide band gap inorganic semiconductors with organic materials which absorb
visible light. Although Pc's were successful in sensitizing these inorganic
materials, low quantum efficiencies were observed, as the thin sensitizing layers,
could not absorb an appreciable fraction of the visible light striking the device.
In order to absorb a more substantial amount of the visible spectrum, Pc films
with thicknesses on the same order as the penetration depth of the light were
made for direct photovoltaic application. However, organic materials, in
photovoltaic or photoelectrochemical applications, have reported power
conversion efficiencies no higher than ca. 1%, while inorganic materials such as
silicon exhibit power conversion efficiencies of ca. 20%.
The continued development of molecular materials is due to their unusual
properties, and the aim is not necessarily to compete directly with inorganic
materials, but rather to provide novel new materials. Although Pc's and Pe's have
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not proven themselves in photovoitaic applications. there are a number of
electronic and optical applications in which these molecular materials are in use
today. These applications include electrophotography. where Pc's and Pe·s. such
as chloroindium Pc and bisbenzimidazole perylene are in use as photogenerator or
photoreceptor layers. in Xerography and laser printing 29,30. Naphthalocyanine
dyes have been patented for use in infrared optical data storage materials 31.
Another application is in gas sensor devices. Most of the studies done in this area
have focused on the effects of various gasses such as N0 2 and NH3 on the dark
conductivity of divalent PC's (Cu. Zn, Ni. Pbs Co. Mn. and demetallated) 32,33,34.
Recent efforts in this research group, have been directed toward the study of the
effects on photoconductivity of the interactions of NH3 with the surfaces of
chlorogallium and chloroindium Pc thin films 17.
For the above reasons and applications. extensive studies have been carried
out on single layer organic devices in order to improve and understand their
photoconductive properties. Very little attention has been paid. however. to
organic p-n heterojunction-Iike structures. This is somewhat surprising, since
some of the highest photovoltaic power conversion efficiencies reported have
been for heterojunction Pc/Pe devices 35. The goal of the research reported in
this dissertation. is to study specific heterojunction structures and determine the
reason for those reported higher efficiencies. The characterization. done by
photoelectrochemistry and surface analytical techniques. will attempt to explain
the observed effects. and then improve and apply them.
These studies focus on heterojunction structures of various metal
phthalocyanines with perylene tetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA). The
structure of these molecules. along with a schematic representation of
heterojunction structures is shown in Figure I. The photoconductive properties
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Figure 1:

Molecular structure of PTCDA and of phthalocyanines. Also shown
is a schematic representation of bilayer and multilayer
heterojunction structures.
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of these heterojunctions will be shown to be strongly affected by the formation
of the interface between the two organic materials. In addition, the photocurrent
will be shown to scale with the number of interfaces provided in multilayer
films. The questions at the heart of this study include: can we isolate the
photoactive region in a molecular solid thin film?; what properties of the
interfacial region are responsible for controlling the photocurrent?; and what are
the critical dimensions of the photoactive region? These questions will be
addressed in terms of an extrinsic exciton dissociation model

36,37,38.

In this

fixed site model, exciton dissociation occurs within a few nm of an impurity, and
we will consider each interface to be equivalent to a fixed site impurity.
The research to be presented here is therefore concerned with studies of both
the characterization of these Pc/Pc heterojunction structures and, those studies
which arc directly related. Chapter 3 will focus on the characterization of
PTCDA. This will include photoelectrochemical characterization (shown
schematically in Figure 2a) which demonstrates that, in contrast to most previous
studies of Pc thin films (shown schematically in Figure 2b), these materials
behave in such a way as to suggest n-type semiconductor photoelectrode behavior.
These experiments will address the questions of how the composition and
morphology of the PTCDA thin films affects the nature of the photoactive
interfaces. In addition, the effects of passivation of electrochemically active
dark sites by electrochemical polymerization and the effects of cathodic
polarization will be studied. Chapter 4 will focus directly on the
characterization of the vanadyl phthalocyanine (VOPc), perylene heterojunction
structure. Photoelectrochemical (shown schematically in Figure 2c and d) and
surface analytical techniques will be used to characterize bilayer and multilayer
thin films. Chapter S will focus on the solid state characterization of VOPc and
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Schematic representation of the photoelectrochemical
characterization of (a) PTCDA. (b) VOPc. (c) VOPc/PTCDA bilayer,
and (d) VOPc/PTCDA multilayer structure.
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PTCDA. This characterization will be done using microcircuit devices in
ultrahigh vacuum, and will be used to determine properties of these materials
which include dark conductivity, photoconductivity and activation energy. Some
device applications, such as the use of bilayer films on these microcircuits, for
use as organic field effect transistors and pH sensors will be addressed.
This introductory chapter will focus on the mechanism of conduction in
molecular semiconductor materials. Specifically, following a basic review of the
area, the intrinsic and extrinsic model of photogeneration of charge carriers will
be presented. The characteristics of perylene derivatives and phthalocyanines, as
well as organic p-n junctions, will also be reviewed.

CONDUCTION IN MOLECULAR ELECTRONIC MATERIALS

For inorganic materials, inorganic semiconductors can be defined by setting
the conductivity range between 10"8 O"'cm"' and 102 O"'cm"'. Insulators exhibit
conductivities less than 10"8 O"'cm"', and metals have a value of greater than 10 2
O"'cm"'. Inorganic semiconductors exhibit characteristic properties such as
junction formation, photoconductivity and the photovoJtaic effect. A number of
organic materials have been shown to exhibit a conductivity which would fall
into the range of semiconductors. Simon and Andre have stated that the term
"doped insulator" might be more appropriate than molecular semiconductors for
these materials, as the conductive properties are often due to high impurity levels
combined with poor charge transport

39,40.

In addition, inorganic semiconductors

often have a high degree of covalent bonding, whereas molecular solids are often
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bound by weak Van der Waals forces. and these forces will control the
macroscopic electrical transport. Conduction in inorganic materials is often
explained in terms of band theory; however. there are questions about the
applicability of band theory for molecular materials. For molecular
semiconductors. conductivity has been explained by a number of theories which
include band theory. tunneling and hopping models. and other molecular
mechanisms. SInce these theories have been described in detail in numerous
texts

41,42,43,44,45.

and in other dissertations from this group

26,27,46,

this section

of the introduction will only briefly review some of the possible mechanisms of
conduction in molecular semiconductor materials.
The transport of electrical charges in a material is dependent on the number
of free charge carriers (electrons or holes) and their velocity, and can be
expressed as:

0' ..

where

Ze n I'

=conductivity in 0- 1 cm- 1
Ze = net charge of the carriers
n .. concentration ~f c~ar~e carriers
I' = mobility in cm V- s0'

The transport of carriers in an organic material is therefore dependent on two
factors: the creation of free charges and their ability to migrate, and this can be
shown in chemical terms as

39:

A A A --n--> A - A A --1'--> A A - A
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Free charge carriers can be created in three ways: thermally, by doping, or
with photoexcitation. The subsequent section of the introduction will focus on
the generation of free charge carriers. Whichever way the free charge carriers
are created, the mobility of these carriers, and hence the resulting conductivity
of the material, will be affected by the properties of the molecular material. The
succeeding section will focus on the factors which effect mobility and transport
of free carriers in organic semiconductors.

Charge Carrier Generation

The mechanisms of charge carrier generation in a semiconductor are shown in
Figure 3, within a band model framework. Thermal excitation can excite
electrons from the valence band (VB) to the conduction band (CB), creating two
charge carriers, an electron in the CB and a hole in the VB (see Figure 3a). The
Boltzmann distribution controls the effect of thermal excitation, and the
concentration of electrons In] and holes [p] depends on the absolute temperature
and the bandgap energy:

(n] (p]
where Nc
N
kiL
Ebg

= Nc Nv exp(-Ebg /

kT)

is the density of states in the CB (typical value 101~cm3)
is the density of states in the VB (typical value 10' /cm3)
is the product of the Boltzmann constant and temperature
is the bandgap energy (Eca - Eva)

In an intrinsic semiconductor with no impurities or dopants, the fermi level (Eft
the energy at which the probability of electron occupation is 50%) is in the
middle of the band. When thermal generation is the only mechanism of charge
generation, In] ... [p], and the total charge carrier concentration, and hence
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Figure 3:

Mechanisms of charge generation in a semiconductor (a) thermal
generation, (b) n-type doping, (c) p-type doping, (d) photoexcitation.
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conductivity. drops with increasing bandgcp separation. At room temperature,
kT .. 0.026 eV; therefore. if the bandgap is larger than O.S eV, then very few
electrons will be thermally promoted from the valence band to the conduction
band 44.
The conduction equation shows that good conductivity may be obtained when
a large quantity of charge carriers is generated, and this is the role of dopants.
Doping is often intentionally done to increase conductivity; however, impurity
sites and defect states can also act as dopants. In chemical terms, if the free
electrons and holes are thermally generated as described above, the
semiconductor is "intrinsic"

39:

A A A <--1:.--> A+ A-A

<-----> h+ or e- (free)

When molecular materials are p-type doped with acceptors IA or n-type doped
with donors ID, similar equations may be obtained for these "extrinsic"
semiconductors 39,40:

A A A IA <-----> A A A+ IA-

-----> h+ (free)
A A A ID <-----> A A A - I D+ -----> e- (free)

In a band model framework, doping results in energy levels being introduced
into the bandgap region by chemically altering the crystal lattice. The new
energy levels must be energetically near one of the band edges. In an n-type
semiconductor (see Figure 3b), occupied donor levels lie ncar the conduction
band, and electrons arc readily promoted to the CB by thermal excitation. The
electrons in the CB outnumber the few thermally generated holes in the VB, and
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the current is carried primarily by negative charge carriers. If the energy level
of a donor is above the Fermi level, it will ionize, and if it is in greater
concentration than the intrinsically generated carriers, it will raise the Fermi
level to about its own energy level as the empty VB holes are filled

44.

For a

p-type semiconductor (see Figure 3c), empty electron acceptor have energy levels
within a few kT of the valence band edge. Electrons are captured from the VB,
creating an excess of positive charge carriers (holes) in the VB. The acceptor
sites will cause the Fermi level to move close to the VB.
In all types of semiconductors, the conduction is found to depend
exponentially on the temperature

40:

" = "0 exp (-E act / 2kT)

Doping has been shown to reduce the thermal activation energy for dark
conductivity whereby the dark conductivity is raised orders of magnitude. This
has been shown for numerous materials

45,

including phthalocyanines

47,

and this

demonstrates that the dark conductivity may be due to thermal excitation of
defect states that lie near a band edge. In addition, gases can be incorporated as
donors or acceptors and give rise to p-type or n-type conductance. This effect
has been observed in our group in studies of phthalocyanines with iodine,
oxygen, hydrogen, and ammonia

12,17,.18.

A third way to generate charge carriers is with photoexcitation (Figure 3d),
where an electron can be promoted from the valence band to the conduction band
upon absorption of light. Although the light energy may be lost as heat by
internal conversion or reemitted by fluorescence or phosphorescence following
recombination, it may produce free charge carriers. There are two ways of
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describing light absorption by a semiconductor

39.

The first proposed by Mott

and Wannier, is a promotion of an electron from the VB to the CB, with
formation of an electron-hole pair with a large e-/h+ distance and small
coulombic interaction. The second, proposed by Frenkel, is an excitation of a
molecule to a neutral, mobile, localized excited state called an "exciton". The
exciton can be considered as a tight e-/h+ pair with a strong coulombic
interaction. Organic materials, such as phthalocyanines and perylenes, usually
have low dielectric constants, and therefore coulombic interactions are large.
Therefore, an exciton formalism is usually applicable for these materials.
Following exciton formation, the generated electron-hole pair must be
separa ted

39:

A*, A -----> A+ A - -----> free charges

This may be achieved by numerous mechanisms which include spontaneous
ionization of an exciton, field assisted ionization of an exciton, thermal
ionization of an exciton, collision of an exciton with a dissociation center, or
liberation of a trapped carrier by a photon or an exciton, as well as by two
quantum processes such as exciton-exciton collision or photon-exciton
interaction39• The photogeneration of charge carriers in organic materials will be
discussed in great detail in a later section of the introduction.

Carrier Transport
Dark conductivity and photoconductivity are very similar in the sense that
they both can create of free carriers. If the density of photogenerated carriers is
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greater than the density of thermally generated carriers. the conductivity will be
dominated by photogeneration. Once the free charge carriers are created (no
matter how they are created). the conductivity. as described by the conductivity
equation. depends on the mobility of the charge carriers (mechanism of charge
transfer). Mobilities of charge carriers in metallated Pc's rarely exceed I cm 2 V·,
s·1 (inorganic semiconductors have mobilities more than three orders of
magnitude larger than those found in Pc·s). When the free carriers have been
generated their mobility will be limited by various mechanisms. Chemical and
structural "traps" may capture the free charges

39:

Other trapping or scattering processes such as molecular and lattice vibrations
may lead to immobilization of charge. Several mechanisms for charge carrier
migration including tunneling and hopping mechanisms. and the band model will
be briefly presented to explain charge transport. None of these models by itself
successfully explains all aspects of conduction as observed in organic materials.
however. each model does explain certain aspects of transport. and these along
with their limitations will be discussed below.

The Band Model. The mobility is the magnitude of the drift velocity per unit
electric field. The band model represents a delocalized model of the solid. In the
band model. if an electric field is placed across the solid. the free electrons or
holes will accelerate. If no method of stopping the charged particle existed. then
the velocity and hence the conductivity would go to infinity. Interactions of
charged particles with defects, impurities, and phonons limit the
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conductivity

26,42,43.

Defects and impurities can be considered stationary

localized wavefunctions that may interact and scatter charge carrier
wavefunctions. Phonons are quantized vibrational states of the system, that may
cause compressions and expansions in regions of the molecular lattice (acoustical
phonon), or may result in distortion in the arrangement of the atoms in the
lattice (optical phonon). The interaction of phonons with charge carriers is the
dominant mode of carrier scattering. The carrier will be scattered in a random
direction and then reaccelerate until scattered again, and thus mobility will be
limited by differences in the time between scattering events. In inorganic
semiconductors, the intermolecular electron exchange interactions are much
larger than the electron-phonon interactions, so that electrons behave as quasifree particles occasionally scattered by phonons, and therefore charge transport is
coherent. In organic semiconductors, the electron exchange interactions are much
smaller than in inorganic semiconductors, while the electron-phonon interactions
may be much the same, so that there is a possibility that electron-phonon
interactions may dominate

39,42.

Application of the band model, therefore,

assumes that electronic exchange interactions dominate and that the electronlattice interaction can be treated as a small perturbation.
Charge transport in organic semiconductors is limited by the narrow
bandwidths, on the order of kT (the bandwidth in inorganic materials is usually
much greater than kT), which are due to the large distances between molecules.
It is possible to correlate the mobility of charge carriers with the bandwidth and

the molecular overlap between molecules. For organic molecules, such as Pc's,
which are stacked at the Van der Waals distance (3.4A), the overlap is weak and
the corresponding mobility of charge carriers is low

39.

The exchange integrals

for electronic interaction depend strongly on the degree of overlap of the
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electron clouds. the mutual orientation. the distance between the molecules, and
their structure decisively influence the band width and thus the carrier
transport

45,

The band model. when applied to organic solids. can be shown to successfully
explain the inverse temperature dependence of the mobility and the differences
between electron and hole mobilities

26,42,45,

Limitations in the application of

the band model to organic solids arise due to the small values observed for the
mobilities (rarely greater than 1 cm2 V·, s·'), At these small mobility values, the
electron lattice interaction would be so strong that the band description would be
inappropriate

42,

At these mobilities the mean free path between scattering

events would be less than the lattice spacing. resulting in a carrier which would
never move. as the carrier would be scattered before it leaves its site of creation.
In addition. the narrowness of the bandwidths with the delocalized picture
retained is physically non-realistic. and has led to the consideration of other
models for electrical transport. which assume a localized electronic state
model

42,

The Tunneling ModeJ. The tunneling mechanism, shown in Figure 4. assumes
that an excited electron. in a ",-molecular orbital. can tunnel through the
potential barrier between the molecules and reach a non-occupied state of the
neighboring molecule. with energy conserved

42,45,

The probability for an

excited electron to reach its neighbor molecule must be significantly higher than
the probability of a return to the ground state, With a triangular potential
barrier (barrier shape facilitates intermolecular electron transport since the
barrier width becomes smaller for the excited electron). the tunneling mechanism
can predict the order of magnitude of the carrier mobility. and the anisotropy of
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HOPPING

Figure 4:

TUNNELING

Schematic illustration of electron hopping and electron tunneling
through a potential barrier.
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the conductivity (directional dependence on conductivity due to the overlapping
1l'-orbitals between neighboring molecules). The model fails to explain the
differences between electron and hole mobilities or the observed decrease of
mobility with increasing temperature

42,45.

In spite of potential barriers between

molecules, an excited electron may tunnel over distances of many molecules.
Thus, tunneling may be considered as a band model for the organic solid for
molecular spacings (potential barriers) of less than loA

42,45.

The Hopping Model, In solids with broad intermolecular potential barriers,
electrons can not tunnel, but they can reach their neighbor by a hopping
mechanism, which is also shown in Figure 4. A carrier can move from one
molecule to another by jumping over the barrier via an excited state. In the
hopping model, each electron hop is random, and independent of the previous
hop. The hopping mechanism is favored when the electron-phonon interaction is
strong. The conduction mechanism is often described as a phonon-activated
hopping mechanism, in which the energy of the electron is stabilized in a cloud
of OPtical phonons. The hopping mechanism, like the tunneling mechanism can
predict the order of magnitude of charge mobility. This model also predicts a
positive temperature dependence of conductivity at low temperature (too few
phonons or carriers to hop barrier) and a negative temperature dependence at
higher temperatures (too many phonons increasing scattering). Limitations in the
hopping model include, that with decreasing intermolecular distance, tunneling
of electrons is facilitated. As a consequence, the hopping mechanism is replaced
by carrier transport according to band theory, and the upper limit of the hopping
process approximately agrees with the lower limit of the band model

45.
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Effect of Traps and Defects on Conductivity. Structural defects and traps
also may have profound effects on carrier mobility and their effect on the
conductivity in organic semiconductors has been described in detail in other
dissertations from this group 26,27. If the residence time of the carrier on a
specific site is large enough to allow time for a stabilizing mechanism to occur,
the charge will be localized and some energy will be required to detrap it 39. The
residence time on a molecular unit for localized state models (i.e. hopping) is
typically 10- 12 to 10. 14 seconds. Localization mechanisms, discussed above, such
as polarization (10. 15 - 10- 16s). intramolecular vibrations (10. 13 - 10· 14s). and
lattice vibrations (10- 11

-

1O· 12s). may effect charge migration depending upon

the comparison between the characteristic hopping time and the time constant of
the process. and are intrinsic to the material 40. Impurities and lack of
crystallinity may further limit conductivity. Within a band model. traps
introduce energy levels inside the bandgap. which are characterized by their
depth. concentration and distribution. Thermal detrapping can occur from
shallow traps. Structural defects cause the lattice to expand or compress and
these local effects are reflected in the polarization energy (primarily chargeinduced dipole and induced dipole-induced dipole interactions). and the charge
carrier will interact more or less strongly with the surroundings 40.

Implications of the Different Models of Charge Transport. The fact that in
many organic solids the mobility is on the order of 0.1 to 1.0 cm 2 V· 1 s·1. makes it
difficult to decide whether the hopping model or the band model applies. The
use of localized state models or band models may depend on the degree of
molecular overlap. With lesser overlap. a localized model may be more
appropriate. while with greater overlap. band theory becomes applicable 39.
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Meier

45

and Gutmann

43

deal extensively with the applicability of band theory

concepts to organic molecular solids; however, Simon and Andre

39

the view that band theory can be applied to molecular solids

Many of these

48.

do not support

theories are based on observations of polycyclic molecules such as anthracene,
which are significantly different than phthalocyanines and perylenes. In the
section that follows (photogeneration of charge carriers), a molecular description
for carrier generation will be presented specifically for Pc's, Pe's, and other
similar organics. Questions remain as to the nature of charge transport in these
materials, and certain aspects of each of the models for carrier mobility,
described above, will find applicability in the following chapters, to describe
carrier mobility.

PHOTOGENERATION OF CHARGE CARRIERS

Photogeneration of charge carriers in organic photoconductors can be divided
into two distinct classes. The first class of materials, which include anthracene,
naphthalene, and poly-n-vinylcarbazole, shows a different threshold for
absorption and carrier generation, and can be explained by the Onsager theory of
geminate recombination. The second class of materials, which include
phthalocyanines, perylene diimides, and squarines, shows the same threshold for
absorption and carrier generation, and is explained through a charge transfer
mechanism.
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ODsaler Model

The Onsager approach

36,39,49,50,51

as shown in Figure Sa, is used to account

for the wavelength dependent quantum efficiency observed in many organic
solids and estimates the probability of charge carrier formation as a function of
energy available. The molecule is excited to a state S* by an incident photon.
Before any relaxation can occur (internal conversion), a fraction '1111 of the
carriers are ejected from the exited state with sonie kinetic energy. This excess
energy, which is dependent on the energy of the incident photon, is dissipated
after numerous collisions with the medium. The carrier has traveled a distance r 0
from its parent countercharge; however, it still experiences a coulombic
interaction given by the classical expression

39:

E fp = (q) (q') / (Ie) (r 0)

where

Ie - dielectric constant
ro = thermalization length

The carrier may either recombine (R) with the parent countercharge or escape
from the ion pair by diffusion (probability 0 of becoming free carriers). The
condition for free carrier formation is that the coulombic attraction is less than
the thermal energy kT. The thermalization length must therefore be such that

39:

r 0 ~ (q) (q') / (Ie) (kT)

A highly excited electron-hole pair will require a larger separation distance for
thermalization and will therefore have a higher probability of evolution of free
carriers

50.

Conversely, low quantum efficiency observed for long wavelength

excitation is due to the smaller initial separation between oppositely charged
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Schematic representation of charge carrier generation as described
by (a) the Onsager model and (b) the modified Onsager model.
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thermalized pairs of carriers resulting in smaller dissociation efficiency 51. In
amorphous photoconductors. such as selenium. ro is strongly wavelength
dependent and it corresponds to the thermalization distance of a hot electronhole pair 51. In anthracene. it is proposed that autoionization of an excited state
brings about the initial electron-hole separation

36,52.

Free carrier generation in

anthracene is still a very low probability event. and most of the energy is
dissipated by fluorescence.
Geminate recombination. the recombination of a charge carrier with its
parent countercharge. is thought to govern the quantum yield of charge carrier
formation in many organic solids as charge-charge interactions are effective at
long range and their importance is magnified by the low dielectric constants of
organic materials

39.

Application of fairly high electric fields (?! 106 V1m) has

been shown to reduce the probability of recombination for thin films of
amorphous selenium 51 and similar effects are expected for organic materials
whose carrier generation is described by Onsager theory.

Photogeneration Model Assuming Complete Internal Conversion
Some organic materials. such as phthalocyanines, show the same threshold for
absorption and carrier generation. and quantum efficiency is independent of the
wavelength of excitation. After relaxation to the first excited singlet state, no
excess energy is available for the emission and thermalization of the hot electronhole pair. The Onsager model described above does not apply for these materials.
A modified Onsager theory for formation of free carriers was first suggested by
Noolandi and Hong 50. and shown in Figure Sb. Following excitation. the excess
energy is completely dissipated by internal conversion. This internal conversion
process occurs rapidly (10- 12 - 10- 13 sec) and the photoexcited molecule comes
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down to a long lived (10- 8 sec) first excited state. The molecule may return to its
ground state (kN and kR represent nonradiative and radiative pathways
respectively), or it may ionize, with the. charge carrier escaping to a neighboring
molecule. The nearest neighbor is assumed to be a distance equal to the average
distance between molecules in the material. This initial charge separation step is
believed to be field dependent. Free electron-hole pairs are created by diffusion
and drift in the electric field or they recombine to regenerate the first excited
singlet state.

Model for Intrinsic Carrier Generation In Phthalocyanlnes

Extensive studies of the carrier generation mechanism in
phthalocyanines 36,37,38,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60 and perylene derivatives

61,62,63

have been carried out by Popovic and Loutfy. Based on these studies, a model
for charge carrier separation based upon the formation of a charge transfer state
has been developed. This model which differs from the modified On sager model
described above, will be described in detail below.
The charge generation mechanism has been studied by combined pulsed
photoconductivity and electric field induced quenching measurements performed
on the x-polymorph of demetallated Pc (H 2Pc) 36,38,59. The pulsed techniques
have been used to determine the wavelength dependence on photoconductivity
and it was concluded that the immediate precursor to photogenerate carriers in
these materials is the lowest excited singlet state. Application of an electric field
shows significant modulation of the fluorescence, due to the competition between
fluorescence and carrier generation.
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The relative photo response (R(E» of the sample as a function of the applied
field, was measured as:
R(E) • t:.V / I lfebt
where: I1V
- light induced voltage drop across the sample
Ilillht - laser pulse intensity at a weakly absorbing wavelength
leading to homogenous charge generation
and is directly proportional to the quantum efficiency for carrier generation
efficiency (,,(E». The electric field induced fluorescence quenching

(~E»

was

measured as:
~E)

= (1,(0) - I,(E» / 1,(0)

where 1,(0) - fluorescence intensity at zero field
If(E) • fluorescence signal normalized to the incident light pulse
intensity and E is the applied electric field
It can be shown that

~

is related to " by the following expression:
~E) =

Fluorescence quenching,

(,,(E) - ,,(0» / (1 - ,,(0»

~E),

is expected to be a linear function of the

generation efficiency, ,,(E) or R(E). This is experimentally observed at high
applied fields; however, at low applied fields (:S 60 V/ 11m), the linear relationship
breaks down

38,59.

Based on this discrepancy, it was concluded that carrier

generation from the first excited singlet state must occur via an intermediate step
which is charge separation to the nearest neighbor, which was caned the charge
transfer (CT) state or geminate electron-hole pair. This model for carrier
generation can be seen in Figure 6a

38.

The carrier generation process starts with

excitation relaxation to S" followed by decay by one of three routes:
radiationless decay to the ground state (k nr); radiatively by fluorescence (k r ); or
by producing a CT state (field dependent rate constant k e). Electric field
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Figure 6:

Schematic representation of the Popovic model for charge generation
through a CT state.
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induced fluorescence quenching and carrier generation efficiency. are therefore,
related but not identical processes. Fluorescence quenching is caused by field
induced depopulation of S1' leading to CT state formation. The CT state either
leads to free carriers (probability O(E» or decays through a radiationless process
to the ground state (probability I .0). This is the major difference in this model
and the model described above by Noolandi and Hong. where recombination of
the CT state was believed to regenerate the excited state. Partial regeneration of
S1 would lead to the appearance of a linear component in the low field
dependence on fluorescence quenching which was not observed experimentally.
Further studies, performed on the p-polymorph of H2Pc were also consistent
with the model described above. A more complete picture of the carrier
generation mechanism was provided by delayed fluorescence and delayed
collection measurements, which demonstrated that at zero applied external field,
the geminate electron-hole pair has a very long lifetime, extending to tens of
milliseconds, and has a non-exponential time decay

60.

Carrier generation thus

becomes not only dependent on the electric field at the time of illumination, but
also on the evolution of the field during the lifetime of the geminate
electron-hole pairs. These results lead to a minor modification in the CT model
(Figure 6a), where '1Cy(E) depends only on the electric field at the time of
illumination, but O(E,t) depends also on field evolution after pulsed illumination.
The results of the study exclude the possibility of deep trapping, however, the
possibility that the geminate carriers interact with lattice defects and/or
impurities before recombination cannot be ruled out, and this may explain the
non-exponential nature of the decay

60.

Additionally. it was shown that delayed

luminescence is at least three orders of magnitude smaller than prompt
fluorescence. This result emphasizes that charge generation occurs from a CT
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state and not directly from the 8, excited state, since the electron-hole pair exists
for milliseconds but fluorescence from that pair decreases significantly after 10- 7
seconds. This result also verifies that regeneration of the S, state is a rare event
after CT formation, and does not influence the overall quantum yield of
photogenerated carriers.
It was further demonstrated that the predictions of Poole-Frenkel (PF)

formalism were in good agreement with experimental results for Pc's

6D.

The

process of dissociation of a bound electron-hole pair basically represents escape
of a charge from a Coulomb potential well, and the PF theory treats the escape
assuming Coulomb barrier lowering by the external field. This indicates that
carrier diffusion (Onsager mechanism) does not playa significant role in the
dissociation process for phthalocyanines.

Model for Extrinsic Photocarrler Generation In Phthalocyanlnes
A discrepancy observed between xerographically measured (as high as 60%)
and calculated (ca. IS%) carrier generation efficiencies in metal free
phthalocyanine photovoltaic cells suggested that the intrinsic mechanism
described above did not fully explain the carrier generation mechanism, and that
other factors must be playing a role. This led to the investigation of the
influence of the discrete nature of ionized impurities in a Schottky barrier on the
field dependent carrier generation ofax-H 2Pc photovoltaic cell

37.

In x-H 2Pc

photovoltaic cells, experimental evidence indicated the carrier generation is
limited to the barrier region because the exciton diffusion length is small
compared to the barrier width

37,55,57.

It was suggested that the strong coulomb

field in the local vicinity of an ionized impurity could outweigh the importance
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of the average electric field in the barrier, and therefore, be a dominant
mechanism of carrier production. The model assumes that excitons, which are
_the precursors of the photogenerated charge, have diffusion lengths comprable to
the average distance between ionized impurities. The exciton will then have a
high probability of sampling the regions in the immediate vicinity of the
impurity, where due to the large electric field, the probability of exciton
dissocia tion will be high. 36,37
A system which represents a Schottky barrier for a p-type material can be
seen in Figure 7a. The space charge in the barrier region is discrete in nature
and consists of localized negative charges of ionized impurities. In x-H 2Pe, an
ionized impurity density of 3 x 10 17 em-3 has been deduced from capacitance
measurements 37,64. Figure 7b shows the average field due to the Schottky
barrier, neglecting the localized nature of the space charge (assumes barrier with
a built in potential of 0.5V and width of SO nm). The maximum field has a value
of 20 V/ pm. Figure 7c shows the Coulomb field in the immediate vicinity of an
ionized impurity (assuming dielectric constant of 4.55). Close to the impurity, the
field is much larger than the average barrier field, with a value of 320 V /pm at a
distance of I nm, decreasing to 35 V/pm at a distance of 3 nm. 37. Therefore, the
electric field in the vicinity of an ionized impurity will consist of the slowly
varying average field in the barrier, and the strongly varying Coulomb field of
the ionized impurity. In the immediate vicinity of the ionized impurity, the
Coulomb field will be dominant and the average field can be neglected 37. For ptype semiconductors the ionized impurities will be negatively charged, however,
this model is valid for both p-type and n-type semiconductors.
Two possible mechanisms for carrier generation are postulated, once the
electron-hole pair is generated, and these are shown schematically in Figure 8. In
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(a) Schematic representation of a Schottky barrier, (b) average
electric field in the barrier, (c) Coulomb field in the vicinity of an
ionized impurity.
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the first mechanism

37,

which assumes exciton dissociation by the strong electric

field, the hole will be attracted by the Coulomb force and impurity
neutralization will occur. The electron left behind will be swept away by the
average barrier field. The impurity will be thermally ionized (a neutral molecule
will supply an electron to the impurity restoring equilibrium to the system).
supplying a hole which will move in the other direction (completing the current
circuit). The thermally regenerated ionized impurity is then again available to
assist the carrier generation process. The second mechanism

37

assumes a

collisional interaction between excitons and ionized impurities. and the exciton
decays by energy transfer promoting ionized impurities to an excited state. If
the energy level of the excited electron lies above the conduction band of the
host molecule lattice. electron emission to the conduction band will occur. The
electron will be removed by the barrier field leaving a neutralized impurity
which will subsequently be thermally ionized. For both mechanisms there are
two steps. First, a very fast step corresponding to electron release and transport
(picosecond scale), followed by a much slower step corresponding to the
ionization step of the impurity. It has been assumed that excitons move by
diffusion only; however, the exciton energy can be field dependent. and it may
increase or decrease with the field.
Calculation of charge carrier generation efficiencies, based on a model due to
ionized impurities, predict efficiencies of 30-60% for x-H 2Pc, where the ionized
impurity density is assumed to be 3 x 10 '7 cm- 3, and the exciton diffusion length
is between 10 and 20nm. This is significantly larger that the value predicted
based solely on the average barrier field (15%) and is in reasonable agreement
with experimentally measured values for x-H 2Pc photovoltaic cells.
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Figure 8:

Schematic representation of extrinsic carrier generation due to
ionized impurities. Mechanism 1 is based on an electric field, while
mechanism 2 is based on collisional interactions.
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Implications of the Intrinsic and Extrinsic
Models of Charae Carrier Generation
The nature of conductivity in these organic materials has not yet been fully
resolved. It is unclear where the line between the intrinsic and extrinsic models
of carrier generation should be drawn, as it is vague where one model ends and
the other begins. Specifically, it appears as if these two carrier generation
models ignore the existence of the other model. Questions left unanswered
include; why do materials in which conductivity is based on extrinsic factors, not
use a CT state for carrier generation?, and why does exciton diffusion playa role
in the extrinsic model but not the intrinsic model? Whatever the answers to
these questions, it is apparent that the photoconductivity is critically dependent
on sample preparation, both in terms of crystallinity and purity. As described
previously, the crystallinity and morphology of the sample will playa role, as
defect sites can act as either locations for intrinsic exciton dissociation or as trap
sites for free carriers. Extrinsic factors, such as sample purity will also have
drastic effects on the conductivity. Numerous studies have shown that the
intentional introduction of an impurity can affect conductivity by generating
fixed charge species which facilitate exciton dissociation. For Pc's, these include
the early studies of Calvin and Tollin's 65 where the effect of chloranil on the
surface of "2Pc was explored, and in our group, Pankow's

18 study

of the effects

of small amounts of TCNQ on a GaPc-CI surface. In chapter four of this
dissertation, it will be shown that one alternative to these fixed site models of
photocurrent generation, is the formation of a bilayer or multilayer film, of two
different organic materials, such as a Pc and a Pc. With these structures, and
with control of the deposition techniques and interfacial dimensions, it is
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possible to essentially place a set of controllable fixed site impurities, or exciton
dissociation sites, at each interface, which will therefore determine the
photoconductivity of the film.
Phthalocyanines and other classes of organic photoconductors, such as
perylenes, appear to follow the same pattern of carrier generation as shown for
the metal free phthalocyanine. The specific properties of carrier generation in
perylene derivatives will be described below in the section dedicated to PTCDA.
As discussed above, the study of bilayer and multilayer thin films of
phthalocyanines and perylenes, will be discussed within the framework of these
models of intrinsic and extrinsic carrier generation which have been reviewed
throughout this introductory chapter.
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PERYLENE TETRACARBQXYLIC DIANHYDRIDE (PTCDAl

Structure of PTCDA
One of the simplest derivatives of perylene, is perylene tetracarboxylic
dianhydride (PTCDA), a vacuum compatible molecule of electronic interest. The
crystal and film structure of PTCDA and other perylene derivatives has been
extensively studied. PTCDA molecules are essentially planar and dk'ystallize with
a monoclinic unit cell having: a=3.72!. b=11.96!. c=17.34!. and ,8==98.8°; the space
group is P2,/c (C s2h) and there are two molecules per unit cell 66,67. In addition
the stacks have an intermolecular separation of 3.23A. The molecules are
arranged so that they lie close to the (102) plane in such a way that equivalent
molecules are directly above one another in an a-axis projection, with molecules
in each stack rotated in their planes to be essentially orthognal to those of
adjacent stacks 66,67,68. The crystal structure of eleven perylene tetracarboxylic
bis alkylimides indicate that the molecules are arranged in parallel stacks, except
for the bis-ethylimide where the stacks are twisted with respect to each other

69.

X-Ray diffraction of vacuum deposited films of PTCDA (2000A) on glass and
Si(lOO) show a single prominent peak at 29:::: 27.8°. This reflection corresponds
to the (102) molecular orientation of PTCDA as seen in the powder diffraction
pattern 66,67,70 and corresponds to an interplanar spacing of d'02 :::: 3.2A. PTeDA
films deposited on Si(IOO) are oriented in stacks aligned close to parallel to their
substrates, with an inclination of approximately 11°, while on amorphous
substrates (glass), the same stacking habit is observed, with a small but a
significant proportion of (110) planes parallel to the surface 66. These studies
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suggested that perfection of oricntation increased with faster deposition rates (250A!sec). The X-Ray diffraction pattern for our vacuum deposited PTCDA films
and the importance of deposition rate will be discussed in chapter 3.
The Raman and infrared spectra of 2000A thick films of PTCDA deposited on
quartz and potassium bromide substrates have been studied and an empirical
assignment of vibrational modes has been proposed

7'.

Some of the major peak

assignments in the infrared spectra include: a CCH bend at ca. 1019, 1234, and
1406 cm-'; a C-O stretch at ca. 1120 and 1145 cm-'; a ring stretch at ca. 1300,
1506, and 1594 cm-1, and a C=O stretch at ca. 1730, 1742,1756, and 1770 cm-'.
Some of the major peak assignments in the Raman spectra, obtained with a 647.1
nm line, include: a ring deformation at ca. 168 and 537 cm-'; and a benzene
stretch at ca. 1145, 1294, 1341, 1372 and 1525 cm"'. C-H stretching vibrations are
not clearly seen in the Raman spectra of PTCDA. This is due to the fact that in
a large planar molecule such as PTCDA (or Pc's), the contribution from
stretching vibrations of peripheral C-H bonds to the change in polarizability is
negligible 7'. Major peak assignments in the resonance Raman spectra, obtained at
514.5 nm, include: ring deformation at 233, 537, and 624cm"'; and a benzene
stretch at 1304, 1381, and 1572 cm-';
In addition, the infrared spectra of the deposited PTCDA film, indicate tha t
a large number of molecules are oriented with their plane parallel to the surface
of the substrate. Thc vibrational spectra of perylene tetracarboxylic di-imide
derivatives deposited on quartz and NaCI also indicates extensive molecular
organization with orientation of the molecules parallel to the substrate 72.

S4

Properties of PTCDA In Oraanlc-Inoraanlc Contact Barrier Diodes
PTCDA has been extensively studied in organic-inorganic-contact barrier
diodes (01 diodes) with Si 67,68,70,73,74,75 and also InP 76. Similar diodes were
obtained by contacting N,N'-dimethyl perylene tetracarboxylic diimide
(MePTCDI) with GaAs 77. In these barrier structures, which may ultimately be
used in electronic and optoelectronic applications, the organic film is layered on
the surface of a conventional inorganic semiconductor to form an insulating or
conducting layer that controls the distribution of electric fields and, therefore,
transport of charge within the device. These 01 devices, which are easy to
fabricate, often have electronic properties similar to those obtained using
painstakingly-processed, ideal inorganic semiconductor devices

78.

Devices made by sublimation of PTCDA on p-type Si with AI, Au, or Ti
contacts, have IV characteristics similar to those of abrupt junction Si diodes and
exhibit high breakdown voltages and low reverse current densities. The forward
IV characteristics were found to be strongly dependent on the type of contact
metal used. The forward current characteristics were modeled by two processes
67,73.

At high current densities (J T > 40 mA/cm 2), a space charge injection region

across the PTCDA is dominant and can be described the following equation:

3

J T = (9/8) "0 I"eff V2se / d = B V

where

"0

2

is the permittivity, Vse is the voltage drop across the space charge

region, d is the film thickness, and I"effis the effective hole mobility. The
highest fields exist in the PTCDA layer and are limited by charged states at the
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contact metal-PTCDA interface. At lower current densities. thermionic emission
over the PTCDA-Si barrier is dominant and can be described by the following
equation:

IT"

J 08 [exp (-qV D/nkT) - I]

where T is the junction temperature. k is the Boltzmann constant, q is the
electronic charge. VDis the voltage drop across the inorganic substrate at the
contact barrier. n is the ideality factor. and
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is the saturation current which

can be described by the following equation:

where A* is a constant and ~BP is the barrier at the organic-inorganic
semiconductor interface. The current density is limited by thermionic emission
over this barrier which has been found to have a height of O.76eV. and the
highest electric fields are in the inorganic substrate. Reverse biased devices show
low dark currents (as low as SOpA/cm2 at IOOV) and the large barrier at the SiPTCDA contact is evident from the large breakdown voltages. Breakdown
voltages of 230V and 180V for Ti and Au contacts respectively are observed,
with a soft breakdown and considerable hysteretic behavior for the Au contact
compared to non hysteretic avalanche behavior for the Ti contact. These
differences (as well as differences in ideality values and other factors) in the IV .
characteristics with differing metal contacts lead to the conclusion that Ti and In
form ohmic, hole injecting contacts on the PTCDA surface, while Au and AI
form large blocking barriers with the organic material. Forrest suggests that the
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differences observed between these metals may be due to chemistry at the metalorganic interface, and for these reasons, our photoelectrochemical studies of
PTCDA have been done on a number of varying substrates.
Transport properties of thin PTCDA films were studied by fabrication of
sandwich structures with metal electrodes of Au-PTCDA.-Au and Ti-PTCDA-Au
67,70,13.

Due to the large barriers to charge injection using Au electrodes, the Au-

PTCDA-Au device behaved as a capacitor, from which the permittivity of
PTCDA was found to be

"0:::::

0.32 pF/cm. The barrier height, determined by

measuring the thermal activation energy of the dark current in Au-PTCDA-Au
devices, was found to be

q~BP

=0.6IeV, where q~BP is the barrier to hole current.

This value for the barrier may be due to a trap level of sufficiently high density
to pin the Fermi level at the interface, i.e. carriers injected from the metallic
electrode may charge the PTCDA at the interface by either oxidizing or reducing
the molecule. The barrier can be lowered by filling traps, by injection of carriers
at high current densities, at the metal-organic interface, resulting in a nearly
ohmic contact, however it returns to its original value after several hours. It is
possible that illumination of this device would create charge carriers which
would also act to fill traps, and hence, result in a nearly ohmic contact. This
would be of importance to our studies, since many of our PTCDA studies were
done on Au substrates, and this suggests that for photoelectrochemical studies, Au
can be considered as a nearly ohmic contact. In addition, Forrest and others ha ve
found that 01 interfaces may be changed by charge injection from metallic
contacts, and that the differences in contacts may be due to chemistry at the
metal-PTCDA interface. This may have implications in describing some of the
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photoelectrochemical properties we observe for PTCDA, and this will be
specifically addressed when considering the effect of cathodic modifications on
PTCDA thin films.
Asymmetry in contact behavior are observed in the IV characteristics of the
Ti-PTCDA-Au sandwich device, where the ohmic Ti contact is used to inject
charge into the organic layer. The large barrier, formed by the Au-PTCDA
interface forms a better rectifying contact when reverse biased (negative voltages
are applied to the Ti contact). When V>O is applied to the sandwich, the Au
contact is forward biased and the current characteristics are dominated by the
more ohmic Ti-PTCDA contact 73.
The carrier mobility for PTCDA was extracted 67,70, from a plot of log I vs
log V, where /Jeff ,the effective mobility, is given by the following:

where /Jp is the carrier mobility of holes, p is the number of free holes, and PT is
the number of trapped holes. A carrier mobility of /Jeff"" 8/Jp "" 3.S X 10- 3 cm 2/V
sec was obtained for a Ti-PTCDA(2000A)-Au device. The highest /Jeff observed
was 1.4 cm 2/V sec and the variation in mobility is believed to be due to
variations in the ratio of trapped and free carriers (8) induced by changes in
film purity and/or crystallinity. In addition, /Jeff was found to increase with
increasing deposition rate of PTCDA. Evidence for a shallow hole trap in
PTCDA which strongly affects mobility within the organic layer has also been
observed in the 01 devices 70. /Jeff is found to be dependent on temperature due
most likely to the filling of a shallow trap at energy lffi "" ET - Eyabove the
valence band edge. The total trap density, extracted from an Arrhenius plot, is
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found to be Np == 10 16 cm· 3, and it is further suggested that these traps are
situated at grain boundaries. The mobilities reported exhibit very low values,
and as described in a previous section, lower mobilities result in lower
conductivities. However, it is apparent that there is a sizeable fluctuation in the
effective mobility with crystallinity and purity. This suggests that the
crystallinity and purity of the PTCDA film will playa large role in ultimately
maximizing or limiting the photoconductive properties of PTCDA in our
photoelectrochemical studies. In addition, it will be shown, in chapter 3, that, for
our films, deposition rate does not necessarily play the extreme role in
determining crystallinity that it does for Forrest's devices.
The free carrier concentration for PTCDA can also be extracted from a plot
of log I vs log V, and Po == 5 x 10 14 cm· 3 was obtained for PTCDA 67,70.
According to these studies, PTCDA is therefore, a p-type semiconductor with a
very small charge density. Since Po is small, the Fermi energy of this material is
in most cases determined by the density of injected charges. This has been
observed for PTCDA deposited on n-Si substrates, where electron injection from
the Si charges the entire PTCDA film, raising the Fermi level near the
conduction band edge 67. The importance of this property will become apparent
in chapter 3, since, according to these studies, the PTCDA is intrinsically a p-typc
material, yet it behaves as an n-type material in our photoelectrochemical studies.
To work in 01 diodes, the organic material must form stacks of closely packed
molecules so the carriers can be delocalized along the stack, i.e. they must be high
mobility organic materials. In addition, the direction of greatest intermolecular
overlap should be in the direction of the applied electric field, i.e. perpendicular
to the substrate plane

68,70.

PTCDA meets these requirements for use in 01

diodes. These transport properties play an important role in the use of PTCDA

11"
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for photoelectrochemical applications as will be seen in chapter 3 and 4.
However, the nature of charge transport, where transport between adjacent stacks
is inhibited by the lack of overlap in the direction transverse to the stacking axis.
will have definite consequences in the use of PTCDA deposited on interdigitated
microcircuit devices. as will be seen in chapter 5. In addition to PTCDA, a
number of other organic molecules, which meet the requirements described above.
have been successfully used in 01 devices. These include other aromatic
anhydride dye compounds such as 3,4,7,8-napthalenetetracarboxyIic dianhydride
(NTCDA) and I,S-naphthalene anhydride (NA), and 3,4,9,10perylenetetracarboxyIic di-imide (PTCDI) 70. All these molecules deposit in
polycrystalline form, as evidenced by X-Ray diffraction spectra. 1,2,4,5pyromellitic dianhydride (PMA) deposits in an amorphous form and can not be
used in 01 diodes.
PTCDA and related compounds can form high potential barriers with the
inorganic semiconductor surface allowing the application of high reverse bias
and therefore, the depletion of carriers deep within the bulk of the inorganic·
material. This makes possible the non-destructive measurement of several
semiconductor properties such as free carrier concentration, deep level densities,
and band energies around a wafer surface 79. Apart from being used for
semiconductor wafer diagnostics, PTCDA on p-Si has recently produced high
efficiency. high band width organic on inorganic heterojunction
photodetectors so. The photodetector, which relies on the rectifying
characteristics described above, consisted of a transparent indium tin oxide (ITO)
sputter deposited over the 2000A PTCDA layer deposited onto p-Si. Quantum
efficiency of the detector was measured as a function of wavelength and reverse
bias, with a maximum efficiency of 85% observed. Absorption occurs in the Si
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substrate and the reverse bias voltage dictates the distance the electric field
extends from the 01 heterojunction into the Si bulk, and hence, as the bias is
increased a higher fraction of the electron-hole pairs are collected (lower
probability of recombination)

Carrier Generation Mechanism in Perylenes
The carrier generation mechanism in perylenes has been extensively studied
by Popovic and Loutfy 61,62,63. As described above. in the section on
photogeneration of charge carriers, the models of intrinsic and extrinsic carrier
generation apply for perylene derivatives. Measurements of the fluorescence
quenching efficiencies and the carrier generation efficiencies made as a function
of the applied field of perylene tetracarboxyl-diimides have shown linear
correlation between the carrier generation and fluorescence quenching measured
at different electric fields. This suggests that the photoconductivity is consistent
with the intrinsic model of carrier generation in which the first excited state is
the precursor of photogenerated carriers. However, measurements at zero applied
field show finite values (non-zero) of carrier generation. In purified samples the
zero field carrier generation is relatively small, while in non-purified samples it
is much larger. This enhancement of the zero field carrier generation must
therefore be an impurity effect, and is evidence for extrinsic carrier generation.
Therefore, the photoconductivity of these materials exhibit both extrinsic
(impurity controlled) and intrinsic carrier generation originating from the first
excited singlet state 61.
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Electric field modulation of time resolved fluorescence has been studied in
N,N' bis(methyl)perylene 3,4,9,10 tetra carboxyl diimide 62. The fluorescence is
strongly quenched by the electric field. With increasing electric field, the initial
fluorescence intensity remains constant but the fluorescence lifetime decreases.
This is consistent with the existence of a charge transfer state and an intrinsic
carrier generation process. In addition, there is evidence of energy transfer from
the monomer to another species, either an excimer (structural site, such as two
monomers) or an exciplex (impurity type of defect) resulting in fluorescence at
longer wavelength. The energy transfer is in competition with the field
dependent charge transfer state formation.
These studies show that perylenes show carrier generation behavior similar to
that of phthalocyanines. More importantly, these studies once again demonstrate
that purity and crystallinity will playa dramatic role in the photoelectrochemical
properties of PTCDA. For Pe's, both intrinsic and extrinsic modes of conduction
are observed, in the same system. This may support the viewpoint that intrinsic
and extrinsic models of conduction are completely separate entities, and
therefore, these two models are not directly related to each other, as was
suggested earlier in this introductory chapter. If these two distinct methods of
carrier generation generate comparable amounts of charge carriers, then it may
be possible to separately consider the contribution from each model (in contrast,
a low impurity level suggests dominance by the intrinsic conduction, while a high
impurity level would suggest dominance by extrinsic conduction).
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Applications of the Photoconductive Properties of Perylenes
The photoconducting properties of perylene pigments are exploited in
electrophotography where they arc used in the charge generation layer in a duallayer system

29,81.

For some of the perylene derivatives (MePTCDI and BPT), the

carrier generation efficiencies under applied electric field, can be nearly as high
as for the x-polymorph of metal-free phthalocyanine

61.

Recently, the

xerographic evaluation of a series of dual-layer photoreceptors incorporating thin
evaporated films of perylene pigments (N,N'-disubstituted diimide and
bisarylimidazole derivatives of PTCDA) demonstrated a correlation between
molecular planarity and photosensitivity, with the best response seen for the
planar, bisbenzimidazole perylene. Furthermore, it was found that the spectral
sensitivity could be extended to the IR region by adding chloroindium
phthalocyanine as a second photogenerator

30.

Perylene tetra carboxylic derivatives have also been used in two layer
photovoltaic cells with phthalocyanines

35,82,83.

The best power conversion

efficiencies (approximately 1% under simulated AM2 illumination) have been
obtained with bilayers of benzimidazole perylene tetracarboxylic (BPT) and
copper phthalocyanine

35.

This will be discussed in more detail below and has

obvious relevance to the photoelectrochemical study of heterojunction structures
which will be discussed in chapter 4.
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PHTHALQCYANINES

Phthalocyanine complexes have significant importance for many reasons,
including their classical use as dyes in the textile and paint industries, their
similarity to biologically important metalloporphyrins. and their use in devices
which depend on their conductive and photoconductive properties. The
conductive and photoconductive properties of this organic material and its metal
derivatives, which were first realized in the early 1960·s. along with properties
such as high light absorptivity (ca. 105 cm"'), stability, and ease of fabrication,
have led to their use in a wide range of applications today. These applications
include photovoltaic devices, electrophotography. chemical sensors, data storage
devices. and non-linear optical systems '7,25,29,3'.
Most of the early work on the photoconductive properties focused on
demetallated (H 2Pc) and divalent metal (CuPc. FePc, SiPc, etc.) Pc systems for
solar energy conversion and photovoltaic applications. In general, the divalent
metal and demetallated Pc's grew as small needle-like deposits (as seen by
scanning electron microscopy) with poor photorespons~,:;s. Loutfy 84,85 noticed in
the early 1980's, that the x-phase of H2Pc had some attractive properties when
studied in a photovoltaic device, including a broadened and red shifted
absorbance spectrum (absorbs a larger percentage of the solar spectrum). This
property. along with demonstrated high photoconductivities, were attributed to
the dimeric structure with two neighboring molecules in a staggered, or
"slipstack", configuration with short intermolecular distances between
molecules 85,86.
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A number of tri and tetravalent Pc's were seen to mimic this slipstack
configuration observed in the x-phase H 2Pc. In this research group, the early
studies focused on chlorogallium Pc 24,26,87,88 and eventually included other
similar systems. These studies demonstrated that the tri and tetravalent Pc's
show enhanced photoresponse when compared to the divalent metal and
demetallated systems. The enhanced photoactivity was correlated with their
broadened and red shifted visible spectra and their tendency to grow as blocklike or platelet-like microcrystals in the thin film.
The photoelectrochemical properties of vanadyl phthalocyanine thin film
electrodes as well as a number of other tri and tetravalent phthalocyanines have
been extensively characterized in this research group. Klofta's 27 dissertation
research focused on improving and characterizing the properties of various thin
films of tri and tetravalent phthalocyanines such as vanadyl (VOPc), titanyl
(TiOPc), chloroindium (lnPc-CI) and chlorogallium (GaPc-CI) metallated
phthalocyanines. Since the characterization of these Pc's has been covered in
detail elsewhere, this section will discuss only those previous studies which are
immediately relevant to the work which will follow in this dissertation. This
includes Klofta's characterization of VOPc, and Rieke's study of the n-type
behavior of CIGaPc, which in some ways behaves in a manner similar to PTCDA.
Klofta et al. 89 characterized the properties of VOPc thin film electrodes.
Photoelectrochemical studies of VOPc. deposited on semitransparent gold
substrates, showed that for redox couples with standard electrochemical
potentials negative of +O.33V vs Agi AgCI, positive photopotentials were observed.
Redox couples with EOts positive of +O.33V exhibited reversible electrochemical
behavior independent of illumination at the VOPc electrode. These results
suggested a clear p-type semiconducting nature for the VOPc system. Mott-
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Schottky capacitance data revealed an acceptor density of 6 x 10 18 cm -3, which
was speculated to be due to inclusion of dioxygen within the VOPc lattice.
Scanning electron microscopy revealed the existence of two types of crystallites
at the surface.
Photoelectrochemical and spectroscopic characterization of thin films of
titanyl phthalocyanine (TiOPc) have been compared to VOPc

11.

Both of these

tetravalent-metal Pc thin films exhibited only p-type photoelectrochemical
behavior. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of both TiOPc and VOPc
showed clearly the presence of extra oxygen forms for films vacuum deposited in
moderate vacuums (10- 6 torr), as opposed to the stoichiometric quantities of
oxygen found in films deposited under ultrahigh vacuum. One possible
conclusion drawn was that the deposition conditions used gave rise to extensive
O2 incorporation into the Pc film, which may explain, in part the p-type
character attributed to these films. However, interpreting the results in this
manner requires a degree of caution, as the sensitivity of XPS is generally
believed to be at part per thousand levels, and dopants at part per million
concentration levels can affect the electronic properties of semiconductors, yet
not be detected by spectroscopic probes. The molecular nature of chemisorbed
oxygen in these and other Pc films is still not fully understood, and is the focus
of other studies presently going on in this research group

18.

As described above, most previously explored phthalocyanine thin film
systems have demonstrated behavior which suggests that the photoactive regions
of those thin films, and therefore the regions which dominate the observed
electronic properties, are p-type in nature, with high levels of dopant (ca. 10 18
cm- 3). One notable exception has been reported for certain trivalent metal Pc's
such as GaPc-CI. which, if deposited under the proper conditions. and examined
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before extensive exposure to atmospheric pressure oxygen. can demonstrate ntype behavior 12,24,90,91. In these cases. the photoelectrochemical response in the
presence of millimolar concentrations of hydroquinone. or ferrocyanide.
consistently gave onsets for photocurrent activity (i.e. the apparent flat band
potentials) which were negative of the formal potentials for those redox couple
by ca. 2S0mV.
Following those initial studies on the GaPc-CI and InPc-Cl systems. it was
determined that the photoelectrochemical responses could be converted to a "p_
type" semiconductor photoelectrode response.

anne~ling

these films in 02 at ca.

100°C for several hours. and/or growth of the films in such a fashion as to insure
higher oxygen content in the final film 12. Reannealing in H2 reversed this
change in response. confirming that 02 was acting to "dope" these films. and
thereby control their photoelectrochemical response.
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ORGANIC BILAYER p-n HETEROJUNCTION STRUCTURES

Photoconduction in molecular solids, as described above, can originate
through exciton dissociation at structural defect sites, or regions of differing
aggregation (intrinsic mechanism). or can be controlled by impurities
incorporated during processing (extrinsic mechanism), Several investigators have
advocated that doping is necessary to generate a non-negligible concentration of
charge carriers in thin film molecular materials and that the photovoltaic
response may be primarily due to an impurity doped interfacial region. which is
the only area where exciton dissociation and charge carrier formation is
favored

39,40,

It is desirable to design and control the chemical composition and spatial

arrangement of exciton dissociation sites within a molecular thin film, and
previous studies suggest this can be achieved by interfacing two materials with
widely differing electron affinities and ionization potentials, A number of
investigators have reported studies of bilayer organic "p-n" junctions, primarily
as photovoltaic devices

35,82,83,92,93,94,95,96.,

Figure 9a shows a schematic illustration of the charge distribution in separate
p-type and n-type samples. In the p-type region there is a high concentration of
holes, and in the n-type region there is a high concentration of electrons, When
the two regions are joined together, there will be diffusion of holes from the ptype region to the n-type region, and a diffusion of electrons from the n-type
region to the p-type region. As holes diffuse into the n-type region they will
recombine with the free electron majority carriers (similarly, electrons diffusing
into the p-region will recombine with holes). The p-type material is made up of
mobile positive holes and fixed negative acceptor ions. When the holes near the
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Schematic representation of: (A) charges in separate p-type and ntype materials, (B) formation of a space charge region in an
unbiased p-n junction, (C) a band model representation of a p-n
junction.
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junction diffusc into thc n-typc rcgion, thcy Icavc bchind thc ncgativc ions, and
a nct ncgativc chargc in thc p-typc rcgion will rcmain. Thc n-typc rcgion, in a
similar manncr, will bccomc positivcly chargcd. Thc diffusion of majority
carriers from cach rcgion results in a buildup of charge that eventually prevents
further diffusion. The amount of clectron transfcr at the interface is governed
by thc respective redox potentials of the donor and acceptor and by the dielectric
of the bulk molecular matcrials. In Figure 9b, it is shown that near the junction,
only thc fixed chargcs remain. This region, which is no longer electrically
neutral, is called the space charge region. A band model representation of a p-n
junction is shown in Figure 9c.
The space charge rcgion formcd will influence the current when an external
voltage is applied. If the applied potential causes electrons to move from the ntype region to the p-type region, then the device is forward biased. The external
voltage, which is opposed to the natural direction of electron transfer between
acceptors and donors, causes the extent of the highly resistive space charge region
to decrease, as shown in Figure lOa, and the current intensity will be high and
increase with applied voltage. When the voltage is applied the other way. or
reverse biased, the extent of the space charge region increases, as shown in
Figure lOb, and thc current intensity is low and saturates with voltage. The
current-voltage properties of this p-n junction is shown schematically in
Figurc 10c.
Organic p-n junctions have been studied by Kearns

92

and Meier et al.

93

as

early as in 1960. In the early 1980's reports of photoelectric p-n junction cells
using organic dyes became more prevalent. Kudo and Moriizumi

94

fabricated

organic photovoltaic p-n diodes with a layered structure of indium tin oxide
(ITO)/n-type dye/p-type dye/Ag, using merocyanine derivatives as the p-type dye

p
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current-voltage characteristics of a typical p-n junction.
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and malachite green and rhodamine B as the n-type dye. Rectifying properties
and photovoltaic effects were observed. The maximum open circuit
photopotential and short circuit photocurrent were reported to be 0.75V and 0.13
mA/cm 2 respectively, with a power conversion efficiency of 0.05%. Chamberlin,
also studied solid state photovoltaic bilayers of merocyanine dyes and malachite
green (and other triphenylmethane dyes)

95.

Power conversion efficiencies were

improved by doping the photovoltaic cell with chlorine, with a maximum open
circuit photopotential of 0.66V, short circuit photocurrent of 0.24 mA/cm 2, and
sunlight power conversion efficiency of 0.12%. For solar energy applications,
Chamberlin

95

and others

82,83

suggested that the use of two dyes in a

p-n heterojunction structure would allow for absorption of light within the
visible spectra over a broader wavelength range than a single dye, provided dyes
with complimentary absorption were selected, therefore allowing for greater use
of available sunlight.
The best power conversion efficiency for these heterojunction structures has
been reported by Tang of ca. 1% for a vacuum deposited bilayer of a perylene
tetracarboxylic derivative (PV) and copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) with the
configuration ITO/ CuPc(250A)/ PV(4SOA/ Ag

35.

The current voltage

characteristics of this device showed good rectification, with plenty of current in
the forward bias direction, no reverse bias current until illumination, an open
circuit photopotential of O.45V, a short circuit photocurrent of 2.4 mA/cm 2, and
an excellent fill factor of 0.65. Tang suggested that the interface between the
two organic materials, rather than the electrode/organic contacts, determined the
photovoltaic properties of the film. Tang and VanSlyke have also created
organic heterojunction structures for use as electroluminescent diodes

97.

diode has a double layer of a vacuum·deposited aromatic diamine and 8-

The
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hydroxyquinoline aluminum. The device is in principal the same as a
photovoltaic device, however, instead of illuminating to generate a current, a
current is applied to induce recombination and therefore, radiative decay or
fluorescence. This device provides an example of how organic materials can be
used in optoelectronic applications such as displays.
Other important studies of organic photovoltaic heterojunctions include
studies done by Harima et. al

96,

and those done by Popovic and Loutfy

63.

Both

of these studies, which used either Pc's or Pe's, demonstrated the importance of
the space charge region formed at the interface between the two organic
materials in determining the current-voltage properties of their photovoltaic
device. These studies will be discussed in detail in chapter 4 of this dissertation,
when related directly to our photoelectrochemical results.
The main questions addressed in this dissertation orig'inally arose after
considering the work of Tang

35

and Bird

82.83.

These studies, described above,

demonstrated that high efficiencies could be observed for molecular p-n
heterojunction-like structures. However, questions remained about why these
higher efficiencies were observed, and how they could be improved and/or
applied. The studies described in this dissertation attempt to answer these
questions by using photoelectrochemistry to characterize similar systems. In
addition, these studies expand into other kinds of molecular semiconductor
systems, and address the photoelectrochemical properties of perylene systems, as
well as those of bilayer and multilayer structures. Photoelectrochemical
techniques offer some advantages for the study of systems of this type. primarily
because of the possibility of using semitransparent electrode substrates and
transparent electrolyte contacts. which interact only weakly with the molecular
thin film. Photocurrcnt yield spectra are easily obtained for illumination from
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two directions of the device, and the question of which of the molecular
materials is better to illuminate first, can be addressed. In addition, these studies
can be used to non-destructively characterize the interfacial region. The interest
here is to determine the properties of multilayer thin film structures, and
although it is possible that these multilayer structures may have no
photoelectrochemical use, they may find other solid state applications, and it is
of interest to see if photoelectrochemical techniques can be used to characterize
them. Most of our attention has been directed toward bilayer and multilayer
assemblies of various metal phthalocyanines with other chromophores such as
substituted perylenes. Chapter 4 will focus on assemblies of VOPc and PTCDA.
The photoelectrochemical properties of VOPc have been extensively studied in
our group, as discussed above, and the electrochemical properties of PTCDA will
be discussed in Chapter 3. The solid state properties of VOPc and PTCDA are
addressed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2.

EXPERIMENTAL

Redox Couples and Electrolytes

All solutions were prepared from deionized water doubly distilled from
potassium permanganate. The pH=4 electrolyte was prepared from potassium
hydrogen phthalate (KHP) used as obtained from Aldrich. Ultra-high purity
nitric acid, available from J.T. Baker, was used to make a pH=l and a pH=4
electrolyte. The redox species used in the cyclic voltammetric experiments
consisted of reagent grade hydroQuinone (HQ, Eastman-Kodak), Quinhydrone
(Eastman-Kodak), p-BenzoQuinone (BQ, MCB chemicals), potassium iodide
(Fisher Scientific), and potassium ferri- and ferrocyanide (Mallinckrodt) used as
received from the manufacturer. AnthraQuinone-2-sulfonic acid, sodium salt
monohydrate (AQ, Aldrich) and o-tolidine (Eastman-Kodak) were used after
recrystallization from ethanol. I-Napthol, which was used for passivation of thin
films, was purchased from Kodak, and used after purification by sublimation.
Erythrosin, which was also used for passivation, was purchased from Eastman
Kodak and dried in a vacuum oven at 40°C for 24 hours before use. All
solutions were deoxygenated either under vacuum or by nitrogen bubbling and
then transferred into the sandwich type electrochemical cell by pipet.

7S

Phthalocyanines and Perylenes

Vanadyl phthalocyanine (VOPc) was purchased from Eastman-Kodak and
purified by repeated sublimation at reduced pressures. The preparation of
titanyl phthalocyanine (TiOPc). chlorogallium phthalocyanine (GaPc-Cl), and
chloroindium phthalocyanine (InPc-CI) were based upon the procedures used by
Meloni 98• Linkous 46, and Kenney and Meller99 ,100, respectively. These
phthalocyanines were synthesized by previous or other group members including
Clovis Linkous, Tom Klofta, Joe Ivanecky, and Joel Pankow, and were carried
out as described by Klofta 27• These phthalocyanines were also purified by
repeated sublimation at reduced pressures. Some phthalocyanines were purified
in an entrainer sublimation chamber which was designed as described by
Wagner 101
3,4.9.IO-perylene tetracarboxcylic dianhydride (PTCDA) was purchased from
Aldrich. The powder was subsequently purified by sublimation under vacuum at
ca. 10-6 torr. Care was taken to maintain a sublimation temperature below
approximately 400°C in order to avoid decomposition of the red PTCDA into a
brown solid which contains 3,4-perylene dicarboxcylic anhydride, the
decomposition product resulting from loss of the anhydride from one end of the
molecule. The loss of CO2 and CO by PTCDA is well documented in the literature
since it is the first step in the production of carbon fibers made of
polyperinapthalene from PTCDA
PTCDA reported by Murakami

102,103,104,105.

105

Thermal gravimetry curves of

indicate that a small weight loss begins to

occur at a temperature of 400°C, even though the significant drop in weight
starts at 490°C.
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Thin Film Deposition Chamber

Thin films electrodes of VOPc and PTCDA, as well as the bilayer and
multilayer thin films, were produced in a specially designed deposition chamber.
The vacuum deposition techniques used in some ways mimic those used for
epitaxial layer growth of inorganic materials. The MUMS2 (multilayer molecular
semiconductors 2) deposition chamber, shown in Figure II, is a diffusion pumped
or turbomolecularly pumped high vacuum chamber (ca. 10- 7 torr) allowing for
sequential deposition of the molecular materials from independent sources. The
purified solid VOPc, PTCDA, or other organic dye of interest is placed in small
pyrolitic boron nitride crucibles (purchased from the R.D. Mathis Company)
suspended in the center of stainless steel cylinders with a cap that gave a defined
aperture through which the subliming molecules escaped. The entire effusionlike source assembly was heated resistively by a tantalum wire threaded through
the steel cylinder, and the temperature at the base of the crucible was monitored
by means of a thermocouple. The desired temperature was controlled and
maintained independently at each source by means of Omega temperature
controller (Model CN310). Temperatures were achieved which allowed for
deposition rates of 2A to 30A per minute ior VOPc and ior PTCDA, although in
our current technology, much slower rates of deposition are possible. Deposition
rate and thickness were monitored through the use of a quartz crystal
microbalance (QCM), suspended above each of the sources, and thickness
determinations were later calibrated by measuring the thickness of the films
grown with a Dektak 3030 profilometer, as well as by spectrophotometric assay of
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Schematic representation of the MUMS2 deposition chamber.
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pyridine-washed films. Total film thickness for these single layer. bilayer. and
multilayer films ranged from 2sA to 6000A. Substrates were placed on a rotatable
heated stage allowing for controlled annealing. at approximately 9SoC. as they
were moved back and forth over the effusion beams to allow for deposition.
Sequentially rotating the substrates above the individual effusion sources. allows
for deposition of layered molecular films. consisting of bilayers of two molecular
materials and multilayers of two or more molecular materials. This new
deposition technology provides for the growth of remarkably nonporous
phthalocyanine films. and this remains true even when the films are extremely
thin (ca. SOOA). Some thin film electrodes were produced in a UHV deposition
chamber which will be described in detail below.
Thin films for electrochemical analysis were prepared primarily on gold
metallized plastic optically transparent electrodes (Au-MPOTE) and tin oxide
(Sn0 2). The Au-MPOTE consists of a thin gold film (ca. 300A) vapor deposited on
a transparent polyester backing (ca..2Smm), from Sierracin. Sylmar. California.
Doped Sn0 2 on glass (ps ::= 2S - 300 square) was purchased from Swift Glass
Company. New York. These semitransparent substrates allowed for optical
interrogation of the films from two different directions. Other substrates used in
these studies included Au foil. Pt foil. and Au vacuum deposited on mica
( KH 2AI 3(Si04)3 • thickness ca. 25-30p). Au on mica substrates were made in our
lab by depositing Au in a UHV chamber on mica purchased from Perfection Mica
Company. Illinois. Deposition on glass microscope slides and sapphire were done
for X-Ray diffraction and low angle X-Ray scattering studies. All of these
substrates were cleaned prior to use by sonication in absolute ethanol.
Depositions were also occasionally made on interdigitated electrode arrays for
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possible field effect transistor and sensor applications. The properties of these
microcircuits will be described below.

Cyclic Voltammetry and Photocurrent Action Spectra

A conventional three electrode potentiostat (Princeton Applied Research
Model 174A) along with a

x-Y recorder (Linseis) and a digital voltmeter

(Keithley) were used for the cyclic voltammetric measurements. The half-wave
potential, Ew refers to the average of the cathodic, Ep • c ., and anodic,E p • a ., peak
potentials and is considered to approximate the EO' for the redox system. The Ev.
values for the various redox couples were measured at clean Au-MPOTE
electrodes. Photoelectrochemical studies were conducted with illumination from
a 450 watt Xenon Arc lamp (Electro Powerpacs Corp). All single layer, bilayer,
and multilayer electrodes were mounted in a traditional one compartment three
electrode spectroelectrochemical sandwich type cell, using Ag/ AgCI (saturated
KCI) as a reference electrode (+0.197V vs. NHE). This cell allows for
illumination of the thin film electrodes from two directions; frontside
illumination (FS) refers to illumination of the electrode/electrolyte interface
first and backside illumination (BS) refers to the illumination of the
metal/organic interface first. Electrolytes were deoxygenated with high purity
nitrogen before all electrochemical studies. Voltammetric data were obtained at
a sweep rate of 10mV sec· 1 in this cell and the area of molecular thin films in
contact with the solution was 0.64 cm 2•

Photovoltammetric studies were

conducted by using the filtered output of the arc lamp (lOcm water filter, IR
glass filter, and 350nm Oriel long pass filter) to give a 350 - 900nm response. At
its maximum, the average white light power density from the high pressure
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Xenon lamp is approximately 225 mW/cm 2 (measured with a Coherent model 210
power meter). Lower intensities were obtained through the use of neutral density
filters.
Photocurrent action spectra (photocurrent as measured vs. wavelength of
excitation) were obtained by modulating the Xenon Arc lamp at low frequencies
(25Hz) and passing it through a holographic grating monochromator (Jobin-Yvon
model H-20, or ISA Inc. model H-IOIR). These monochromators had a bandpass
of ca. 16nm with 2mm entrance and exit slits. The potentiostat set the potential
of the working electrode and the current-to-voltage output of the potentiostat
was demodulated with a lock-in-amplifier (Ortec-Brookdeal model 9503), using
the output of the chopper (EG&G model 192) as the reference input.. A
photodiode (Hamamatsu model S780-BQ), for which the current generation
efficiency was known over the wavelength range of 300 - 900nm, was used to
normalize the photocurrent response. This allows the photocurrents for the thin
film electrodes to be corrected for variations in the source output. All
photocurrent action spectra are reported as either incident light quantum
efficiencies (electrons per photon) or as relative incident light quantum
efficiencies (values normalized to the maximum photocurrent value).
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UHV Deposition in MUMSI and Microcircuit Devices

Solid state properties of VOPc, PTCDA, and bilayer films of these two
molecular materials, (including dark and photoconductivites, dark and
photoactivation energies, current-voltage properties, and photoaction spectra)
were determined on microcircuits in the MUMSI chamber at ultra high vacuum
.(UHV, base pressure of ca. 10-9 torr). This chamber is the UHV analog of the
MUMS2 chamber described above, and the deposition chamber and associated
measurement hardware, is shown in figure Figure 12. Like the MUMS2 chamber,
the MUMSI chamber, which is described in detail elsewhere 18, consists of
effusion sources and shutter assemblies to direct beams of the molecular
materials at a variety of substrates. In addition, QCM's are used to monitor
deposition rates and substrate heating is possible. A piece of glass or Au-MPOTE
may be placed on the substrate block next to the microcircuit, such that
deposition on this substrate would be the same as that on the MC. The visible
absorbance of the film grown on this substrate would be measured after all
experiments were completed in order to help calibrate the thickness of the film
grown on the MC.
The microcircuits (MC) used as substrates in the solid state UHV studies were
provided by Motorola (Phoniex, AZ),or by Burr-Brown (Tucson, AZ), and are
shown schematically in Figure 13. The MC's produced at Motorola consist of an
interdigitated electrode array of 59 gold fingers, ca. loooA high, 3.2#'m wide, and
with a 3.2pm finger center to finger center spacing. The active length of the
interdigitated array was 1.3mm, yielding a geometric active area of ca. 5 x 10-3
cm 2• The effective area, used in the calculation of conductivites (0) or
photoconductivites (0*), was the product of the perimeter length around each of
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Figure 12:

MUMS1 deposition chamber and associated measurement hardware.
The chamber also has fiber optic capabilities Cor illumination of
samples.
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Figure 13:

Schematic diagram of the microcircuit device. The deposition of the
molecular semiconductor thin. film acts to complete the electrical
circuit, as the film will connect the two sets of fingers.
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the array fingers and the height of each finger (A eff .7.5 x 10- 5 cm 2). These
arrays were created by a standard lithographic procedure which deposited the Au
layer over a thin chromium film on a single crystal sapphire substrate. The MC's
provided by Burr-Brown consisted of two interdigitated electrode arrays, each
with ca. 400 platinum silicide (PtSi x) fingers IOOnm high, 4 or 6#'m wide, and
with a finger center to finger center separation of either 4#'m or 6#,m. The active
length of the PtSil x interdigitated array was 3mm, giving a geometric active area
of 0.09cm2. The effective area of the PtSi x array was ca. Aeff= 3.9xl0- 4cm 2 for
the 6#,m MC, and Aeff"" 5.9x1 0-4cm 2 for the 4#'m MC. Microcircuits were cleaned
in a radio frequency plasma chamber (Harrick Scientific; ca. 10-3 torr in air) to
remove traces of hydrocarbons present on the as-received microcircuit 17.
Immediately after plasma cleaning, the MC was placed in the deposition chamber.
The MC was held at a temperature of ca. 80°C - 90°C during bake out cycles, in
order to prevent contamination of the Me surface. The MC was also held at
these elevated temperatures during depositions.
Solid state current-voltage properties of the molecular thin films deposited on
the MC's were determined by applying a bias of 0.05 to 5 volts across the MC
with a potentiostat (Amel model 551), and measuring the current with a
picoammeter (Keithley model 485) in series with the MC. THe picoammeter
output was sometimes recorded on a chart recorder. Illumination of the MC using
a 500W tungsten bulb and fiber optics allowed for measurement of the
photoconductive properties of the films. The output from the tungsten source
was passed through a monochromator (lSA Inc. H-I0IR holographic) and into a
fiber optic cable, which could be brought within a few centimeters of the
microcircuit through a bellowed UHV flange attachment. The photon output of
the fiber optic was normalized with a thermopile to correct the photoaction
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spectra for source/monochromator wavelength variations. Flir certain
measurements, Oriel neutral density filters were used.

Dark Bnd Photoconductivity. Dark conductivity (0) and photoconductivity
(0*) for these devices is determined in a straight forward manner from the

measured currents and the bias voltages as described by Snow et aI 106•
Conduction
through an organic material deposited on a microcircuit can be described by the
following equation:
o-L/RA-Li/VA
where: L = electrode spacing between the fingers (cm)
R .. resistance (0)
V .. bias voltage across the pads (volts)
i .. measured current (Amps)
A .. total area .. perimeter of fingers x height (cm 2)

Since the MC's have a spacing between fingers of 3.2 x 10-4 cm and the area is
equal to the depth of the film (in em) times the perimeter length of 7.549 cm
(A eff

..

7.5 x 10-5 em 2 for a loooA film), then 0 and 0* can be calculated as

follows:

0"

[(3.2xI 0-4em) (i) / (V) (7.549cm) (Depth of film in cm)]

Comparison of photoconductivity values is often difficult, since the values
determined will depend on the light intensity. These studies described here., were
done using a 500W tungsten lamp. The light traveled through a monochromator,
to set the wavelength of excitation, and a fiber optic cable to bring the light into
the UHV chamber and focus it on the microcircuit. The intensity of the light
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striking the microcircuit was determined using a thermopile, and was found to
vary from .10 to .33 mW/cm 2 for excitation of 4S0-900nm. At the specific
wavelengths used for photocurrent-voltage measurements, the light intensity was
as follows: .21mW/cm2 at SOOnm, .32mW/cm2 at 700nm, and .18mW/cm 2 at 900nm.
The values determined for the photoconductivities (and activation energies) of
YOPc, PTCDA, and combinations of the two, will be compared to values
determined in this group by Pankow

18

and Collins

107, ,

for other Pc's, under the

same experimental conditions.

Current-Voltage Relationships and Activation Energy. Deposition of a
molecular film on the interdigitated array of the microcircuit, is in many ways
analogous to creation of a photovoltaic sandwich structure. For CuPc,
application of a voltage across a sandwich structure of gold/Pc/gold always
causes injection of carriers, but until the density of injected holes becomes
comparable with the density in thermal equilibrium, the current density will be
given by Ohms law 108. At higher voltages, the electrodes supply all the carriers
the field conditions demand, and current is mainly carried by injected charge.
The currents for these corresponding Ohmic and space charge limited regions are
given by the following expressions

109,110:

Jo C "Ie

e 1'0 (Y /d)

and
Jsc " (9/8) 9" E 1'0 (y2/d 3)

where Y .. voltage across the sample
d .. sample thickness
1'0 .. mobility of free charge carriers
e - electronic charge
'Ie - density of free carriers
E - pe"rmittivity of free space
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9 - fraction of total carriers which are free
Therefore. a 18g-log plot of current vs. voltage will have a slope of 1 if the
current is ohmic. and a slope of 2 is the current is space charge limited. The
presence of traps would distort the shape of the current voltage curve to a higher
power dependence on voltage "'.
Both currents are thermally activated. and their corresponding activation
energies are contained in 'Ie and 9"

108,109,110:

'Ie =Nv exp (Fo/kT)
where Fo =

Nv•

the separation of the equilibrium Fermi level from the
valence band edge (Ev - E f ) for a p-type material
the density of states

The activation energy for conduction can therefore be calculated from a plot of
log i vs 1IT where:

=io expC-EII/2kT)
log i =log io - (Ell I 2kT)
i

or

where: i-measured current
k • boltzmann constant = 1.38 Ix 10- 23 J/K
T • temperature
Ell - Activation energy

For dark activation. the slope will equal -E.l2k. For photoactivation. the slope
will equal -Eik.
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Photocurrent Yield Spectroscopy. For the photoaction data, the raw
photocurrent is measured on a chart recorder, and the light intensity at each
wavelength is measured with a thermopile, and a number of calculations are done
using a computer and a spreadsheet program. The quantum efficiency (QE), in
electrons per photon, is determined as follows:

QE ... photocurrent (in e -/sec) / light flux (in photons/sec)

The flux of the lamp in photons per second is calculated from the thermopile
power divided by the energy at a given wavelength. The measured voltage from
the calibrated thermopile at each wavelength is converted to W/cm 2 by dividing
by the calibration factor of the thermopile in W/mV and dividing by the area of
the thermopile. The energy at each wavelength is determined in joules/photon (E
= hc/>.) and the photons per second impinging on the microcircuit device then

equals:

photons/second. A x [(watts/cm 2) / (joules/photon)]
where A = the area of the microcircuit ... 0.0049 cm2

The photocurrent in electrons/second is calculated from the raw photocurrent
data (iph) at each wavelength as follows:

e -/sec ... (iph Amps) (6.023 x 1023 e -/mol) / (96500 Amp sec/mol)
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It has been shown that the relationship between light intensity and photocurrent

is not linear. The relationship is an exponential one which can be described as
follows

45:

iph" k P
where., = the exponential relationship of current with light intensity
I = light intensity

These exponents are determined. at each wavelength. by measuring the
photocurrent at different light intensities. using neutral density filters. Plotting
log iph vs log I gives a line where the slope equals., at each wavelength studied.
The calculated electrons per second can then be corrected for the exponential
dependence on light intensity at each wavelength as follows:

Corrected e· /sec = [(e· /sec at A)(max of photons/sec) / photons/sec at A)J'

Finally, the incident light quantum efficiency can then be determined using the
corrected value for the electrons per second. and dividing by the maximum
photons per second, to yield electrons per photon.
The incident light quantum efficiency measurement yields information about
the absolute magnitude of the photocurrent. Normalization of the incident light
quantum efficiency. to the maximum peak intensity. yields the relative quantum
efficiency. The relative quantum efficiency plots allow comparisons of
photocurrent peak shapes for devices with photocurrents of differing magnitudes.
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Infrared Spectroscopy

Attenuated total reflectance FTIR analysis of Pc, Pe and multilayer thin
films was accomplished using a Bruker FTIR which was donated by IBM A 35 x
10 x 3 mm parallelogram made of KRS-S (thallium bromoiodide) was used as the
internal reflection element. Detection was accomplished using a mercury
cadmium telluride IR detector which was cooled with liquid nitrogen. This
detector has a peak sensitivity at approximately 900 cm -, and falls off rapidly to
lower energy. All spectra were obtained using either 100 or 200 scans at a
resolution of 0.5 to 2.0 cm-'. Since this is a single beam instrument, a reference
spectrum was recorded by scanning the KRS-S crystal with a blank substrate in
the beam path. This spectrum could be stored in the computer and later
subtracted out of the sample spectrum.

Scanning Electron Microscopy

Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) were taken with an lSI DS-130
microscope operated at an electron gun voltage of 20 kV. The thin film electrode
samples were mounted, with double stick tape, on standard aluminum SEM studs.
The samples were sputter coated with an Au-Pd alloy overcoat of approximately
30nm thickness, and carbon paste was used to ensure electrical contact with the
stud.
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Surface Analysis

Solid state UPS and XPS studies were conducted using a VG ESCALAB MKII
spectrometer with an analyzer base pressure of ca. S x 10- 10 torr. UPS spectra
were obtained using HeI radiation at 21.2eV. from a differentially pumped
electrocapillary source. with the retarding grid of the hemispherical analyzer in
the constant analyzer energy mode (CAE) with a pass energy,

~,

of 100 volts.

Gas phase UPS studies were performed on a modified MacPherson ESCA 36

112.

XPS spectra were obtained using either non-monochromatized AIKQ or MgKQ
radiation in the CAE mode with a I1E of SO volts. Repetitive scans were used to
obtain adequate signal-to-noise ratios. Films for UPS and XPS studies were
grown in the MUMSI chamber described above. This chamber could be attached
directly to the VG spectrometer. allowing for film deposition and subsequent
surface analysis to be performed completely within the UHV environment,
without ever exposing the films to atmosphere. Exposure to dopant gases, such as
02 or H 20. was controlled in the MUMSl chamber by standard leak valves.

X-Ray diffraction and Low Angle X-Ray Scattering

X-Ray diffraction analysis of thin films of PTCDA was done on a Siemens DSOO X-Ray Diffractometer. With this diffractometer, a planar specimen is
rotated at a constant angle speed a against a primary beam while a detector at
the same time moves at a speed of 2a around the specimen. Scans rates used in
these experiments were 2° 2a/minute. The radiation source is Cu KQ X-Rays of
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wavelength

~-I.S418A

(weighted average of Kal and Ka2) operated at 30m A and

40kV. The detector is Siemens scintillation detector operated at 964V. A
graphite crystal monochromator is placed between the sample and the detector, in
order to remove CU KP radiation. The diffractor beam slit was I ° and the
detector slit was O.ISo. Data was recorded on a Siemens Kompensograph X-T
recorder.
X-Rays will be diffracted only at certain angles that depend on wavelength
and interplanar spacing. Whenever the Bragg condition:
n~

- 2dsine

where n is the order of reflection
~ is the wavelength of the X-Ray
d is the interplanar spacing
e is the angle of incidence
is fulfilled, the impinging X-Rays will cuiistntctively interfere, and a diffraction
maximum will be observed. The derivation of Braggs law can be seen in
Figure 14 113. X-Rays impinge on the crystal at an angle e and are reflected
specularly. Some of the beams will be reflected from surface atoms (point A),
and some of the beams will penetrate to lower planes and will be reflected.
Constructive interference will occur when the distances traveled by the two
beams differ by an integral number of wavelengths (path IAR and I'CR' differ
by

n~).

This condition will be met when BC + CD ..

n~,

and since BC = CD =

dsine, this leads to the Bragg equation given above. The wavelength at which
these maxima occur, give information about the interplanar spacing, and
therefore the lattice planes which exist for the crystal or thin film.
Low angle X-Ray scattering was done on a Norelco Bragg-Brentano
Diffractometer. This instrument is similar to the X-Ray diffractometer
described above. This diffractometer operates in the standard 9/29 geometry.
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Figure 14:

Derivation of Bragg equation, 2dsin8 =

n~.
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The radiation source is Cu Ka X-Rays of wavelength A-I.54ISA (weighted
average of Kal and Ka2) with standard filtering used to reduce the background
and to remove the Cu KfJ radiation. A scintillation detector is used with the
pulses amplified by a Nortec amplifier. The pulses are read by a rate meter,
converted to voltages, read by a standard AID board and sent to a personal
computer for readout.
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CHAPTER 3.

ELECTROCHEMICAL AND PHOTOELECTROCHEMICAL PROCESSES ON
THIN FILMS OF PERYLENE TETRACARBOXYLIC DIANHYDRIDE (PTCDA)

INTRODUCTION

Perylenes and perylene derivative have been discussed extensively in the
introductory chapter of this dissertation. One of the simplest derivatives of
perylene, is perylene tetra carboxylic dianhydride (PTeDA), a vaccuum
compatible molecule which shows interesting semiconducting and
photoconducting properties. As discussed in the introduction, PTeDA has been
extensively studied in organic-inorganic contact barrier diodes (01) for use in
semiconductor wafer diagnostics

67,68,70,73,77,78,

and for use as high efficiency

01 heterojunction photodetectors so. The photoconducting properties of the
perylene pigments are also exploited in electrophotography where they are used
in the charge generation layer in a dual layer system

29,30,81,.

Perylene

tetracarboxylic derivatives have also been used in two layer organic photovoltaic
cells with phthalocyanines

35,82.

This chapter will report on the electrochemical and photoelectrochemical
properties of perylene tetracarboxcylic dianhydride. The subsequent chapter in
this dissertation will discuss the photoelectrochemical characterization of PTeDA
in hetrojunction structures with vanadyl phthalocyanine (VOPc). In this chapter
it will be shown that PTeDA in contact with redox systems like
benzoquinone/hydroquinone, or iodine/iodide, can yield photoelectrochemical
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behavior like that of an n-type semiconductor. The action spectra of the dye
layers demonstrate the presence of either: two space charge regions in the
semiconductor (situated at the interfaces of the film with the substrate and with
the solution); demonstrates the porous nature of these films which provides
photoactive PTCDA/solution interfaces along the sides of the crystallites; or
suggests that junction formation occurs only as a result of illumination with
differential rates of hole and electron injection and/or transport at the interface.
In some instances, it is possible, by either electrochemical "activation" of the
PTCDA, and/or passivation of pore sites in the PTCDA (pore sites allow active
dark electrochemistry to occur at the .underlying substrate), to enhance the
overall photocurrent generated by the organic film.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structure

or PTCDA ThiD Films

Vacuum deposited PTeDA thin films have a somewhat different appearance
than phthalocyanine thin films reported earlier from this group 12,16,114.
Figure IS, Figure 16, and Figure 17 shows some typical electron micrographs of
PTeDA films (ca. 600'\ thickness) on both Au-MPOTE and Sn0 2 substrates, along
with the micrographs of the substrates themselv~s. The Au-MPOTE substrate is
shown in Figure 15a, is quite smooth, with defects averaging less than 10-20 nm
in dimension 26. The structures seen are small and the poorly resolved lines are
typical of the defects seen in this very smooth substrate. The PTeDA films on
this substrate (Figure 16a) are quite regular in appearance, and appear to consist
of long, thin crystallites, oriented upright on the substrate, with diameters of 30100nm, and with spaces between these vertically oriented crystallites of up to SO
nm in average dimension. The overall apparent porosity of such a PTeDA thin
film is in sharp contrast to most of the phthalocyanine thin films which we have
grown under similar deposition conditions in the past 12,16,114, and this porosity
is confirmed in many of the electrochemical studies described below. PTeDA
films on Au-MPOTE, after contact with electrolyte solutions (Figure 16b) appear
to have undergone small microstructural changes as a result of that exposure. In
these films, which have contacted the electrolyte, there appears to be more space
between the crystallites (an average of 30-60 nm versus 10-30 nm for the films
before contacting the electrolyte), and the average crystallite diameters appear
larger (an average of 80-100 nm versus 50-80 nm).
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Figure 15:

Scanning electron micrographs of (top) the smoothe Au-MPOTE
substrate (SOK magnification) and (bottom) the rougher Sn0 2
substrate (30K magnification).
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Figure 16:

Scanning electron micrographs (magnification SOk) (top) 630A
PTCDA film/ Au-MPOTE before contact with electrolyte, (bottom)
630A PTCDA film/Au-MPOTE after contact with O.2M KHP,
O.2MH 2Q, pH = 4 for 17 hours.
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Figure 17:

Scanning electron micrographs (magnification SOK) of (top) 620A.
PTCDA film/Sn0z. before contact with electrolyte, (bottom) 620A.
PTCDA film/Sn0 2, after contact with electrolyte for 17 hours.
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The Sn02 surface, shown in Figure ISb, consists of a tightly packed array of
microcrystallites, with average diameters of ca. 200-300nm. The PTCDA film,
deposited on the Sn02 substrate, at the same time as for those films on the AuMPOTE, (Figure 17a) tend to mimic the rougher contours of the Sn0 2 substrate,
with occasional long, thin crystallites that are similar in appearance to those on
the Au-MPOTE substrate. PTCDA films on Sn02 show no apparent difference in
structure after contact with the electrolyte solution (Figure 17b). This is
probably due to the rough structure of the Sn02 substrate, which would mask any
small structural changes in the PTCDA thin films. However, as described below,
the PTCDA thin films grown on the Sn0 2 substrates showed the least tendency
toward large changes in photoelectrochemical behavior after contact with the
electrolyte, while those grown on the Au-MPOTE surfaces showed the greatest
tendency for such changes.
X-Ray diffraction (Cu-Ka,

~

a:::

l.S418A) of 2000A thick films of PTCDA

vacuum deposited on either an amorphous glass substrate or on Au foil show a
single prominent peak at 29::::: 27.8°. This reflection corresponds to the 102
molecular orientation of PTCDA as seen in previously reported studies of the
powder diffraction pattern and for vacuum deposited films on glass and
Si(IOO)

66,67,70

and corresponds to an interplanar spacing of d'02 ::::: 3.2A. These

films, like films from the aforementioned previous studies, and therefore films
used for the electrochemical studies described below, are oriented in stacks
aligned close to parallel to their substrates, with an inclination of 10-15°

66.

Previous studies by Forrest and coworkers 70 suggested that perfection of
orientation was increased with faster depostion rates (2-S0A!sec), however, we
have observed a high order of crystallinity at much slower deposition rates (ca.
0.2SA!sec).
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Vibrational spectroscopies have been shown to be sensitive to phase changes
and other morphology differences in crystalline phthalocyanine thin films which
arise from different stacking geometries of the adjacent conjugated systems 16.
We have seen relatively small shifts in band positions and shapes in the region
near 1025cm-1, which has been recently assigned to a 'Ye_H-like bend for PTCDA
in a vibrational spectroscopic study of this molecule and other related
perylenes 11,72. This 'Ye-H mode is sensitive to the degree of interplanar spacing,
as the freedom of movement will be influenced by the packing density 115. The
'Ye-H bend for PTCDA films grown on substrates at room temperature, is seen as a
doublet, with a large peak at ca. 1019 cm-1, and a much smaller peak at ca. 1027
cm-'. With annealing, the peak at 1027 em- 1 becomes the much larger peak in the
doublet. Akers et. al
1

71, observed a similar shift in the 'Ye-H bend, as the 1019 cm-

peak was dominant in a film deposited on KBr, and a peak at 1025 cm- 1 was

dominant in PTCDA pressed into a KBr pellet. This peak shift indicates that
annealing these films results in a more constricting environment, and greater
steric hinderance, for the 'Ye_H-like bend than that found in the unannealed films.
However, annealing of the PTCDA films, under conditions which normally
produce some phase transformation of certain Pc's, and which alter the
photoelectrochemical behavior, did little to produce changes observable by either
SEM or in other spectral regions of the JR, in our studies. It should be noted that
for the electrochemical studies described below, the temperature of the substrate
was maintained at a reasonably high level during the deposition process (ca.
95°C), so that some annealing of these films may have occured during that time.
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Electrochemistry and Photoelectroc:hemlstry of PTCDA Films

Current-Voltage Characteristics with the Benzoquinooe / Hydroquioooe Redox
Couple, Figure 18 aod

Fig~re

19 show the current-voltage curves observed for

the polarization of PTCDA thin films on 5n0 2 and Au-MPOTE substrates
respectively (thickness ca, 900A), The PTCDA films on Au foil; Au on mica, and
Pt substrates all behaved in a manner similar to that seen for the PTCDA on AuMPOTE, except for small differences in the onset for dark electrochemistry,
although the photopotentials and photocurrent yields for these substrates were
rarely as large as for those seen using 5n0 2 as a substrate, For all films studied,
regardless of thickness or pretreatment conditions, electrochemistry of redox
couples with formal potentials negative of ca, -0,1 volts versus Ag/ AgCI was
facile, ire, apparent electron transfer rates for reduction of a redox couple such
as anthraquinone, or methyl viologen, were ca, 10-3 cm/sec, At potentials positive
of -0,1 volts, there was generally no reaction observed in the dark for redox
couples with formal potentials positive of that point, up to ca, +0,3 to +0.4 volts.
As discussed below, this onset for oxidation current was quite dependent upon
the porosity of the PTCDA film, and therefore contact of redox solutions with
the underlying substrate, and this could be controlled to some extent by other
electrochemical passivation reactions.
Upon illumination with the polychromatic light source, the current-voltage
curves showed sizeable photocurrents in the potential regions positive of -0,1
volts, the onset voltage for photocurrent, in the presence of high concentrations
of an oxidizable molecule such as hydroquinone (H 2Q), with the maximum
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Figure 18:

I

SnOa/PTCDA

VoJtametric response of a 82SA PTCDA/Sn0 2 film in the dark and
under polychromatic illumination in a pH-4 O.2M H 2Q, O.2M KHP
electrolyte (I) initial response, (2) after stabilization, and (3) after
cathodic polarization.
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photoeffect seen at ca. ·0.3SV. The initial photocurrent versus voltage responses,
immediately after contact of the rilm with the electrolyte, (Figure 18 and
Figure 19, curve I) were usually lower than those obtained after a stabilization
period of contact of the film with electrolyte for several minutes (Figure 18 and
Figure 19, curve 2), i.e. it took several minutes for the photocurrent response at
any positive potential to stabilize at the newer, higher values. Large variations
of the photocurrent amplitude are seen following the stabilization period (from
20 to 40 min) for PTCDA on Au/MPOTE, ranging from 0.9S to 2.S times the

initial photocurrent (for PTCDA on Au/mica or on Au foil the photocurrent was
2.0 times the initial values for the only measurements done on each of these

substrates). In comparison, the photocurrent after stabilization for PTCDA on
Sn0 2 varies from 0.81 to l.IS times its initial value. This may have some
significant correlation to the differences noted above in the SEM's of these thin
films before and after contact with the electrolyte, and in the mechanism for
photoactitivity for these materials, discussed below.
The dark current responses for H 2Q oxidation were always lower on the
PTCDA films grown on Sn02' which we attribute to the naturally lower rates of
H 2Q oxidation on these Sn0 2 electrodes

46,

i.e. the dark electrochemistry is

controlled by either transport of the electrolyte through the pores in the PTCDA
film to the substrate electrode, or by the kinetics of electron transfer at the
substrate electrode. As a consequence, the contrast between dark and
photocurrent activity for these films was always greater for PTCDA films grown
on Sn02' in the potential region between 0.0 and 0.3 volts. For each film
thickness, the largest photocurrents are generated by PTCDA layers on Sn0 2
substrates and the lowest photocurrents are seen for PTCDA on Au/mica. This is
consistent with the onset of the dark anodic electrochemistry on those substrates
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Figure 19:

Voltametric response of a 900A PTCDA/Au-MPOTE thin film under
the same conditions as those in Figure 18. (I) response after
contacting electrolyte. (2) after stabilization and. (3) after cathodic
polariza tion.
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being in competition with the anodic photocurrents to oxidize the available
hydroquinone. For PTCDA films grown on any of these substrates, the onset
potential for oxidation of H2Q is shifted ca. 0.2 volts negative of the formal
potential for this redox couple. Use of different redox couples consistently
showed onset of the photocurrents at ca. -0.05 volts, the apparent "flat-band
potential" for this PTCDA system. No cathodic photocurrent is observed when
quinhydrone (a 1:1 complex of hydroquinone and benzoquinone) replaces
hydroquinone in the electrolyte solution. This demonstrates, independent of the
nature of the substrate, that PTCDA always behaves in a fashion similar to an ntype semiconductor, since the electrochemical properties exhibit photo-oxidations
and dark reductions. Whether an organic thin film could ever function as a true
n-type semiconductor has been repeatedly called into question. Recent studies of
certain types of organic films have suggested that such behavior may arise as a
result of differences in hole or electron injection and/or transport rates at an
illuminated interface

116.

The implications of such an assumption are explored

further below.

Exciton Diffusion Length in PTCDA. The photocurrent yield at ca. +0.35
volts, in this same H 2Q solution, was examined as a function of PTCDA film
thickness (over the range from 3sA - 4S00A) for both Au and Sn0 2 substrates. It
was observed that there was a wide variation in absolute photocurrent response
over this range of thicknesses, but that there was a general increase (a factor of
2x to 3x) in photocurrent yield from 100A to ca. 1000!, followed by a general
decline in photocurrent yield (a factor of 2x to 4x) thereafter. The photocurrents
were at nearly the same level for the looA films as the 4sooA films. As discussed
below, we interpret this to be due to the fact that the average diffusion length
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for an exciton created in this film was ca. 100oA. the length diffused before
dissociation into mobil charge carriers

90.

This implies that the active region of

the film (space charge and diffusion length of the exciton) is quite small.
Diffusion legths for excitons have been reported for the two crystalline forms
of a and fJ single crystal perylene. as 3001 and 27001 respectively

117.

The

difference in the diffusion lengths is related to structural differences in the two
forms of perylenes. a-perylene has a dimeric nature and it is proposed that a
charge transfer state between paired molecules is formed after the excitation of
one of them. The formation of the charge transfer state in a-perylene is
accompanied by an approach between the paired molecules involved in the charge
transfer. Such a change in the lattice parameter diminishes the mobility of the
excited state in a-perylene. This latter form is the stable one. with a monoclinic
structure with 4 molecules per unit cell compared to fJ-perylene which has only
two molecules per unit cell

118.

The crystalline structure reported for PTCDA is monoclinic with two
molecules per unit cell

67. It

is therefore similar to p-perylene. and a diffusion

length for excitons on the order of 1000A appears to be realistic. considering the
fact that films usually have shorter exciton diffusion lengths than the
corresponding single crystals.
Exciton diffusion lengths of 27001 have been reported for benzimidazole
perylene

63.

a pigment of interest for electrophotography

81.

This determination

is based on the fit of the frontside and the backside action spectra of the pigment
used as a charge carrier generating layer in contact with a hole transport layer.
This diffusion length is much larger than the one found for PTCDA. however.
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benzimidazole perylene has the best carrier generating efficiency reported when
compared to other perylene diimides 61. Its crystalline structure has not been
reported.

Passivation Qf Dark Electrochemical Activity. The effect of porosity of the
PTCDA films on the photocurrent response is shown in Figure 20. In Figure 20a,
the dark current response of the Au-MPOTE substrate in the H 2Q solution is
shown, with the onset of appreciable dark current due to the oxidation process at
ca. 0.1 to 0.2 volts. The photocurrent reponse of a PTCDA film (ca. 450A) on a
Au-MPOTE is shown in Figure 20b, where both the light and dark responses are
observed by slowly modulating the light source. On this film there is clear
evidence for the onset of dark activity at the same potential as on the bare AuMPOTE, an indication of the porosity of these films.
In the past, this research group, as well as others, have shown the efficacy of
passivation of such photoelectrode surfaces with electrochemically grown,
insulating polymer thin films 90,119,120,121. If the polymer can be grown in the
dark, then only those sites with dark electrochemical activity (i.e. the Au sites

-

accesable through the porous PTCDA film) will be covered with the passive
polymer, and hence the photoactivity of the organic film may be enhanced.
Polymerizable phenols are suitable for such modification, since their oxidative
polymerization occurs at potentials where the PTCDA is electrochemically
inactive in the dark 122,123,124,125,126,127. Figure 20c shows the voltammetric
reponse of the PTCDA/ Au-MPOTE electrode in a solution of 2mM a-napthol, a
molecule which has been demonstrated to undergo electrochemically induced,
oxidative polymerization, to give an insulating polyphenoxide film 122. By
scanning the potential region from 0.0 to +0.8 volts (vs. Ag/ AgCI), three to four
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Figure 20:

Effects of passivation on the PTCDA photo-electrochemical
response. (a) d~rk response of Au-MPOTE (vertical arrow represents
0.3 mAmps/cm ). (b) photo response of \ Au-MPOTE/PTCDA 450A
film (arrow represents 0.15 mAmps/cm ). (c) passivation of film in Qnapthol (arrow represents (0.075 mAmps/cm2). (d) photoresponse
after passivation (arrow represents 0.075 mAmps/cm 2).
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times. it is possible to deposit a surface layer corresponding to an approximate
coverage of 10-8 moles per cm 2• or ca. 100 equivalent monolayers of polymer.
Other phenols can be similarly deposited. including m-amino phenol. in or near
this same potential range. with similar results 120,128,129. Following this
polymerization step. rinsing with pure H20. and reimmersion of the PTCDA/AuMPOTE film into the H 2Q solution. the photocurrent yield at all positive
potentials was greatly improved. as shown in Figure 20d. and the dark current
response was significantly diminished. so that no appreciable H2Q oxidation
occurred out to potentials in excess of +0.4 volts and only a small amount of H 2Q
oxidation was seen at potentials in excess of 1.0 volts. To achieve the
photocurrent levels shown in the Figure 20d. a further cathodic modification
process was carried out (described below). but the dark current. and qualitative
features of the photocurrent/voltage curves are the same as seen immediately
following the polymeric modification process.
As a direct comparison with previous studies of certain GaPc-CI thin films,
dark and illuminated voltammetric responses were determined in dilute (lO-3M)
H 2Q solutions 24,88,90. Figure 21 shows the voltammetric response for a bare AuMPOTE electrode (a). a PTCDA(800A)/Au-MPOTE electrode in the dark (a) and
illuminated (b). and the same electrode after passivation with a-napthol. both
dark and illuminated (c). Because of the porosity of the PTCDA thin film. the
voltammetric reponse toward 1O-3M "2Q in the dark is indistinguishable from
that for the bare Au electrode. at the voltammetric sweep rates (e.g IOmV/second)
used here. Upon illumination. the porous PTCDA/Au electrode shows a
strikingly improved rate of electrolysis of H 2Q. and an onset potential for the
oxidation process that is negative (ca. 0.3 volts) of the apparent EO. for this redox
couple. Following passivation with a-napthol. the dark current is greatly
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Figure 21:
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Voltammetric response toward IO-3M H 2Q for (a)either Au-MPOTE
or PTCDA(800A)/Au-MPOTE in the dark, (b) PTCDA (800A)/AuMPOTE illuminated, (c) and the same electrode after a-napthoJ
passivation in the dark and illuminated.
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suppressed and the photocurrent response shows the lack of a well defined peak,
with the current reaching its plateau value at near the same potential as the peak
current in (b). These data bear a striking resemblance to earlier studies, done in
this research group
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of porous GaPc-CI thin films, which had been grown on the

Au-MPOTE substrate by a slow deposition procedure, which later proved to be
essential to achieve this "n-type" semiconductor response, as seen for the PTCDA
thin films. Thicker nonporous films later showed an even more striking response,
without the need for the a-napthol passivation.
Following those initial studies on the GaPc-CI and InPc-CI systems, it was
determined that the photoelectrochemical responses could be converted to a liptype" semiconductor photoelectrode response, by annealing these films in 02 at ca.
100°C for several hours, and/or growth of the films in such a fashion as to insure
higher oxygen content in the final film 12. Reannealing in H2 reversed this
change in response, confirming that 02 was acting to "dope" these films, and
thereby control their photoelectrochemical response. We attempted a similar
series of gaseous doping experiments for these PTCDA films. When the
electrodes used in Figure 21c, or electrodes like that one, were annealed at ca.
100°C for up to eight hours in the presence of 02' no detectable changes occured
in either the dark or photoelectrochemical behavior of these films, suggesting
that their photoelectrochemical properties are not as sensitive to such interactions
as the trivalent metal Pc's.

Cathodic Polarization of PTCDA Films. The increases in photocurrent
response seen in Figure 18 and Figure 19 (third scan, without modification with
polymerized a-napthol) and the final photocurrent response seen in Figure 20d
were obtained by first polarizing the PTCDA thin film electrode into a potential
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range negative of +0.1 volts, and then returning to the region where photocurrent
generation was monitored. Figure 22 shows the voltammetric characterization of
the electrochemical processes that lead to this increased photocurrent activity.
These results could be obtained with no electroactive species in solution (pH"" 4,
0.2M KHP), or with various redox agents present. Similar cathodic results (as
seen in Figure 22) were observed whether the substrate was Sn0 2 or Au, but the
anodic photocurrent increases that resulted were limited to the Au-MPOTE
substrate (or other Au or Pt substrates). Different pH electrolytes were also used,
with comparable results, providing that the KHP was also present.
Scan I in Figure 22 shows two large reduction peaks that are observed on the
first sweep negative, one positioned at ca. 0.0 volts (reduction of benzoquinone
formed during anodic scans back to H2Q), and the other at ca. -0.6 volts. Upon
scan reversal at -0.6 volts and sweeping positive from that point, scans 2,3 were
observed, indicating the formation of a chemically reversible redox species, with
a reduction peak potential at ca. -0.40 volts, and an oxidative peak potential at
ca. -0.35 volts. The symmetric appearance of these peaks, coupled with the linear
dependence of peak current with voltammetric sweep rate (10-100 millivolts per
second), indicates that this is a PTCDA-surface confined species. Integration of
the charge under either the reduction or oxidation peaks, and assuming n=l for
the charge transfer process, leads to an estimate of surface coverage: r ...
Qads/nFA .. 10- 10 moles/cm2• If the potential of the PTCDA electrode was
maintained in the potential region between -0.1 and -0.6 volts, the intensity of
these voltammetric peaks did not diminish over several potential scans.
Interestingly, this surface confined species did not change in its concentration,
regardless of PTCDA film thickness (100 - 1000!), suggesting that only the outer,
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Figure 22:

Cathodic polarization/activation of PTCDA thin films (O.2M KHP).
Scan: (I) first cathodic sweep, (2+3) evidence for reversible surface
bound redox couple, (4) response after sweeping positive of -0.1 V,
(S+6) response after returning to -O.6V.
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electroactive portion of the PTCDA crystallites are involved in this process,
regardless of the size of these crystallites in various thickness films.
Sweeping the potential positive of -0.1 volts gave the results of scan 4, which
included the formation of an oxidation peak, centered at +0.05 volts. Reversal of
the voltammetric scan at this point resulted in scans 5,6 which showed the
formation of an additional reduction wave at ca. -O.S volts, which lasted only for
this one scan. Subsequent cycling of the potential in the range -0.6 to -0.1 volts
repeated the behavior seen in scans 2,3.
Comparable increases in photocurrcnt behavior in the positive potential
regions could be obtained by moving the potential into that region immediately
after scan I, or could still be obtained after the repeated voltammetric scans (I -6 in Figure 22) described above. It should be noted that these increases in
photocurrent yield were transient in nature -- if one poised the photoelectrode at
ca. +0.6 volts and observed the photocurrent after the cathodic modification step,
there was a steady decline in response over a period of ca. 6-8 hours. until the
original photocurrent reponse was approached. The increased level of
photocurrent activity could be recovered by following the cathodic activation
procedure outlined above. and this cycle could be repeated several times.
following which there was a general decline in the photoelectrochemical activity
of the PTCDA thin film. As discussed below. we believe these effects to be due
to modification of the near surface regions of the individual PTCDA
microcrystallites. which is the region where the bulk of the photoelectrochemical
activity originates.
The following reaction scheme has been deduced from the results discussed
above. Figure 23 shows the cathodic polariztion described above in Figure 22,
including labels for the species discussed in the reaction scheme below
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Figure 23:

Cathodic polarization as described in Figure 22, with labels to aid in
following the reaction scheme described in the text.
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During the first excursion to -0.6 volts and back to +0.1 volts, shown in
Figure 23, scan 1-4;
1)

AOI( --(+e)--> Bred (chemically unstable)

2)

Bred ·-23%--> C red <--(e)--> Cox

3)

Bred ·-60%--> D (electrochemically inactive)

4)

Bred ·-17%--> (X) --(-e)--> AOI(

During the second and subsequent scans, shown in scan 5 and 6;
1)

AOI( -·(+e)--> Bred (chemically unstable)

2)

Bred --60%--> D (electrochemically inactive)

3)

Bred --60%--> (X) --(-e)--> Aox

Plus

C red <--(e)--> COl( (from C created in first scan)

The percentages of transformation are deduced from the area under the
oxidation and reduction peaks. Bred is produced in large amounts during the first
reduction with a peak at ·O.SSV. It is chemically unstable because only 40% of
the charges engaged in the reduction process are recovered during the oxidation
cycle. However, only 17% of the starting compound is regenerated either directly
from Bred' or through an intermediate X. 23% of Bred is transformed into another
species C red which shows reversible one electron electrochemical behavior with a
measured peak to peak separation between SO and 60mV. The species C is only
generated during the first reduction cycle as the peak for C is not seen to grow
during the second and subsequent cycles even if Bred is still produced and
recovered now entirely as Aox at 40%.
Provided KHP was present, similar cathodic results were observed whether
the substrate was Sn0 2 or Au, but the anodic photocurrent increases that resulted
were limited to the Au-MPOTE substrate (or other Au or Pt substrates). This
suggests that the reduction of the film and the large increase in the photocurrent
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are either two independent phenomena or that the reduction of the film is
necessary but not sufficient by itself to enhance the photocurrent. To obtain the
effect, another factor must also be present. This factor would exist for PTCDA
on Au/MPOTE, Au on mica, or Au foil, but not for PTCDA on Sn02In relation to the photocurrent increase following cathodic polarization, the
following points are worth noting:
I) After reduction, the maximum absorbance of the film decreases by about
20%; broadening slightly, at the same time, towards shorter wavelegths.

This suggests a reductive decomposition of the chromophore is occuring;
however, no material from the film can be detected in the absorption
spectrum of the redox solution.
2) After reduction, both backside and frontside photoaction spectra are still
similar, and much like the ones to be shown below.
3) After reduction, there is no variation of the onset of the anodic
photocurrent. This indicates that the reduction does not change the fermi
level and that the film is not being doped.
4) Under white light illumination, the variation of the photocurrent, Iph'
with the white light intensity, I, follows the relation
Iph

45:

= k I"

where k is a proportionality constant, and 'Y is the light intensity exponent.
Before reduction of PTCDA on Au/MPOTE, 'Y typically varies from 0.66 to
0.41 when I varies from I to 100% of it maximum value. After reduction,

under the same conditions, 'Y typically varies from 0.91 to 0.51. In
comparison, for PTCDA on Sn02' 'Y typically varies from 0.72 (1%) to 0.53
(100%) before reduction and from 0.78 (1%) to 0.S7 (100%) after reduction.

This result demonstrates that, following the cathodic modification, the
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. PTCDA films deposited on Au substrates. are able to more efficiently
convert the incident light into charge carriers which can be harvested. This
suggests that either exciton dissociation is improved. recombination is
diminished. or both.
S) After reduction. the photocurrent slowly decreases for all PTCDA films,

even the ones on 8n02' for which no drastic changes were observed upon
reduction in the amplitude of the photocurrents.

Photocurrent Yield Spectra. Figure 24 shows the relative photocurrent yield
as a function of wavelength for a typical PTCDA thin film (ca. 2200A thickness
on Sn02' similar results seen on Au-MPOTE), along with the relative absorbance
spectrum for this same film, with intensity normalized to their respective
maxima. For the photocurrent yield spectra. FS indicates illumination of the
PTCDA/solution interface first, while BS indicates illumination of the
Sn0 2/PTCDA interface first. There is a clear correspondence between the
photocurrent yield spectrum and the absorbance spectrum, regardless of film
thickness, or deposition conditions. In addition, no modification of the relative
absorbance spectra, or the relative photocurrent yield spectra, are observed after
any electrochemical manipulation. regardless of redox solution or substrate. This
independence of the shape of the photocurent yield spectrum with PTCDA film
thickness is quite different from that seen for photoelectrochemically active
phthalocyanine films of comparable thickness

11,12,89.

For those materials, there

is a strong filtering effect seen if the direction of illumination does not strike
the most photoactive interface first. and this effect is sufficient to cause
complete inversion of the photocurrent versus the absorbance spectrum on the
thicker Pc films, i.e. the photocurrent yield is minimized in regions of strong
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Figure 24:

Relative photocurrent yield spectra and absorbance spectra for a
2200A PTCDA thin film/Sn0 2• O.2M H2....Q• pH=4. All spectra have
been normalized to the peak value at 470nm.
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absorbance, and is measureable in regions of weak absorption.
In order to insure that a filtering effect could be seen, if it were present, we
repeated the photocurrent yield spectral measurements of Figure 24, with an
additional PTCDA thin film external to the photoelectrochemical cell, in the
light path, so that some of the light flux would be captured by a PTCDA thin
film, which could not participate in photocurrent generation. The results of such
an experiment are shown in Figure 25, and clearly show the attentuation of
photocurrent in the regions of maximum absorbance due to the presence of the
extra PTCDA film. The figure shows the photocurrent yield spectra, normalized
for actual incident light (electrons/photon), for the PTCDA thin film
in Figure 24 above, for BS illumination. ( - - - = BS photocurrent before
filtering, - -

-

- = BS photocurrent, with light source filtered with a 610A

PTCDA thin film, and ......... BS photocurrent, with light source filtered with
a 2070'\ PTCDA thin film). Figure 25 shows the decrease in the absolute
photocurrent is substantial, even if the film external to the photoelectrochemical
cell is only 600A thick. Figure 26 (same filtering conditions as those in Figure 25)
demonstrates that the shape of the relative photocurrent yield spectrum would be
considerably affected if a nonphotoactiveregion of only 600A thickness existed at
one of the interfaces of the PTCDA nlm. From this experiment, there seems
little doubt that there is a lack of a filtering effect in the PTCDA
photoelectrodes because light is accesible to the sites where the photocurrent is
generated, regardless of illumination direction.
The absorptivity p for these PTCDA thin films, at 470 nm, is ca. 4.3 x 10 4
cm"" based upon the measurement of the thin film absorbance spectrum of
several thin films, whose thicknesses had been estimated from the thin film
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thickness monitors used in the deposition chamber. As shown above. if only one
interface is photoactive. and if the exciton diffusion length is less that the total
thickness of the PTCDA film, a strong filtering effect would be expected. and
can be produced by placing a secondary PTCDA film in the light path. outside of
the electrochemical cell. The lack of such a filtering effect in the PTCDA thin
films could be due to the fact that these films had photoactive interfaces at both
the metal/PTCDA interface and the PTCDA/solution interface. This would
suggest the existence of two space charge regions in the film. with a band
structure such as that schematized in Figure 27a. This model is unlikely though,
as thin films of this molecule have been reported to have exceptionally low
excess charge density, and to be essentially undoped (n

=ca. S x 10 14 cm- 3) 67.

This low dopant density argues against the formation of any space charge regions
in this material. Another more likely possibility. is that the porosity of these
films. as indicated in the SEM's (Figure 16 and Figure 17) above, provided
photoactive PTCDA/solution interfaces along the sides of the crystallites, in
addition to the apparent PTCDA/solution interface. A schematic representation
of this theory is shown in Figure 27b. However. chloroaluminum phthalocyanine
(CIAIPc), studied by Dodelet 130, exhibited morphologies, as shown by SEM,
similar to that seen for the PTCDA. Dodelet only measured the photocurrent
with frontside illumination, but predicts a filtering effect would be observed
with backside illumination 131.
A third possibility. shown schematically in Figure 27c (shown only for
frontside illumination. although the same response is also predicted for backside
illumination), is that the photocurrent yield of the PTCDA thin films is
controlled by differential kinetics of hole injection vs electron injection.
Recently reported studies of the pbotoactivity of highly ordered, liquid
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crystalline porphyrins, in symmetrical solid state cells (indium tin oxide; ITO;
contacts on both sides), have shown the importance of exciton dissociation by
charge injection processes at contacting interfaces in determining the electronic
properties of organic thin films 116. In their model, Gregg et aI., claim that an
exciton that reaches the ITO, injects an electron into the ITO, leaving behind a
radical cation that can be considered a hole in the porphyrin. The photocurrent
arises from transport of the hole (hopping mechanism) to the dark electrode
where an electron is injected into the porphyrin. They predict that if the
photocurrent were limited only by the rate of photoinjection, the action spectra
would resemble the absorption spectrum and be independent of thickness,
assuming an absence of space charge effects and recombination

116.

It is likely

that PTCDA will behave like this because the charge carrier density is quite
small (ca. 5 x 1014 cm-3), and the PTCDA may not come to equilibrium in contact
with any of the contacting electrodes or electrolytes. In this non-equilibrium
condition, we propose that photogenerated electrons are either trapped or have
lower mobilities than the photogenerated holes. Under an applied positive bias,
frontside illumination would result in excitons which inject holes into the H 2Q,
while backside illumination would result in excitons which inject electrons into
the Au-MPOTE. In both cases, electrons are effectively injected from the H 2Q,
through the PTCDA, into the Au, resulting in oxidation of the H 2Q solution.
Pc's, on the other hand, often have large charge carrier densities which lead to
space charge formation, and arc therefore amenable to description in terms of
band bending models.
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CONCLUSIONS

The photoelectrochemical response of the PTCDA thin films represents an
interesting difference from that behavior observed for most other crystalline
organic thin film systems. Most of the previously explored phthalocyanine thin
film systems have demonstrated behavior which suggests that the photoactive
regions of those thin films, and therefore the regions which dominate the
observed electronic properties, are p-type in nature, with high levels of dopant
(ca. 10 18 cm- 3). Notable exceptions have been reported for certain trivalent metal
Pc's such as GaPc-CI, which, if deposited under the proper conditions, and
examined before extensive exposure to atmospheric pressure oxygen, can likewise
demonstrate n-type behavior 12,90. In those cases, the photoelectrochemical
response in the presence of millimolar concentrations of hydroquinone, or
ferrocyanide, consistently gave onsets for photocurrent activity (i.e. the apparent
flat band potentials) which were negative of the formal potentials for those
redox couples by 0.2 to 0.3 volts, as has been observed here. Annealing these Pc
thin films in 02 for several hours, however, converted their photoelectrochemical
behavior to that of a p-type semiconductor photoelectrode

12. It

is notable that

for the PTCDA thin films we have studied, that no such effects from annealing
in 02 are observed, which would indicate that the initial n-type behavior is due
to a lack of 02 in the thin film, or that the behavior of the thin film could in
some way be changed by the addition of 02' as was done for the GaPc-Cl thin
films. Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy, shown in the following chapter,
shows that the valence band of the PTCDA is 0.6 to l.OeV further freom vacuum
than the Pc's. 02 can extract an electron from the Pc's valence band, but is not
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able to extract an electron from the PTCDA. This explains why the PTCDA is
not a p-type semiconductor. but does not explain why it behaves like an n-type
semiconductor.
The reported decomposition pathways for PTCDA and related perylenes may
yield some reasons for the n-type photoelectrochemical behavior that has been
observed for these systems

102,103,104,105.

It has been reported that PTCDA yields

the monoanhydride (PDCA), by losing CO2 and CO, at temperatures as low as
120°C, when its vapor is passed through platinum gauze

103.

PDCA is

characterized by a photoelectrochemical behavior quite different from the one
observed for PTCDA. The monohydride is a photoconductor yielding either
cathodic or anodic photocurrents depending upon the voltage applied to the film,
and the onset for anodic photocurrent occurs at approximately 0.12SV, indicating
a Fermi level greater than 0.2 volts more anodic for the monoanhydride than the
dian hydride. In addition, PTCDA and its derivatives are known to form stable
anion radicals in nonaqueous solvents
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and it is therefore expected that in the

solid state. these molecules would be able to form n-type materials upon injection
of electrons. In the case of these thin PTCDA films, the interfacial reactions
with the metal or metal oxide supports, and/or the normal decomposition
products incorporated throughout the thin film, may be a source of free
electrons, and may ultimately dictate the electronic properties of this material.
This would normally not be expected to occur in a system that was already
heavily p-type in its characteristics, as a result of other decomposition pathways,
and/or incorporated impurities 39. Highly purified single crystals of PTCDA, as
well as thin films of this molecule, have been reported to have exceptionally low
excess charge density. and to be essentially undoped (n - ca. S x 10 14 em- 3)

67. It

has also been inferred from previous solid state studies of PTCDA that this
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molecule is quite susceptible to charge injection processes that occur at metal
interfaces (PTCDA behaves like a p-type semiconductor when deposited on p-Si
and an n-type semiconductor when deposited on n-Si), which dominate its
electrical properties 67,73. As will be shown in the following chapter, PTCDA
thin films which overlay phthalocyanine layers, continue to exhibit this n-type
response, leading to diode-like behavior for some of the bilayer devices that can
be grown using these two materials.
A better explanation for this n-type behavior may be that the behavior is not
truly due to n-type properties. Indeed, with the low charge carrier density
reported for PTCDA, differential interfacial kinetics for injection and/or
transport of charge carriers, similar to that observed by Gregg et. al. 116, may
result in the PTCDA appearing to be an n-type semiconductor. If photogenerated
electrons are either trapped or have lower mobilities than photogenerated holes,
then in the absence of a space charge region, a non-equilibrium condition would
result, which would effectively charge the film negatively with an excess of
electrons under illumination. This may also explain why GaPc-CI thin films, as
reported by this group 12,90, appear to behave as n-type semiconductors. MottSchottky capacitance measurements were not successful at describing the space
charge region or the dopant density of these films, and the photoelectrochmeical
behavior was exactly like that of the PTCDA films described here 27. However,
these techniques worked fine when determining the dopant density of highly
doped p-type Pc's. This suggests that the GaPc-CI, like PTCDA, has a small
dopant density, on the order of 10 14 to 10 15 cm"3.. Like PTCDA, the GaPc-CI
would not form a space charge region, and the n-type behavior could be
explained by photoinjection of charge carriers and differential interfacial
kinetics. In those cases where such "lightly doped" GaPc-CI films were annealed
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in 02' to create high dopant densitie3, and p-type semiconductor behavior, space
charge formation is immediately realized. For Pc's such as VOPc, dopant
densities are always high, and again, space charge formation is always observed.
The columnar nature of the thin film PTCDA deposits leads to special
problems in the electrochemical and photoelectrochemical

c~aracterization

of

these materials, which can be partially rectified by the anodic passivation steps
involving the polymerization of phenols and napthols. Whether these PTCDA
columns would promote short circuit sites when the second contacting phase is
another vapor deposited metal, and whether such an anodic passivation process is
effective in preventing such shorting processes, is still undetermined at this time
and is currently under investigation for the use of PTCDA in bilayer molecular
field effect transistors, which will be discussed in Chapter 6.
The cathodic activation process provides a further enhancement in the
photoelectrochemical response in a fashion which may be consistent with a
roughening of the PTCDA surface, and is probably involved in roughening other
portions of the PTCDA thin film which consitute the exposed sides of the
columnar crystalline deposits. This cathodic activation process produces a
transient increase in photoelectrochemical activity, which has an average halflife to return of the original response of several hours. We hypothesize that the
increased roughening that leads to an increase in exciton dissociation
probabilities (see below) cannot be sustained, due to small chemical changes
induced in these roughened areas, which cause repassivation of these active sites.
Another possibility, somewhat contradictory to the one presented above, is
that the PTCDA is a well organized crystal on Au and Pt, but not on 8n02' The
8EM's shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17, demonstrate that the 8n02 substrate is
much rougher than the Au-MPOTE, and this roughness affects the crystallinity
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of the PTCDA film deposited over it. Although the cathodic excursion results in
the same cathodic activation on both Au and Sn02' in the presence of KHP. only
PTCDA deposited on Au shows an increase in the anodic photocurrent following
this activation process. The cathodic excursion may cause some type of change in
the well organized crystals that can not occur for the more disorganized crystals
present on the Sn02"
Theories for photoconduction in organic thin films. discussed extensively in
the introduction. have been proposed. (including the phthalocyanines and
perylenes) which attempt to explain the higher than predicted yields of mobile
charges in certain of these materials. when iiHerraced to metals and
semiconductors

36,37,38,59,62.

Intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms have been

proposed, and are explored further in the subsequent chapter, which show that
mobil charges can be generated by dissociation of the exciton (formed as a result
of

1f"+1t*

excitations in the visible, to create the "Frenkel" exciton) at defect sites,

and at sites of fixed charge due to the presence of "impurities" introduced during
the deposition of the thin film, and/or by chemical modification following the
deposition process. The work reported here, and that shown previously indicates
that such compositional changes may be introduced during the contact with
electrolyte. Indeed for a molecule such as PTCDA, it would be surprising if
slight chemical transformations, involving hydrolysis of the anhydride portions
of the molecule did not happen in the pH • 4·7 electrolytes which have been
studied here. The scanning electron micrographs shown in Figure I, demonstrate
that there are certain microstructural changes that occur to these films upon
contact with solution over a period several hours. Shorter duration exposures are
certainly sufficient to produce changes which may be difficult to detect by SEM,
and other surface spectroscopic techniques, but which may nevertheless cause
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significant changes in the exciton dissociation probabilities at an interface. The
lack of difference in the observed photoelectrochemical activity of these PTCDA
thin films when illuminated from the electrolyte side first, or the metal contact
side first, indicates the uniformity of photoactivity in the PTCDA film. This is
in sharp contrast to other photoelectrochemical experiments with phthalocyanine
thin films, which demonstrate a strong difference in response between FS and BS
illumination, for films whose thicknesses are greater than 1000A, in wavelength
regions where the thin film absorptivity is high (fJ. 1-3 x 104 cm"1) 11,12,89.
Studies of the photoactivity of highly ordered, liquid crystalline porphyrins,
in solid state cells, described above, have shown the importance of charge
injection processes at contacting interfaces in determining the electronic
properties of organic thin films 116. In the work reported there, the highly
ordered nature of those thin films made possible the differentiation between
bulk and interface exciton dissociation events, and indicated that the interface
which was illuminated first, dominated the photopotential response for the entire
system. Neither the PTCDA nor the previously explored Pc thin film systems
have demonstrated that same type of response 11,12,89. We agree with Gregg, et
at., that this is likely due to the highly disordered nature of these crystalline
organic films that we have been studying, leading to exciton dissociation sites
along widely dispersed grain boundaries, and ultimately to such high charge
densitities in these interfacial regions, that semiconductor-like properties can be
observed. The consequences for this type of behavior are further explored in the
following chapter, where, by interfacing the PTCDA thin film to a Pc thin film,
the photoproduction of mobil charges can be largely confined to the Pc/PTCDA
interface.
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CHAPTER 4.

HETEROJUNCTIONS FORMED FROM PHTHALOCY ANINE AND PERYLENE
THIN FILMS: PHOTOELECTROCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION

INTRODUCTION

As described earlier in this dissertation, photoconduction in molecular solids
can originate through exciton dissociation at structural defect sites, or regions of
differing aggregation (intrinsic mechanism), or can be controlled by impurities
incorporated during processing (extrinsic mechanism). Several investigators have
advocated that doping is necessary to generate a non-negligible concentration of
charge carriers in thin film molecular materials and that the photovoltaic
response may be primarily due to an impurity doped interfacial region, which is
th-: area where exciton dissociation and charge carrier formation principally
occur

39,40,133.

A study of GaPc-CI, shown in Figure 28, demonstrates that high

temperature doping with 02 can turn a film that behaves as a lightly doped "ntype" semiconductor into a p-type material

12.

Due to the roles that impurities and structural defects have been shown to
play in photocurrent generation, it would be desirable to design and control the
chemical composition and spatial arrangement of the exciton dissociation sites
within a molecular thin film, which previous studies suggest can be achieved by
interfacing two materials with widely differing electron affinities and ionization
potentials. A number of investigators have reported studies of bilayer organic
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"p-n" junctions35 ,82,83,92,95,96. These have been primarily photovoltaic devices,
with the best conversion efficiency reported by Tang of ca. 1% for a bilayer of a
perylene derivative and copper phthalocyanine 35. Tang suggested that the
interface between the two organic materials, rather than the electrode/organic
contacts, determines most of the photovoltaic properties of the film. Harima's
study of the photocurrent yield of organic p-n photovoltaic structures, using
meso-tetra-3-pyridyl porphyrin (400A), as an n-type material and, zinc
phthalocyanine (500A), as a p-type material, led to the conclusion that an optical
filtering effect occurs in which light is attenuated by the first film through
which the photons propagate, and that the electric field in the space-charge
region at the ZnPc/porphyrin interface separates the electron-hole pairs formed
in the boundary layer under illumination and drives the electrons into the n-type
zone and the holes into the p-type zone

96.

In a recent publication, Popovic and Loutfy have studied the carrier
generation mechanism in thin film structures of benzimidazole perylene 3,4,9,10tetracarboxylic acid (BZ perylene), overcoated with tetraphenyldiamine (TPD) as
a hole transport layer

63.

The presence of the TPD quenched the fluorescence of

the perylene by approximately one order of magnitude. Fluorescence is the
energy decay pathway which directly competes with photocurrent production. In
addition, the carrier generation efficiency for samples containing TPD was about
6 times higher than for samples without the TPD present. The pulsed
photoconductivity spectra demonstrated that the increase of photosensitivity
could be attributed to the presence of TPD as a sensitizer on the perylene surface.
It was concluded that the generation mechanism involved exciton diffusion to the

interface between the pigment and the hole transport layer (HTL), where excitons
dissociate by injecting an electron into the pigment and a hole into the HTL, and
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carrier generation is, therefore, dominated by an extrinsic mechanism involving
exciton dissociation into free carriers at the pigment/transport layer
interface"

63.

These studies suggest that exciton dissociation sites, and hence,
photogeneration of charge carriers, can be controlled by the proper choice of
materials, deposited as a bilayer or multilayer heterojunction structure. The
studies described in this chapter will demonstrate that photoelectrochemistry, as
well as surface analytical techniques, can be used as a tool to non-destructively
characterize these buried interfaces, and demonstrate that this interfacial region
is responsible for photocurrent generation. Furthermore, it will be shown that
multilayer structures, structures which contain more than one interfacial region
(exciton dissociation region) and demonstrate unique properties, can also be
characterized by these techniques.
Photoelectrochemical techniques offer some advantages for the study of
systems of this type, primarily because of the possibility of using semitransparent
electrode substrates and transparent electrolyte contacts, which interact only
weakly with the molecular thin film. Photocurrent yield spectra are easily
obtained for illumination from two directions of the device, and the question of
which of the molecular materials is better to illuminate first, can be addressed.
Most of our attention has been directed toward bilayer and multilayer assemblies
consisting of various metal phthalocyanines in combination with other
chromophores such as substituted perylenes, and this chapter will focus on
assemblies of VOPc and PTCDA.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Transmission Absorbance Spectra

Figure 29 shows the visible absorbance spectra for various thin films
involving both VOPc and PTCDA. Figure 29a shows the absorbance spectrum for
a single VOPc layer ca. loooA thickness, while Figure 29b shows the absorbance
spectrum for a single PTCDA layer ca. 900A thickness. Figure 29c is for a
multilayer VOPc/PTCDA thin film, four layers of each material, with each layer
ca. 200A thickness. Figure 29d shows the absorbance spectrum for a film made by
codepositing the VOPc and PTCDA, to a total film thickness of ca. 4000A. None
of these spectra have been corrected for reflectivity losses, which tend to vary
from film to film.
Figure 29a consists of the Q-band of VOPc, broadened and red-shifted as has
been seen for this and other trivalent or tetravalent metal Pc's 24,88,89. This
broadening and red-shifting comes about as a result of the interactions of the
individual Pc molecules, in a fashion which changes the ground state energies
slightly, but has a profound effect on the excited state (,..*) energies. The extent
of shifting of the spectrum is determined by the transition dipole orientations
(in-line, opposing, or oblique orientations can cause blue shifting, red shifting
and simple splitting of the spectrum, respectively) 134. It has been our experience
that the shape of the absorbance band of the VOPc is strongly dependent upon
the types of crystallites that grow during the deposition, and upon the
morphology of the substrate, the rate of film growt.h, and the substrate
temperature during growth 11,16,27,89. It is also believed that the phase
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responsible for the most red-shifted portions of the Q-band spectrum. is more
photoactive (photoconductive and photo-electrochemically active) than the other
possible phas,es. For VOPc. this red-shifted phase has been attributed to a form
of VOPc which places the rings in a staggered rather than a strictly cofacial
orientation 11,88,89.
The PTCDA spectrum in Figure 29b shows that the primary visible
absorbance is in a complimentary spectral region to the VOPc, and this is the
principle reason why compounds of this type have been selected for use in solar
cell applications using organic bilayer structures 35,82,83. The position of the
PTCDA spectrum also makes it convenient for some of the photocurrent yield
spectroscopies to be described below. The PTCDA absorbance spectra. unlike that
of the VOPc. are relatively insensitive to deposition conditions, film thickness.
etc. and only the elongated crystallites (oriented primarily in a direction
perpendicular to the substrate plane) observed in the SEM's, shown in the
previous chapter (chapter 3, Figure 16 and Figure 17) are seen, giving rise to a
single type of absorbance band.

The absorbailC~ baacl for the VOPc/PTCDA multilayer film is shown in
Figure 29c. The VOPc band is not as red-shifted as for the single layer film (see
below), and the PTCDA band is still visible, as it was in the single layer film.
This is the type of spectrum that was obtained for a variety of multilayer films,
with different combinations of VOPc and PTCDA film thicknesses, where the
films were annealed (ca. 9S0C) during the growth stages. The absorbance
spectrum for a codeposited VOPc/PTCDA film (Figure 29d) shows an interesting
further modification of the VOPc spectrum, with only slight modification to the
PTCDA spectrum. The VOPc spectrum is now strongly reminiscent of the
absorbance spectrum seen for the monomer Pc in a solution, with either pyridine
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or chloronapthalene as the solvent 27,88. The normal Qx and Qy branches of the
spectrum (72Snm and 680nm) are seen at similar wavelengths as in solution,
broadened, as would be expected in a solid state environment, and appearing as
though the VOPc is contained in a "solution", with PTCDA as the solvent.

Visible Absorbance and ATR-FTIR Spectra for Unannealed Films

Figure 30 shows the visible absorbance spectra and ATR-FTIR spectra for
bilayer thin films of VOPc grown first on the Au-MPOTE substrate (ca. lSOOA)
followed by a PTCDA film (ca. 800A), or thin films of VOPc (ca. 7S0A) grown on
a PTCDA (ca. 700A) film on Au-MPOTE (upper portion of Figure 30a and
Figure 30b, versus lower part of Figure 30a and Figure 30c, respectively). There
is a clear difference in the phases of VOPc formed, dependent upon whether the
VOPc film is deposited on the smooth Au-MPOTE substrate or on the much
rougher PTCDA thin film (see electron micrographs in the preceding chapter).
For VOPc films grown on the Au-MPOTE substrate first, the broadening and redshifting of the visible spectrum occurs, as described in Figure 29a above. When
the VOPc film is grown on the PTCDA-modified Au-MPOTE substrate, the
visible absorbance spectrum is clearly blue shifted from that seen for Figure 29a
and Figure 30a, but has not taken on the final form seen for the codeposited thin
film (Figure 29d). The absorbance maximum for the film in Figure 29d is at ca.
72Snm while that for the film in Figure 30b is at ca. 770nm. The band in
Figure 30b is nevertheless, clearly taking on the shape seen for the band in
Figure 29d.
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bilayers.
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This research group has previously documented the changes that occur in the
IR spectra of Pc thin films, depending upon the phases that are formed as a
result of differing deposition conditions and differing substrates

'6,27.

The "v=o

band near 1000 cm-' was previously seen as sensitive to film morphology, and
correlations were made between the two phases visible by SEM on VOPc films
with large crystallites and Jivc() band position (1003 cm-' vs. 997 cm-'). For VOPc
films grown slowly on smooth substrates, large crystallites can be formed, which
are platelet-like in appearance, and where "v=o is at 1003 cm-'. Other films have
been grown which have a more block-like crystal habit for VOPc, and where "v=o
is at 997 cm-'. For the VOPc films grown on the PTCDA thin films, the
crystallites were sufficiently small to make it difficult to determine their exact
size and type. Nevertheless, it is clear that the energetics for the VOPcjPTCDA
interface may be affected by which of these materials is deposited first.

PhotoelectroD Spec:troscopic Charac:terizatioD

For purposes of determining the relative positions of the highest occupied
molecular orbitals of the PTCDA and VOPc films, as well as attempting to
determine the extent of charge transfer between these two molecules at the
interface in a bilayer film, extensive UPS and XPS studies were undertaken.
Intermolecular charge transfer has been considered to have great importance in
biological systems, where, for example, the primary photochemical reaction of
photosynthesis is believed to involve one electron transfer from a chlorophyll
(Pc's may be thought of as an analogue of chlorophyll) species to a quinone
acceptor entity 135. Charge transfer has also been shown to of importance in
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solid state photoconductivity where, for example, the early studies of Calvin and
Kearns

65

demonstrated the effect of chloranil on Pc.

Solid State and Gas Phase UPS Results. Figure 31 shows the l;Ie(l) UPS
spectra for. pure VOPc and PTCDA thin films deposited on Au foil substrates.
Various UPS studies, and valence band XPS studies have been undertaken
previously for many of the transition metal phthalocyanines

136,137,138,139,140.

These studies, coupled with various molecular orbital calculations of the entire
molecule, or of the most important central fragments, have placed the C2pz orbital
as tbe HOMO of these systems, with the prospect that certain high lying d-states
might contribute to the HOMO for certain Pc's. This group has previously
reported the UPS studies for the GaPc-CI system, which, like other d 10 metal Pc's
gave a HOMO energy of ca. S.geV (e- V8C = 0.0) 27. VOPc films, as shown in
Figure 31, give a similar HOMO energy (ca. 6eV). The energy of the HOMO was
determined by correcting for charge shifting of these spectra by noting the
position of the Fermi edge for the gold substrate as the VOPc film thickness was
systematically increased to the level shown in Figure 31. The work function for
the Au foil can be placed at ca. 4.8eV 27. The difference in energy between the
carbon 2pz peak of the VOPe and the Fermi edge for the Au (1.2 - 1.3eV) is
added to this work function value, resulting in an energy of 6.0 - 6.leV for the
HOMO of the VOPc. The ionizations with higher binding energies arise from
orbitals with both carbon and nitrogen character, and in the case of VOPe, from
high lying oxygen and vanadium orbitals

27,136.

In order to more accurately determine the energy of the HOMO, the gas phase
He(l) UPS spectrum of VOPC was taken, and is shown in Figure 32. From this
plot, the HOMO is seen to occur at ca. 6.3eV vs vacuum. Transitions in the gas
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phase spectrum are located at higher binding energies (vs vacuum) than those
seen in the thin films due to polarization interactions in the solid. Fenske Hall
calculations of VOPc, done by Klofta 27, show that the highest occupied orbital
should be 92% 3d XY in character at an energy of 4.9 eV and the next highest
orbital should be 100% C2pz in character, at an energy of 6.1 eV. The value of 6.3
eV observed here, for VOPc, is similar to the value observed for other metal Pc's
(MPc where M • Mg, Fe, Co, Ni, CU,and Zn), as well as H2Pc, where the
uppermost occupied orbitals are ringlike, and not metal-3d-like, in all cases

136.

It has not been possible to date to obtain agreement between UPS data and

theoretical Huckel calculations. XPS measurements at binding energies of 0 - 6
eV demonstrate a relationship between the intensity of photoemission peaks and
the number of d-electron states

137. It

has been suggested that the d-orbitals have

low cross sections for photoionization by UPS at both 21.2 and 40.8 eV, but the
photoicnization cross sections are higher for XPS at 1486.7 eV. Studies by
Koch

138,140

using synchotron radiation, do show weak effects from d-orbitals.

However, the electronic structure observed for VOPc and other MPc's may best
be described by either ab initio calculations or by the Xa local density method
calculation, which has been used for tetra phenyl porphyrins

136,141,142.

The

photoelectron spectra of these porphyrins are very similar to that of the Pc's
described, above including that shown in Figure 32 for VOPc, with a sharp first
ionization potential at 6.4 eV, and broad peaks at 8-9 eV, 11.6 eV, and 14eV.
Calculations for these porphyrins, place one d-Iike orbital at 8.9 eV and three
degenerate d-Iike orbitals at ca 11.7 eV, while Huckel calculations for these
molecules predict the HOMO to be predominanly d-type in character

136,142.

At

this time, the question of fully explaining the electronic structure of the Pc's has
not been resolved.
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Although extensive molecular orbital calculations have not been carried out
on PTCDA, it is expected that the HOMO of this molecule will also be
predominantly C2pz in character, with some

02p

orbitals lying close by in energy.

Figure 31 shows that the HOMO, as revealed by UPS, is energetically deeper than
that for VOPc by ca. 0.6 - l.OeV, with a binding energy of ca. 6.6-7.2eV. Simple
models have been proposed which suggest that substituents with high electron
affinity (e.g oxygen) attached to the large aromatic core, should increase the first
ionization potentials for aromatic molecules like perylenes, in a fashion which
correlates with increases in the first electrochemical oxidation potentials

143.

Proposed Charge Transfer Complex Formation Based on Differences in
Ionization Potentials and Electron Affinities. The existence of ionized states in
an organic film, as described in the extrinsic generation mechanism

36,37,

would

provide an electric field that can act to dissociate excitons. The formation of a
charge transfer complex at the interface between the Pc and the PTCDA would
provide ionized sites (analogous to intentionally placed ionized impurities) which
would allow for exciton dissociation at this interface. The formation of a charge
transfer complex is dependent on differences in ionization potentials and
electron affinities of the materials of interest. The theory of charge transfer, or
electron acceptor complexes, is dependent on the ionization potential (IP) of the
donor and the electron affinity (EA) of the acceptor

144.

In order for a charge

transfer interaction to occur, the donor molecule should have a higher IP and
lower EA than the acceptor molecule.
The UPS results shown in Figure 31, demonstrate that the VOPc has a lower
ionization potential than the PTCDA by 0.6 to 1.0 eV, indicating that the Pc is
likely to act as a donor when coupled with PTCDA. It would be expected that
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the first one electron half-wave oxidation potential for these materials would
correlate with the measured ionization potentials. The species which is more
easily oxidized would be expected to have a lower ionization potential, as that
species gives up an electron more easily. Oxidation potentials for Pc's have been
extensively reported on in the literature

39,145,146.

For Pc's, no oxidation or

reduction potentials were reported for VOPc; however, oxidation and reduction
potentials were reported for tetra-t-butyl VOPc

145.

The tetra-t-butyl groups,

which are present to improve the solubility of the compound, would not be
expected to have a large effect on the oxidation or reduction potential of the
compound, whether the oxidation/reduction is metal centered or ring centered

39,

Thus, this compound can serve as a model for VOPc, and the oxidation potential
measured in dimethylformamide (DMF) and Et 4NCI0 4 (TEAP) is ca. 0.95 volts vs
SCE. Values for other Pc's range from 0.4 to 1.1 volts, with oxidation potentials
from specific Pc's as follows: 0.86V for GaPc-CI, 0.84V for InPc-CI, and 0.87 to
l.OV for CuPc

39,145,146.

Unfortunately, oxidation potentials for PTCDA, or

other related derivatives, are not reported in the literature. It would be expected
that the first oxidation potential for PTCDA would be positive of that obseved
for VOPc.
Electron affinity values are often obtained from one electron half-wave
reduction potentials in aprotic solvents. Comparison of electron affinity values
for these materials is more difficult than that of IP's, since we have to rely
entirely on the electrochemical data to make the comparison. To date, no study
has looked at both PTCDA and any Pc under the same conditions, at the same
time. In the case of PTCDA, the electron withdrawing nature of the oxygens in
the anhydride portions of the molecule are expected to increase its electron
affinity with respect to the parent perylene, and with respect to other potential
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electron donors, such as a Pc

141,148.

In this respect, PTCDA can be viewed as an

elaboration of the simpler weak acceptors, pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA) and
napthalene tetracarboxylic dian hydride (NTCDA). PTCDA has been shown to
have an electron affinity of ca. 1.geV , which is similar to that seen for PMDA
(1.9 to 2.0eV) and NTCDA (2.2eV)

144,148.

In a qualitative sense, comparison of

the first reduction potentials for Pc's and PTCDA can be used to model
diffferences in electron affinity values, as the compound which is more easily
reduced, has a higher electron affinity. Solvation effects, which arc not
considered in this analysis, may have a substantial effect on the nature of the
electron affinity values when the two materials are interfaced in a thin film
structure. The electrochemical measurements for the two materials were done in
similar aprotic solvents, DMF and TEAP, by different research groups. For
PTCDA and PMDA, reduction occured between -0.5 to -0.6 volts vs SCE

148.

As

described above, tetra-t-butyl compound can serve as a model for VOPc, and the
reduction potential measured is ca. -0.60V. These results suggest that the electron
affinity for PTCDA and VOPc are of similar magnitude. For a variety of other
Pc's, reduction occured between -0.5 to -1.4 volts vs SCE, in a variety of solvents,
with reduction potentials from specific Pc's as follows: -0.73V for GaPc-CI, 0.6SV for InPc-CI, and -0.S4V for CuPc

39,145,146.

This suggest, that as a general

trend, PTCDA is more easily reduced than most Pc's, and therefore has a higher
electron affinity than most Pc's.
Based on the differences observed in the ionization potentials in the UPS
spectra, VOPc would be expected to donate electrons to the PTCDA. The electron
affinity values for these materials, based on difference in the first reduction
potential, is expected to be of similar magnitude, although the PTCDA, in
general, would be expected to have a higher electron affinity than Pc's. Within a

lSI
band model picture, this would suggest that the lower edge of the conduction
band for VOPc and PTCDA, would be at similar energy. Solvation effects at the
interface of the thin film structure may be expected to effect these electron
affinity values, as the conditions in the thin film are different than those used to
model this system. These kind of inferences have led us to suggest that the
perylene derivatives act as weak acceptors when interfaced to various
phthalocyanines, as the VOPc is expected to be a better reductant than the
PTCDA.
Several attempts were made to use both UPS and XPS of the VOPc and
PTCDA systems to characterize the nature of the charge transfer interactions at
an interface between thin films of the two materials. Both VOPc and PTCDA
thin films were deposited on Au foil substrates, followed by the opposite
molecule at low coverages, and changes in the UPS spectra, or shifts in the C(1s),
N(ls), V(2p), O(1s), and higher lying vanadium levels were carefully monitored to
determine whether core level shifts could be seen, when the Pc or perylene
overlayer was quite thin (less than 3-4 monolayers). In all cases, no shifts in the
binding energies of any of these peaks were detected that could be considered
significant -- the spectra were simply the linear addition of the spectra for the
VOPc and PTCDA components. normalized for the coverage of each molecule. In
other experiments. in this group. using a stronger acceptor like TCNQ. interfaced
with a Pc such as GaPc-CI, we have been able to detect small binding energy
shifts in the C(ls) and N(ls) lines apparently corresponding to the PC+', TCNQ"
species

18.

Given the small extent of those shifts, using a strong acceptor like

TCNQ, it is perhaps not surprising that the experiments with PTCDA did not
reveal extensive changes in the photoelectron spectra.
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Photoelectrochemlcal Studies

Figure 33 shows the linear sweep voltammetric responses for single layer
VOPc (a) and PTCDA (b) thin films in pH-4, 0.2M KHP, solutions of saturated
anthraquinone sulfonate (AQ) or saturated hydroquinone (H 2Q) respectively.
Since the light source was slowly modulated, both dark and illuminated behavior
can be seen. The photoelectrochemical behavior of VOPc thin films has been
described previously 11,27,89. and the photoelectrochemical behavior of PTCDA
thin films has been described in the previous chapter. VOPc thin films act like
p-type semiconductor electrodes. forming a Schottky barrier with an electrolyte -oxidation processes proceed with high rates in the dark at potentials positive of
ca. 0.3 volts vs. Agi AgCI. and reduction processes do not occur in the dark at
potentials negative of that same value. Reductions of molecules such as AQ
occur readily upon illumination. with open circuit photopotentials of between 0.3
and 0.7 volts. depending upon concentration of the AQ (as seen in Figure 33a).
PTCDA thin films behave in a fashion reminiscent of n-type semiconductors,
forming a Schottky barrier with a redox electrolyte like the saturated H2Q
solution. It is likely however. that this junction formation occurs only as a result
of illumination. with different rates of hole and electron injection or transport.
at the PTCDA/electrolyte interface. Reduction processes occur readily in the
dark at potentials negative of ca. -0.1 volts. Oxidation processes occur only upon
illumination at potentials positive of that same level. High dark currents can
occasionally be seen for single layer PTCDA thin films in the positive potential
region. due to the fact that the single layer thin films consist of columnar
deposits of microcrystals. with considerable porosity of the thin film resulting.
Electrolytes such as H2Q can penetrate the PTCDA thin film to the Au substrate.
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Linear sweep voltammograms for single layers of PTCDA and VOPc
thin films in pH-4 O.2M KHP solutions of hydroquinone or
anthraquinone sulfonate respectively. Modulation of the light
source permits both photo and dark currents to be shown.
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causing high dark oxidation currents at potentials positive of 0.4 volts. These
high dark currents can be suppressed by an electrochemical polymerization of

Q-

napthol in the oxidative region, which forms an insulating polymer layer, which
passivates these Au sites

122,126,127.

This passivation process however, has little

effect on the onset potential for photocurrent production. The details of these
passivation studies, and the resultant photoelectrochemical activity for PTCDA
thin films, are given in the previous chapter.
It is interesting to note the difference in the onset potential for photocurrent
(the apparent flat band potential for semiconductor photoelectrodes

27)

between

..

the VOPc and PTCDA thin films is ca. 0.4 volts. On the electrochemical potential
scale, the flat band potentials of semiconductor photoelectrodes should be
directly proportional to the position on this same potential scale, of the band
edges for each semiconductor

44.

It is expected that this potential difference

should be close to the junction potential seen for photovoltaic devices which
interface the Pc and the perylene dye as thin films, and in fact this potential
difference is quite close to those reported for such devices

35.

The photocurrent yield spectra of the VOPc and the PTCDA, are in
complimentary regions of the visible and near IR, as were the transmission
absorbance spectra. This complimentary position of the VOPc and PTCDA
photoaction spectra is convenient for the analysis of the bilayer structures
described below. Photoelectrochemical studies allow for the acquisition of
photocurrent yield spectra from different illumination directions, owing to the
fact that transparent electrolytes at high concentration can be used, along with
semitransparent metal electrode contacts. The photocurrent yield spectra for
single layer VOPc and PTCDA thin films are shown in Figure 34. Frontside
illumination of the VOPc thin film, at reductive photocurrents, gives a spectrum
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Figure 34:

Photocurrent action spectra for single layer thin films of VOPc
(lS6nm) and PTCDA (240nm) deposited on Au-MPOTE.
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which is strongly blue shifted from that seen for the absorbance spectra of this
film, but is consistent with previous studies of VOPc thin films, which have
indicated that there are strong differences in these two types of spectra, owing to
the large morphological differences in VOPc which exist at the metal interface,
in the bulk of the film, and at the solution interface 11,27,89. The strong
difference between the FS and BS data indicates that tbe photoactive region is
concentrated near the solution/Pc interface, and that light absorbed near the
metal/Pc interface is filtered before reaching this region owing to. the thickness
of this VOPc film 11,89.

..

In contrast, the pbotocurrent yield spectra of an even thicker PTCDA film
shows little effect of photocurrent on illumination direction, as the FS and BS
spectra are nearly identical. In the previous chapter, we have attributed this lack
of difference to tbe porosity of the single layer PTCDA thin films, which leads
to significant electrolyte penetration along the columns of PTCDA crystallites.
The photoactive regions are believed to lie near the PTCDA/solution interface,
but that interface extends over an appreciable fraction of the film thickness, and
therefore no filtering of the light is observed using BS illumination.

Photoelec:troc:hemic:al Studies of VOPc:/PTCDA Bilayers and Muitilayers

Bilayers. Figure 35 shows a typical photocurrent and dark current versus
voltage plot of a VOPc/PTCDA bilayer thin film (on Au-MPOTE). The studies
described here will focus only on these VOPc/PTCDA bilayer structures.
Analysis of PTCDA/VOPc bilayers was extremely difficult, due most likely to
the porosity of the PTCDA layer which may have let the Pc contact the substrate
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Au-MPOTE/VOPc(92nm)/PTCDA(350nm)
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Figure 35:

Dark and photocurrent-voltage curves for a tYPlcai VOPc/PTCDA
bilayer thin film.
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directly rather than forming the desired junction with the perylene layer. For
these VOPc/PTCDA bilayers, only small differences were seen for FS versus BS
illumination with the polychromatic source, although monochromatic radiation
(described below) showed larger differences. The electrolyte solution contained
both AQ(0.05M) and H 2Q(0.05M) so that both oxidative and reductive
photocurrent responses could be maximized (measurements were often made
switching from separate AQ and H 2Q solutions to avoid strong solution
absorbance of light below ca. 500nm due to complex formation when both species
are in solution together). In the dark, there is a clear potential region where the

..

currents are quite low, extending from ca. 0.35 volts (positive breakdown) to -0.4
volts (negative breakdown). Because the PTCDA thin film is overlaying the VOPc
film, the dark current response in the positive potential region is not believed to
be due to porosity of the thin film, since VOPc films have been demonstrated to
be reasonable nonporous under the conditions of these experiments

89.

The dark

current response in the positive potential region is nearly identical to that seen
for VOPc films alone in the same electrolytes. The dark current reponse in the
negative potential region is likewise nearly identical to that seen for a VOPc thin
film on the Au-MPOTE substrate in the same electrolyte. At potentials positive
of 0.35 volts the dark current rises sharply. and then assumes a linear dependence
with potential, consistent with the idea that the current is limited by the
resistance of the bilayer thin film.
Upon illumination, currents are enhanced in both the positive and negative
potential regions. A linear photocurrent versus voltage relationship is seen at
potentials positive of 0.15 volts, with the same slope as for the dark current
reponse, indicating that this current is limited by the dark conductivity of the
bilayer in this potential region. At potentials negative of 0.15 volts the current
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quickly becomes nearly independent of voltage until ca. -0.25 volts, and then
slowly increases, as is generally seen at more negative potentials for the VOPc
photoelectrodes

89.

On the basis of these current voltage curves it can be infered

that the VOPc/PTCDA bilayer is behaving as a "leaky" p-n diode, in which the
VOPc layer is making Ohmic contact with the Au substrate, and the PTCDA
layer mayor may not make Ohmic contact with the electrolyte (see below). The
i/V behavior positive of 0.15 volts, can be described, as the "foward bias" region,
and the behavior negative of that potential as the "reverse bias" region. The
photocurrents seen in the negative potential region are consistent with those

..

expected for a p-n diode under reverse bias. The potential difference between
the onset for photocurrent (+0.15 volts) and the Eo' for the solution redox couple
is ca. 0.5 volts, which is consistent with previously reported photopotentials, and
is close to the value predicted from extrapolations for such bilayers from first
ionization potentials (see Figure 31). Because of the possibility for the formation
of space charge regions at the PTCDA/solution interface, some caution should be
excersized however, in interpreting these i/V curves.
Photocurrent yield spectra obtained with the VOPc/PTCDA bilayer in the
negative potential region are shown in Figure 36. For all bilayers examined, and
for both of the bilayers shown, there is considerable difference seen for the FS
and BS illumination cases. It has been previously hypothesized that in bilayers of
this type, that the photoactivity is primarily confined to the interface between
the Pc and the perylene 35,82. These photocurrent yield spectra tend to support
that assumption. The two combinations of VOPc and PTCDA, in Figure 36,
involve a relatively thin layer of VOPc and a thicker layer of PTCDA
(Figure 36a), or a relative thick layer of VOPc and a thinner layer of PTCDA
(Figure 36b). These film combinations tend to accentuate the FS vs. BS
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Figure 36:

Photocurrent action spectra for VOPc/PTCDA bilayer thin films
deposited on Au-MPOTE. Differences in photocurrent with FS and
BS illumination suggest that the interfacial region is controlling the
photoactive properties of the film.
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differences seen for all of the bilayers studied. Because the PTCDA films tend to
be porous, and show little effect on illumination direction for the single layer
films, the relative magnitudes of photocurrent in the bilayers (FS vs. BS) tend to
be difficult to quantitate. The effect of illumination direction on the
photocurrent response of these bilayer structures is shown schematically in
Figure 37, and described as follows. In the spectral region where VOPc absorbs
(600-900 nm) the FS spectra show an enhanced photoactivity, even though the
VOPc layer is largely excluded from contact with solution. We interpret the drop
in photocurrent yield between the FS and BS spectra as confirmation that the
VOPc/PTCDA interface is responsible for a large fraction of the generated
photocurrent. BS illumination requires that the light in the 600-900 nm region
penetrate the VOPc layer before reaching that interface. The attenuation of the
photocurrent response, near 700nm (BS vs. FS), is greater for the thicker VOPc
films. There is also some attenuation of the FS PTCDA response in the region
near 450-550 nm (where the VOPc has little absorbance) in the bilayers which
have sufficient PTCDA thickness (Figure 36a). In this case illumination of the
PTCDA/solution interface first (FS) causes significant attenuation of the
photocurrent response (which was not seen in the single layer PTCDA films).
Illumination which must traverse an absorbing region of the bilayer, such as BS
illumination in the 600-900 nm region or FS illumination in the 450-550 nm
region is less successful in generating photocurrent, as a filtering effect occurs,
reducing the number of photons which reach the interfacial region.
Comparisons have been made in the past, by this research group, between FS
and BS photocurrent yields in single layer Pc thin films, in both
photoelectrochemical cells and solid state photovolatic cells, as a means of
determining the dimensions of the "photoactive region" 90, When illumination
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Schematic representation of the effect of illumination direction on a
bilayer thin film. FS illumination favors current generation from
the Pc. while BS illumination favors current generation from the
PTCDA.
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occurs such that the light passes through a non-absorbing region (sec Figure 37
for a schematic representation of illumination of a bilayer film) of the film
before reaching the photoactive interface (for example, FS illumination of the
Au/VOPc/PTCDA bilayer, with excitation from 600-900nm, results in absorption
of light at the active interface before absorption anywhere else in the film), that
the photocurrent yield can be written as:

N(1) =

~ 10 (1 - e- PL )

where N .. number of mobil charge carriers created (cm- 3)
~ a quantum efficiency for carier ~eneration
..
fJ .. the absorption coefficient (cm - )
10 = the light intensity (photons/cm z sec)
L - the width of the active interface (cm)
d .. the film thickness (cm)

When illumination occurs away from the photoactive interface, i.e. light must
traverse an absorbing medium before reaching this interface (for example, BS
illumination of the Au/VOPc/PTCDA bilayer with 600-900nm excitation) , then
the photocurrent yield can be written as:

where the variables arc the same as those described above. Taking the ratio of
the FS (N(1) for the example given) vs. the BS (N(Z) for the example given)
photocurrent yield, and knowing fJ and d, we can solve iteratively for L. For
these bilayers, at 700nm, and assuming an absorptivity, fJ .. 8.8 x 104cm -1 for the
VOPc films, we estimate the thickness of the "photoactive" region in these
bilayers to be ca. SOO!. In fact, the bulk of the photocurrent could be generated
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over a smaller dimension than this, as the depth resolution afforded by ratioing
the BS and FS photocurrents is not better than

± 200A for

these bilayers. For the

PTCDA region of the bilayer, the determination of the active interfacial width
by the comparison of FS and BS photocurrent yield are more difficult, as the
iterative calculations tend not to converge. This is probably due to a number of
factors which include the porosity of the PTCDA layer, possible nonohmic
contact at the solution interface. We predict that the active interfacial region of
the PTCDA is of similar magnitude as that of the Pc. The dimensions of this
photoactive region found here are consistent with previous reports for these kind

..

of assemblies, and are consistent with recombination "regions assumed to be
created in bilayer organic photodiodes, in which the

devi~es

are intentionally

driven into a reveiSe bias condition, and light harvested from a narrow
interfacial region between the two thin films 97.
Ideally, for a single layer film, the maximum photocurrent yield would be
expected when the photon penetration depth was equal to the width of the space
charge region, where L would equal the collection length of the carrier or the
effective width of the space charge region. In addition, it would be desirable to
design the film so that the film thickness and the space charge region were of
similar magnitude, in order to minimize charge transport losses. With formation
of a bilayer structure, we have created a way to control the placement of a
photoactive region (exciton dissociation region) within an organic thin film.
Ideally, this active interfacial region would be wide enough (large L) so that a
large percentage of photons could be absorbed in that region. This would result
in a region where a greater amount of exciton dissociation could occur, and
hence increase the photogenerated free carriers. However, as shown above, the
interface of these bilayer structures is very narrow, and a majority of the
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photons are lost as they are absorbed in other non-photoactive or less photoactive
regions of the film. We are not limited to a bilayer structure, however, for these
films, and through proper control of the deposition techniques, it is possible to
make a multilayer structure with more than one active interface. Providing more
VOPc/PTCDA interfaces, provides more exciton dissociation sites, and generation
of more free carriers is expected. This idea of creating a large number of
interfacial regions as sites for exciton dissociation was the impetus for designing
the multilayer thin films. However, the inherent structure of these multilayers
films might be expected to oppose charge transport, and hence oppose free charge
carrier harvesting. These issues will be addressed below.

..

The electrochemical and photoelectrochemical properties of copper
phthalocyanine (CuPc), PTCDA bilayer thin films have also been characterized.
The characterization of these bilayers will allow for a direct comparison between
our studies and the studies of photovoitaic CuPc/PTCDA heterojunctions by
Forrest

149,

and will be discussed below. The CuPc,like the VOPc, behaves

photoelectrochemically like a p-type semiconductor, forming a Schottky barrier
with an electrolyte; oxidation processes proceed readily in the dark and
reductions of molecules such as AQ occur readily only upon illumination.
Bilayer thin films of CuPc/PTCDA behave electrochemically just like the
VOPc/PTCDA bilayer thin films. The current voltage curves for show that in
the dark, there is a region where the dark current is small, extending from ca
0.45 volts to -0.35 volts. Upon illumination, a linear photocurrent versus voltage
relationship is seen, in the forward bias region, at potentials positive of 0.30
volts, with the same slope as for the dark response, indicating that this current is
limited by the dark conductivity of the bilayer. In the reverse bias region,
negative of ca 0.20 volts, the current is nearly independent of voltage until ca .•
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0.30 volts. The photocurrents seen in this negative potential region, like those in
the VOPc/PTCDA bilayer thin films, arc consistent with those expected for a p-n
diode under reverse bias. The photocurrent yield spectra (FS and BS) for a CuPe
825A / PTCDA 825A film is shown in Figure 38. As seen in the VOPe/PTCDA
films, the differences in the FS and BS photoaction spectra indicate that the
interface between the two materials is controlling the photoactive properties of
this film. FS illumination favors photocurrent generation from the CuPc, while
BS illumination favors photocurrent generation from the PTCDA, as under these
conditions the active interface is illuminated before absorption of the light. The
peak positions. ca. 620nm and 700nm, for the photogcnerated current from the
CuPc, are the same as those seen in the absorbance spectrum, with differences in
the peak positions from that of VOPc due to the fact the the CuPc is a planar
molecule which stacks in a different morphology than the non-planar VOPc.

Multilayers. In order to further characterize the photoactivity of the
VOPc/PTCDA interface, we undertook a study of multilayer films of these two
materials, where the total film thickness was kept constant, but the thickness of
the individual VOPc and PTCDA layers was made smaller, so that more
individual layers resulted, each with smaller thicknesses. The vacuum deposition
apparatus described in chapter 2, Figure II, lends itself nicely to this type of
experiment, since a simple j'otation of the stage allows for the deposition of
VOPc or PTCDA layers with dimensions down to lOA. For the multilayer
VOPc/PTCDA films it might be expected that the steady state photocurrents seen
(as for the experiments described in Figure 35) would be nearly zero, since
interfacing two p-n diodes in series should create a region where charges are
trapped and cannot transit to the required interfaces for collection. This was not
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PHOTOCURRENT YIELD SPECTRA
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Figure 38:

Photocurrent yield spectra for a Au-MPOTE / CuPe 82SA / PTCDA
82SA bilayer film. Differences in the FS and BS spectra indicate
that the interface between the two materials is controlling the
photoactive properties of the film.
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the observed response. The i/V curves for these multilayers, under the
experimental conditions described for Figure 35. were qualitatively similar in
appearance to the simple bilayer films. with the difference that the regions of
low dark current were narrower (i.e. dark current onsets were seen at less positive
and negative potentials) and the steady state photocurrent yields in the negative
potential region tended to be lower on average than for the simple bilayer films.
Using a modulated, monochromatic light source, and monitoring the output of
the potentiostat with a lock-in-amplifier (the normal approach for photocurrent
yield spectroscopy), one is able to monitor the transient photocurrent (over the
period of the modulation, in this case 40 milliseconds, 25 Hz modulation

-

frequency). A plot of the photocurrent yield vs. wavelength for three sets of
VOPc/PTCDA multilayers is shown in Figure 39. The spectra are plotted as
incident light quantum efficiency. which reflects correction for any solution
absorbance, but not for reflectivity losses. The photocurrent yield spectrum for
the bilayer (Figure 39a) is not different than for those shown above, but is
significantly lower in magnitude than for the assembly involving four layers
each of VOPc and PTCDA (Figure 39b), or for the assembly involving eight
layers of each material (Figure 39c). A plot of the photocurrent yield at two
different wavelengths, selected to be in regions where the PTCDA primarily
absorbs (480 nm) and where the VOPc primarily absorbs (720 nm), as a function
of the number of interfaces created in these multilayer assemblies, is shown in
Figure 40. This plot is typical for these types of assemblies, and has been
recently extended to include an assembly with 31 total interfaces (16 layers each
of VOPc and PTCDA). There is a clear linear relationship between the number
of VOPc and PTCDA interfaces and the transient photocurrent yield. and in this
series the slope of this plot was ca. 0.5. Since the total amount of material was
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films deposited on Au-MPOTE.
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confined to ca. 160M. for this series of multilayers, the individual layer
thicknesses had been reduced to ca. 1001 for the VOPca!PTCDA a assembly.
Based on these results, one might expect that if more interfacial interactions
were built into the film, the transient photocurrent yield would be increased.
This would suggest that the maximum transient photocurrent yield would be
obtained for a film in which the VOPc and the PTCDA were codeposited on the
substrate, and each would essentially exist in a solid solution of the other species.
The absorbance spectrum for a representative codeposition film (40001) was
shown in Figure 29d. The absorbance maximum for that film is at ca. 72Snm as

..

compared to a value of 830nm for the Pc in a bilayer, and ca. 760 for the Pc in a
multilayer structure. In the codeposition film, the maximum for the VOPc is
blue shifted from its position in bilayer and multilayer films, and it is
approaching the absorbance maximum for VOPc monomer dissolved in a solution
of pyridne or chloronapthalene. This indicates that the Pc is behaving almost as
if it is in a solid solution. The PTCDA peak maximum is relatively unchanged,
at 475nm, in the codeposition film.
Photocurrent-voltage curves for the codeposition films indicate that a
depletion region is formed negative of 0.0 volts. The photocurrent yield spectrum
for a 25001 codeposited film is shown in Figure 41. As seen in the figure, the
incident light quantum efficiency is over an order of magnitude lower than that
seen for bilayer or multilayer thin films, with a maximum % incident light
quantum efficiency of O.OS. BS illumination results in a photoaction spectrum
which mimics the absorbance spectrum. FS illumination results in much smaller
photocurrents, with a photoaction spectrum which is almost a mirror image of the
BS spectrum, with peak maxima at wavelengths where minima exist in the BS
spectrum. The shape of the spectra indicate that the substrate/codeposition
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Figure 41:

Photocurrent yield spectrum for a 4000A code posited VOPc / PTCDA
film deposited on Au-MPOTE.
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interface is controlling the photoconductive properties of this film. If
photoactive interfacial regions existed throughout the codeposited film, one
might expect the FS and BS photocurrent to be equal, however, a large filtering
effect is observed. These studies, therefore, show that there is a limit to the
number of interfaces that can be built into the film and result in an increase in
the transient photocurrent yield. Thusfar, we have witnessed increasing
photocurrents for an assembly with a total of 31 interfaces; 16 layers of each
VOPc and PTCDA, where each layer was ca 30A.
Attempts have been made to analyze bilayer and mulitlayer Pc/Pe films

..

grown on Au deposited on mica, since this substrate would be expected to provide
a more ordered surface for deposition and result in a more ordered film. Films
grown, to a total thickness of ca. 1600A, included a bilayer film (VOPc

sooA /

PTCDA SOOA), a 32 layer mulitliayer ([VOPc SOA / PTCDA SOA]16' and a 64 layer
multilayer film ([V OPe 2sA / PTCDA 2SAh2)' Films grown on this substrate were
found to be porous, with a number of pinholes exposing the Au substrate directly
to the electrolyte solutions. The fact that these pinholes were present suggest that
these films may not have been as well ordered as desired. Attempts were made to
use the passivation techniques described in chapter 3 for PTCDA films, to allow
for electrochemical analysis of these films. In those single layer PTCDA thin
films, electrolytes such as H2Q have been shown to be able to penetrate the
PTCDA thin film to the

~u

substrate, causing high dark oxidation currents at

potentials positive of 0.4 volts. These high dark currents, for single layer PTCDA
films, were suppressed by an electrochemical polymerization of a-napthol in the
oxidative region, which forms an insulating polymer layer, which passivates these
Au sites. These bilayer and multilayer films could be successfully passivated
with oxidative polymerization of a-napthol. However, attempts to analyze the
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films at negative potentials (the reverse bias region for the bilayer films),
resulted in the passivation layer being reductively removed. Analysis of these
bilayer and multilayer films was possible at positive potentials where the
passivation layer could be maintained. However, the significance of these results
is unclear at this time. The photocurrent onset, for the oxidation of H 2Q, for
these bilayer films occured at ca. 0.25 volts, which is also the potential at which
the H2Q is reduced in the dark at bare Au. The multilayer films showed a small
photopotential of less than 0.1 volts. Photocurrents were seen to increase linearly
with potential positive of this onset potential, to the extent that they were

..

measured (ca 0.7 volts, potential at which significant dark currents were
observed). In addition, in this potential region, the photocurrent for these films,
decreased as the number of layers increased. One possible theory to explain this
behavior is that the application of a positive bias, to these bilayer and multilayer
films, opposes the natural field created by interfacial interactions. In the bilayer
Pc/Pe films, at no applied external bias, photogenerated electrons would prefer to
enter the PTCDA layer and photogenerated holes would prefer to enter the Pc
layer. Harvesting of carriers with the application of an external positive bias at
the Au, requires that the natural field at the interface be overcome, resulting in
holes being forced into the Pe layer and electrons being forced into the Pc layer.
This may explain why no photopotential is seen in these bilayer thin films for
the oxidation of H 2Q. In the multilayer thin films, it may be more difficult to
transport the charge carriers, resulting in decreased photocurrents.
Characterization of these multilayer systems by means of low angle X-ray
scattering, a technique commonly used to characterize multilayer metal and
semiconductor systems, where the individual layer thicknesses are on the same
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dimensional scale as shown here for these organic layers

150,151,152,

was done in

order to characterize the integrity of the layered structure. Figure 42 shows the
results of the low angle X-ray scattering of multilayer structures on Au-MPOTE
and on single crystal sapphire. Multilayers deposited on Au-MPOTE, initially
show broad first and second order reflections which broaden and shift to higher
angles as a function of X-ray exposure time (high intensity Cu Ka X-rays are
damaging the film). Figure 42a shows a multilayer film grown on Au-MPOTE,
where the layer thickness was thought to be ca. 30A per layer (bilayer period of
60A) for each of the 32 layers. Based on the peak positions for these reflections,

..

it was determined that the bilayer period for this structure was 66.5A ± 2.2A
indicating that a true multilayer structure was grown, and that we do have
excellent control of the deposition technique. Multilayer structures have also
been grown on single crystal sapphire substrates, with a thickness of ca. 30A per
layer for 24 total layers. As shown in Figure 42b, the peaks here are much
sharper than those seen on the Au-MPOTE substrate, and based on the peak
position, the bilayer period was calculated to be 63.sA ± O.IA. These results
demonstrate that well ordered multilayer structures can be successfully grown on
these substrates.

LOW ANGLE X-RAY SCATTERING
n~
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CONCLUSIONS
The photocurrent yield spectra for bilayer and multilayer thin films of
VOPc/PTCDA, demonstrate that the interfacial region, between the two organic
layers, is responsible for controlling the photoactive properties of these devices.
Similar conclusions have been drawn by a number of other researchers, studying
mostly photovotaic systems

35,63,96.

The formation of the bilayer structure

apparently creates exciton dissociation sites in this interfacial region. It is also
apparent that the width of the photoactive interfacial region is relatively small,
on the order of SOO,\, and this serves to limit the efficiency of these films .

..

Exciton dissociation is the result of the electric field which is present at the
interface, however, questions remain as to whether a band model or a molecular
model more accurately describes the event.
Application of a band model for these bilayer systems assumes a high degree
of orbital overlap along the conducting pathway, even though these materials are
Van der Waals bonded. Figure Figure 43 shows the proposed energy level
diagram for the VOPc/PTCDA bilayer system. Based on the measured f1atband
potentials recorded vs. Ag/ AgCl, the Fermi levels for the two organic rna terials
can be placed vs vacuum at S.OSeV to S.ISeV for VOPc and 4.SSeV to 4.6SeV for
PTCDA. This difference in energy between the Fermi levels suggests the
maximum achievable open circuit potential would be approximately 0.4 to 0.6V.
This theoretical value agrees well with the measured photopotential of ca. O.SV
and with the value of 0.4SV Tang achieved for a copper phthalocyanine, perylene
tetracarboxcylic derivative, photovoltaic device

35.

Based on results in the

literature for other Pc's, we assume the difference in energy between the fermi
level and the valence band for VOPc is O.3eV to 0.6eV

153,

placing the valence

band at S.3Sev to S.7SeV. This value is not totally in agreement with the values
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obtained by gas phase UPS results which placed the valence band edge at 6.3 eV,
or the solid state UPS results which placed the valence band edge at 6.0 eV. The
valence band for the PTCDA is placed at 5.95eV to 6.7SeV, since the UPS results
indicate a 0.6 to 1.OeV difference in the valence band energies for the two
organic materials. Again based on literature values, the conduction band is
placed approximately 2.0eV from the valence band for VOPC
the valence band for PTCDA

118,

154,

and 3.1eV from

(this value is for perylene, and we will assume

that the value for PTCDA is similar).
When these two materials are placed in contact with each other, if a band
model is assumed to be correct, then equilibration of the Fermi level; will occur,
resulting in band bending and thus the formation of an electric field gradient at
the interface. This model would suggest that any excitons which are either
created in, or are able to diffuse into, the interfacial region would experience an
electric field which would dissociate the exciton. The resulting free electrons
would be transported by the field gradient into the PTCDA layer, and the holes
would be transported into the Pc layer. If an equivalent ciruit were drawn for
this structure, as shown in Figure 44, it would include a diode for the Pc/Pe
interface, along with some type of series and parallel resistance. The currentvoltage properties of the Pc/Pe bilayer films suggest that these bilayers can be
thought of as "leaky diodes". The series resistance effects the forward bias
region, and the parallel resistance effects the reverse bias region, as shown in the
diagram.
As described in the introductory chapter, it is unclear whether a band model
can be applied in to describe photoconduction in these "organic semiconductor"
systems. This being the case, some kind of molecular description is required in
order to explain the electrochemical results which were described in this study.
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Absorption of light will lead to formation of an exciton (strongly bound electronhole pair) in these materials. The existence of an ionized state, as described in
the extrinsic generation mechanism 36,37, will provide an electric field that can
act to dissociate the exciton, and then a simple hopping model can describe
charge transport once the free carriers are generated. The formation of a charge
transfer complex at the interface between the Pc and the PTCDA would provide
ionized sites (analogous to intentional placed ionized impurities) which would
allow for exciton dissociation at this interface. XPS studies provided no

.

evidence for charge transfer interactions at VOPc/PTCDA interfaces. Such
interactions were observed, in this group, using TCNQ, which is a much stronger
acceptor than PTCDA

18.

Since the shifts in binding energies for the TCNQ

study were small, it is not surprising that these shifts were not detected by XPS
for PTCDA. It is still likely that some type of charge transfer interaction occurs,
or at least that a strong dipole is formed, at the interface between the VOPc and
the PTCDA. Whether the potential drop seen in this bilayer structure is due to a
band model or due to the electric field simply because of fixed charges in the
interface, the potential drop is present, and it is due to differences in the
properties of these two materials such as electron affinity and ionization
potential.
Bilayers films of CuPc/PTCDA behave virtually identically to the
VOPc/PTCDA bilayer films. This would suggest that these bilayer structures,
also behave as p-n heterojunction-like structures. Forrest et al.

149

have also

studied the optical and electrical properties of CuPc/PTCDA photovoltaic
devices. Forrest believes that this structure is an isotype p-p heterojunction
rather than a p-n heterojunction, since they believe the PTCDA behaves as a ptype material. As described in the previous chapter, the charge carrier density of
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the PTCDA is quite small, and it is unclear whether this material is truly n-type.
p-type, or dependent only on interfacial injection of charge. A proposed band
model for the p-n heterojunction is shown in Figure 45a, while Figure 45b shows
Forrests's model of the p-p isotype heterojunction structure. In the dark. where
Forrest et. al. did most of their measurements, it is quite possible that the
CuPc/PTCDA interface is behaving as a p-p type junction, with current flow
limited by thermionic emission of holes over the valence band discontinuity
energy barrier at the interface 149. We propose that, illumination would result in
electron injection at the Pc/PTCDA interface, such that the PTCDA would take
on n-type properties, which could be described by the p-n heteroJunction model.
Regardless of which model is correct (although as described above both models
may be correct depending upon whether the heterojunction is illuminated or not),
the discontinuity or gradient at the interface acts to dissociate excitons. and
serves to propel the generated free carriers in opposite directions. However.
arguments against the Forrest band model, shown in Figure 4Sb, can be made.
Their model suggests that the valence band (VB) of the PTCDA is at lower
binding energy than that of the CuPc. We have shown by UPS, that VOPc has a
lower ionization potential than the PTCDA, and it is expected, based on reports
in the literature that place the HOMO of all Pc's at approximately the same
potential

136,

that the CuPc would also be more easily ionized than the PTCDA,

and therefore, the VB of the CuPc would be expected to be at lower binding
energy than that of the PTCDA.
Low angle X-ray scattering has been shown to be a technique which can be
used to demonstrate the ordering present in layered organic thin films. The
results described above, demonstrate that well ordered multilayer thin films can
be grown by the use of carefully controlled deposition techniques. The fact that
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the low angle X-ray scattering shows a definitive layered structure with well
defined interfaces, suggests that the materials must deposit as extremely small
microstructural entities. Deposition of Pc's. reported for films grown in the past
by this research group by other deposition techniques

16,89,

resulted in large

block or platelet like structures with dimensions of up to ca. Sl'm x Sl'm x O.5I'm.
It would be hard to imagine these large structures could yield the interfacial

integrity which is apparently obtained in these multilayer films. The peaks for
the mulitlayer films deposited on single crystal sapphire were much sharper than
on the Au-MPOTE, suggesting the ordered sapphire substrate played a role in the
formation and ordering of the layered film. The prospects for further
improvments in these multilayer assemblies appears good, especially when they
can be grown on more highly ordered substrates.
Properties of multilayer thin films can also be described by either a band
model or a molecular model. A band model for the multilayer is shown in
Figure 46. The band model, as shown, can be used to that demonstrate that a
large number of sites exist within the film where an electric field for exciton
dissociation exists. However, the band model can not be used to explain charge
transport in the multilayer film. For every Pc/Pe interface that exists and sends
free charge carriers in the proper direction, a Pe/Pc interface exists which
opposes the transport of that charge. The overall result would be one where the
charge was trapped in this quantum well structure, and could not be harvested.
The large transient photocurrent, which is observed in the photocurrent yield
experiments, can be explained as being due to the large number of excitons which
are dissociated at these junctions. This would result in an observable transient
current, but since these charge carriers can not be collected, they would
recombine, and no steady state current would be expected. The band model
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picture for these multilayer films can not explain why a steady state
photocurrent is obscrved. unless the bands are considered to be leaky or if there
is a shunt resistance across the bands.
Perhaps a better explanation for the results observed in the photoelectrochemical characterization of these films can be found in a molecular
model. The mulitlayer can be thought of a series of parallel plate capacitors. At
each interface. there exists fixed ionized states. due to the interaction of the Pc
and the PTCDA which is based on the differences in electron affinity and
ionization potential. like that described in the bilayer films. Therefore, each
interface can act as an exciton dissociation site. Once ex.citon dissociation
occurs, charge transport can be explained by a hopping mechanism, where the
application of the external bias effects the directionality of charge transport.
The transient photocurrent yield was seen to increase with the number of
interfaces provided in the multilayer structure. However, the results of the
studies of the codeposited films show that there is a limit to the number of
interfaces that can be built into the film that will result in an increase in the
transient photocurrent yield. It is apparent that a layered structure is necessary
in order for to provide the proper conditions for the large transient current. In
the codeposited film it is possible that the necessary electric field gradient for
exciton dissociation does not exist. or recombination is virtually instantaneous, as
the interaction of the materials is random. Another explanation may be that the
hopping mechanism for the codeposited film is less efficient than that in the
layered film. The codeposition film is randomally oriented, and may not be
vcctorally arranged in a favorable manner for chargc transport. It is interesting
to note that a multilayered structure of only 30A per layer. rcsults in a large
transient photocurrent. This means that only 8 to 10 mononlayers of either the

187

Pc or the Pe in each layer of a mulitlayer thin film, is required to result in the
formation of the desired junction. This suggests that in any particular layer of a
multilayer film, that only a few molecular layers are necessary in order to create
an interfacial region where exciton dissociation occurs, ultimately resulting in
free carrier harvesting.

..
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CHAPTER S.

SOLID STATE CHARACTERIZATION OF VOPe AND PTCDA VACUUM
DEPOSITED AT ULTRA HIGH VACUUM ON MICROCIRCUIT DEVICES

INTRODUCTION

Solid state characterization of YO Pc and PTCDA was done in order to try to
learn more about the interactions between these materials, in a way that is
complimentary to the results discussed in the previous two chapters. The use of
microcircuit interdigitated arrays, as a diagnostic technique, for solid state
characterization of molecular semiconductors and studies of the effect of doping
on these properties, has been developed and described in detail in this group by
Pankow

18.

Thin films of the molecular material of interest were deposited at

ultrahigh vacuum (UHY), on microcircuit devices (Me's), in the MUMSI

18

deposition chamber which was described in the experimental section. The solid
state properties of these materials, such as dark and photoconductivities, dark
and photoactivation energies, current-voltage properties, and photoaction
(photocurrent measured vs. wavelength) can be measured directly in the MUMSI
chamber without leaving the UHY environment. A schematic diagram of the
MUMSI chamber was shown in chapter 2, Figure 12 (along with a description of
the chamber), and this figure displays the electrical and optical connections from
the microcircuit in the chamber to the outside environment. A schematic
diagram of the microcircuit device was shown in chapter 2, Figure 13, and
displays the interdigitated array structure of the MC. The deposition of the
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molecular semiconductor thin film acts to complete the electrical circuit, as the
film will connect the two sets of fingers. Thus, the conductive properties
measured are those of the molecular materials which provide a path for current
flow.
The protocol for this set of experiments was as follows. VOPc was deposited
(100 - 400A) on the microcircuit device, at substrate temperatures of ca. 95°C, and

the solid state properties were characterized. Once this characterization was
complete a thin layer of PTCDA (2A) was deposited, at room temperature, and the
circuit was recharacterized to look for any changes which would be due to the
interaction of the two materials. Following this, progressively thicker layers of
PTCDA, or an overlayer of more VOPc, could be deposited and characterized.
The same protocol was used for a microcircuit device in which the PTCDA was
first deposited and characterized followed by VOPc deposition, and
recharacterization. This progressive characterization allows the ability to
observe changes in the same film as the film develops through small sensitization
layers toward actual bilayer structures.
The results presented below will discuss the data in terms of the raw currents
and photocurrents measured during the experiments. Tabulation of
conductivities and photoconducities as determined from these values, and a
discussion comparing these values, is done in the conclusion section of this
chapter.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

VOPc Microcircuit Devices

Current-Vohage Properties. Deposition of VOPc on either a Burr-Brown PtSi x
or a Motorola Au microcircuit resulted in films with a very high dark current,
when compared to other Pc's studied in this group

18.

All results discussed will

be for films on Motorola circuits. Before deposition, the microcircuit dark
current at a bias of SV was less than 0.0001 nAmps. This is as expected, since
there should be no material present to provide a conductive pathway between the
two sets of MC fingers, and therefore the resistance to current flow should be
quite high. The first VOPc film was grown until the dark current was 20nA at
SV bias, at the heated substrate temperature of 95°C. This film was only 100!

thick, and the high dark current indicated the presence of a large number of
ionizable impurities. As a comparison, GaPc-CI films (thickness range of 100 800 A), studied by Pankow

18,

typically had dark currents of less than 0.0 I nAmps

at a bias voltage of SV.
A secondary indication of the presence of impurities was seen when the bias
voltage of the microcircuit was reversed. There is no difference in the two sets
of circuit fingers, and reversing the bias simply adjusts which set of fingers is
poised posith'e an,i which set is poised negative. A dark current of 20 nAmps
was initially observed (SV bias). When the bias of the microcircuit was reversed,
the dark current was measured at 14 nAmps, and immediately began slowly
climbing towards 20 nAmps. When the bias was then returned to the original
setting, the dark current had decreased to 18 nAmps, and immediately began
climbing back towards 20 nAmps. This implies that some type of polarization
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effect is being observed in the VOPc thin film. This suggests that ions or ionic
impurities are present in the film, and these impurities will migrate through the
film at low enough rates that finite relaxation times arc observed for the
photocurrent when the bias potentials are reversed. Possible impurities include
oxygen and/or a decomposition product of the VOPc, such as the oxovanadium
cation. Indeed. the oxotitanium cation has previously been shown as a possible
"self-doping" agent in devices made using TiOPc, based on solid state and surface
analytical measurements

13,15.

The circuit was allowed to cool down and the dark current stabilized at
approximately 3.S nAmps at a bias of SV. Measurements"of the dark currentvoltage properties were taken before and after every experiment. An example of
the typical dark current-voltage response for the looA VOPc film is shown in
Figure 47, as a log-log plot. Over the range of voltages investigated in this study,
the log-log plot has a slope close to 1. This indicates that ohmic currents, and not
space charge limited currents. predominate. Also shown in Figure 47, is the loglog plot of the current voltage properties for the circuit with VOPclOOA/PTCDA
2A and VOPc IOOA/PTCDA IOO!. Again the slope is close to a value of I.
indicating ohmic behavior for the devices under these conditions.
The photocurrent-voltage properties for the VOPc/MC device demonstrated a
low photocurrent-to-dark current ratio. The photocurrent-voltage curves were
taken at one to three different wavelengths of excitation. using the tungsten
lamp and a monochromator. 700nm excitation was selected, since it was expected
to be a peak wavelength for photocurrent generation in VOPc. SOOnm and 900nm
were selected as "wing" wavelengths (wavelengths of moderate aborption) for the
VOPc, however, SOOnm excitation was also expected to be a peak wavelength for
PTCDA,in the bilayer devices. For the VOPc looA device, the photocurrent
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(photocurrent only, dark current subtracted out) properties at these three
wavelengths is shown in Figure 48, along with the dark current. As seen in the
figure, at all voltages, even for 'OOnm excitation, the photocurrent is only two to
three times the magnitude of the dark current. At the wing wavelengths, the
photocurrent is of equal or lesser magnitude (less than 1:1). Like the dark IY
curves, log-log plots of the photo IY curves shown in Figure 48 were seen to show
ohmic behavior in the voltage range studied, with slopes equal to 1.1 to 1.2.
These results are significantly different than those observed for GaPc-CI, by
Pankow

18,

where the photocurrent-to-dark current ratio was often greater than

1000:1 (similar power of lamp intensity for photoexcitatipn). The reason for this
difference can be found in the extremely high dark currents seen in the YOPc.
The dark currents for the YOPc, at 5v bias, arc on the order of 3.0 nAmps, while
for the GaPc-CI, the dark currents are usually less than 0.01 nAmps. As discussed
above, this difference is indicative of the large number of ionizable impurities
present in the YOPc. Even though the photocurrent for the two Pc's is of similar
magnitude, for the YOPc, there is a much larger background dark current. This
result suggests that for applications where a large photo-to-dark current ratio is
desirable, such as in a chemical sensor based on photoconductivity changes

17,155,

GaPc-CI would be preferred over YO Pc.

Photocurrent Yield Spectra. Photocurrent yield spectra for a YOPe looA
device is shown in Figure 49. Figure 49a shows the incident light quantum
efficiency at 3.0 and 0.5 volts. As expected, the magnitude of the photocurrent is
greater at greater bias voltages, since the field strength for charge collection is
greater. The relative quantum efficiency, shown in Figure 49, demonstrates that
the shape of the photocurrent action spectra does not change with bias voltage.

PHOTOACTION: VOPc 100A DEVICE
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The photocurrent action spectra for these microcircuit devices are similar to
the photocurrent spectra measured electrochemically for VOPc deposited on
Au-MPOTE or 5n02" Illumination of these VOPc/MC devices, gives a spectrum
which is strongly blue shifted from that seen for the absorbance band of this
material when it is deposited on Au-MPOTE, Sn02' or glass. The maxima in the
photoaction spectra occurs at ca. 630nm, which is blue shifted from the
absorbance maxima which occurs at ca. 830nm. However, this is consistent with
previous studies of VOPc films, which have shown strong differences in these
two types of spectra, presumably due to morphological differences in VOPc
which exist at the metal interface, in the bulk of the
interface

fil~,

and at the solution

11,16,27,89.

The relationship between light intensity and photocurrent is not linear, and
can be expressed by the equation:

This relationship was described in chapter 2, where.., represents the exponential
relationship of current with light intensity. For VOPc devices, as well as for
VOPc/PTCDA devices, exponents were found with values ranging from 0.40 to
0.75 (a value of 1 represents a linear relationship between light intensity and

photocurrent). These exponents were measured at SOnm intervals over the 400 to
1000nm wavelength range, at a variety of different voltages, and the values
found were used in the calculation of the photocurrent yield spectra. At the
wavelengths were the Pc strongly absorbs light, the exponents were typically
found with values between 0.45 and O.SS. At the wing wavelengths (400 - SOOnm
and 900 - 1000nm), the values were often slightly higher, with values between
0.60 and 0.7S. This implies that, with illumination at the wing wavelengths, a
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higher percentage of the excitons created are dissociated resulting in harvesting
of free carriers, then when illumination occurs at a peak wavelength. This is not
surprising since we would expect significantly greater number of excitons to be
created with illumination at the peak wavelengths. The efficiency of
dissociation may be limited by the number of dissociation sites available
(impurities and grain boundaries), and by increased instances of exction-exciton
annihilation. Therefore, the photocurrent at the peak wavelengths is still greater
than that at the wing wavelengths, since a much larger quantity of excitons is
created, but the efficiency of collection is lower.

..
Activation Energy. Plots of the natural log of the current vs the inverse of
temperature for the determination of activation energy for a VOPc 100! device
are shown in Figure 50. Figure 50a shows the determination of the dark
activation energy at three bias voltages, 0.5, 2, and 5 volts. Figure SOb shows the
determination of the photoactivation energy, for 700nm excitation, at the same
three bias voltages.
As seen in the figure, the dark activation energy ranges from 0.34eV at a bias
voltage of 5.0V, to 0.55eV at a bias voltage of 0.5V. The magnitude of the dark
activation energy often reflects the chemical impurity sites or trap sites
concentration and energy distribution. Theoretically, it reveals the energy at
which traps are thermally available to allow for conduction to occur. It would be
expected that any of the three bias voltages used in this study, would provide a
large field gradient between the microcircuit fingers (3pm spacing), and
therefore, the reason for the differences in dark activation energy at varying
bias voltages is unclear.
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Figure 50:

Determination of activation energy for a VOPc IOO! device. (a)
VOPc. dark activation energy at bias voltages of ~O.S, -2, and -S volts.
(b) VOPc photoactivation energy for 700nm excitation at the same
bias voltages as above.
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The photoactivation energies shown in Figure SOb. are for 700nm excitation.
at three bias voltages. The values determined ranges from 0.027 to 0.093 eV. The
photoactivation energy was also determined (at a bias of O.SV) with SOO and
900nm excitation and was found to be 0.030 and 0.039 eV respectively. It has
been suggested that. assuming the charge carriers are already free. the
photoactivation energy measures the depth from the conduction band to the
nearest shallow trap

156,157.

Others have suggested that the photoactivation

energy is the energy necessary to break excitons into free carriers

158.

Within the

Popovic model for charge carrier generation. described in the introductory
chapter. this could be interpreted as the energy necessary to transfer the exciton
to a charge transfer state, or as the energy to dissociate the exciton once its
reached the charge transfer state. Either of these interpretations might explain
the extremely low values observed here.
Studies of GaPc-CI. by Pankow

18,

have found dark activation energies

ranging from O.S to greater than 1.0 eV. for various GaPc-CI devices. It has been
theorized that the differences in these activation energies can be related to the
purity of the Pc. with the purer forms having activation energies of greater than
1.0eV. This might suggest that the low values reported for the VOPc are due to
the presence of a large number of impurities, and therefore. shallow traps
domjnate the dark conductivity. The photoactivation energy for these GaPe-CI
devices was found to equal 0.08 to 0.2 eV. Doping of pure GaPe-CI devices with
02 decreased the dark activation energy from values ca. l.OeV to a value of ca.

0.60eV. The activation energy could only be determined by measuring the
current at temperatures below ca. SODC, as the temperature increase caused
desorption of the 02' The photoactivation energy for the O2 doped GaPc-CI was
found to equal ca. O.lOeV. VOPc devices appear to behave in a manner very
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similar to that of the 02 doped GaPc-CI. In the GaPc-CI, the 02 is easily
desorbed, however in the VOPc, the impurities, which are most likely
demetallated oxovanadium species, are not easily removed. A comparison of the
conductivities of these two devices will be discussed at the conclusion of this
chapter. The conductivities of InPc-CI and FePc devices, as determined by
Collins 107, will also be addressed below.

PTCDA Microcircuit Devices

Deposition of 2s0A of PTCDA on a Motorola microcircuit device resulted in a
device with an extremely low dark current and photocurrent. The dark current
at a bias of S volts was only 0.4 picoamps. The photocurrent, at its maximum was
less than 0.1 picoamps. At a substrate temperature of 92°C, the dark current rose
to ca. 28 picoamps (Sv bias). The photocurrent at this temperature was extremely
difficult to measure, and was virtually non-existent. Excitation at 470nm, the
peak absorbance for PTCDA, resulted in a photocurrent of ca. O.S picoamps on
the dark background of 28 picoamps. Measurement of the dark activation energy
was possible at bias voltages of Sand 2V (currents too low to measure at O.SV),
and the dark activation energy was found to be ca. 1.2eV, however, it is
questionable how accurate these values are. Since the currents measured were
small, it was difficult to accurately measure the signal over the background
instrument noise, and in addition, the data points often had only one or two
significant figures. No attempt was made to determine the photoactivation
energy.
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Increasing the thickness of the PTCDA on the microcircuit device from 2soA
to 400A, increased the magnitude of both the dark and photocurrents.
Measurements of the currents were done only at elevated substrate temperatures
of ca. 80°C (these measurements were taken "on the fly" during fabrication of a
bilayer device). The additional deposition increased the dark current 200%, and
the photocurrent to dark current ratio was approximately 1:12 at best. The
photocurrent at its maximum was only 3 picoamps on a 35 - 40 picoamp
background. Attempts to measure the photoaction spectrum showed that the
spectrum was qualitatively similar to the absorbance spectra for PTCDA, with
the photocurrent peaking between 460 and 560nm.
The low dark conductivity observed for PTCDA microcircuit devices, may be
due to geometric constraints created by the orientation of the PTCDA on the
microcircuit device. If PTCDA deposits on the microcircuit in a needle-like
fashion, as it did on Au-MPOTE and Sn02 (see the SEM's of PTCDA deposited on
Au-MPOTE and Sn02 in Chapter 3, Figure 16 and Figure 17), the primary
conductio~

axis of the PTCDA may be along the wrong axis to allow the

microcircuit to harvest free charge. Forrest 68,70 has shown that PTCDA works
well in organic-inorganic diodes because the direction of the greatest
intermolecular

11'

overlap is in the direction of the applied electric field, i.e.

perpendicular to the substrate plane. This is also the case the PTCDA deposited
on Au-MPOTE for the photo-electrochemical characterization in chapter 3 and 4.
The proposed differences in conduction for PTCDA deposited on Au-MPOTE
and on a microcircuit are shown schematically in Figure 5 I. As seen in
Figure 51a, on Au-MPOTE, the desired direction of conduction (*) is
perpendicular to the substrate plane, and the orientation of the PTCDA allows
conduction

<*) in that direction.

On the microcircuit device however, as seen in
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Figure 51:

Schematic representation of the desired direction of conduction
based on choice of substrate and the preferred direction of
conduction based on the orientation of the PTCDA, for PTCDA
deposited on (a) Au-MPOTE and, (b) a microcircuit.
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Figure 51 b, the desired direction of conduction is between the two sets of fingers
(..). The PTCDA is now orientated so that the needle-like axis of conduction

(*>

is no longer perpendicular to the substrate plane, and conduction between the
fingers of the circuit is not favored. The conduction between the needle
structures, where the overlap is weak, rather than conduction along the needle
structure will dictate the conductivity of the device. In actuality, the PTCDA
would be expected to deposit more randomly on the microcircuit (because of the
shape of the circuit), resulting in a small degree of overlap. Increasing the
thickness of the PTCDA layer (from 250A to 400A) improves the amount of
overlap between the PTCDA needles, as evidenced by the improved
conductivities for the thicker film, however, the overall conductivity is still low.

VOPc / PTCDA Microcircuit Devices

Current-Voltage Properties. The current voltage properties for the VOPc
device, described above, were also studied after the addition of overlayers of
PTCDA. It was expected that small amounts of PTCDA would have significant
effects on either the IV properties or the activation energies, with the formation
of a heterojunction structure as discussed in the previous chapter. The deposition
of 2A of PTCDA, initially caused a substantial increase in the dark current, with
the dark current increasing from 3.3 nAmps to 19.7 nAmps (bias of SV). Over a
period of several hours the dark current stabilized to a value of 5.7 nAmps. The
resulting dark current for the VOPc IOOAjPTCDA 2A device, is shown in
Figure 47. The photocurrent-voltage curves were qualitatively the same as those
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seen for the VOPc 100A device. Like the dark current, the absolute value of the
photocurrent increased slightly, so that the ratio of the photo-to-dark current was
the virtually the same as that above at the Pc peak (2-3:1) and wing (1:1)
wavelengths.
Deposition of more PTCDA resulted in a VOPc 100A/PTCDA 100! device. As
seen in Figure 47, the dark current for this device was significantly higher that
observed for the VOPc by itself. The dark current measured was as high as 1300
nAmps during the deposition, and stabilized to a value of 500 nAmps before
measurement of dark activation energy, and ISO nAmps after measurement of
dark activation. The PTCDA was deposited on the VOPc device at room
temperature, and the measurement of activation energy will essentially act to
anneal the device. This change in dark current before and after annealing
suggests a reorganization of the interaction between the VOPc and the PTCDA.
Annealing has been seen to have dramatic effects on conductivity and activation
energy for certain phthalocyanines 13,15. The effect of annealing will be
discussed in more detail below in the section describing measurement of
activation energies.
For this device the absolute value of the photocurrent increased by an order
of magnitude, however the photo-to-dark current ratio decreased. At 700nm, the
photo-to-dark current ratio was less than 1:3. At SOOnm, where the PTCDA is
expected to be photoactive, the photo-to-dark current ratio was less than 1:50.
The low photocurrents seen at wavelengths where PTCDA is expected to generate
photocurrent will be discussed in greater detail, in the section describing the
photocurren t yield spectra.
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The addition of PTCDA to a VOPc device, is seen to cause substantial
increases in the dark current with smaller increases in photocurrent. One
possible explanation is that the PTCDA is acting as an electron acceptor or an
electron trap when it is deposited over the VOPc. It is assumed that VOPc is a
p-type material due to the ionizable impurities that are present. In the dark, the
presence of an electron trap (PTCDA) will increase the free hole concentration,
and therefore, increase the hole or dark current.
The photocurrent would also be expected to increase due to the addition of a
fixed site impurity (the heterojunction of Pc/Pe) which would be expected to act
as an exciton dissociation site for this device. However, the geometric
constraints, described above, which limited conductivity in the PTCDA device,
may also playa role in this device. Again, it is assumed that the PTCDA does not
conduct from one set of fingers to the other, but rather conducts in a direction
perpendicular to the desired axis of conduction. Therefore, excitons can be
dissociated at the Pc/Pe heterojunction sites, due to the field created by these
fixed site impurities. There is no mechanism, however, to collect the majority of
the free carriers created, as the PTCDA does not allow for conduction of
electrons through the layer as in bilayer photoelectrochemical device, but merely
traps them. Although more excitons are dissociated in the device due to the
heterojunction structure, a large percentage of these can not be harvested.
Therefore, recombination of the free carriers would dominate, and the magnitude
of the photocurrent would be limited.

Photocurrent Yield Spectra. A comparison of the photocurrent yield spectra
for the VOPc 100! device and the VOPc 100! / PTCDA 100! device is shown in
Figure 52, as both a relative quantum efficiency and as an incident light
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Figure 52:

Comparison of the photocurrent yield spectra for a VOPc 100!
device and a VOPc IOOA/ PTCDA IOO! device at -3.0V. measured as
a relative quantum efficiency and as an incident light quantum
efficiency.
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quantum eificiency. No photocurrent yield spectrum was measured for the VOPc

looA /PTCDA 2A device. The results shown for the relative quantum efficiency
of the VOPc/PTCDA device, demonstrate virtually no change in the shape of the
photocurrent with the addition of PTCDA. A similar result has been noticed for
TiOPc/PTCDA devices, as studied in our group by Collins and Brina

107.

In

photoelectrochemical studies, the shape of the spectrum reflects the photoactive
nature of both species. It is suspected that the photoactive nature of the PTCDA
is not seen in the photoaction spectra, due to the geometric constraints on
conduction of PTCDA on the microcircuit device, as described above. Any light
absorbed by the PTCDA, creates excitons which may dissociate to free carriers,
but can not be harvested.
The relative quantum efficiency spectra would be totally unchanged with the
addition of PTCDA layer, except for an unexpected decrease in the photocurrent
in the 400 to SOOnm wavelength region. VOPc shows some photoactivity in this
wavelength region, and the addition of PTCDA, which is photoactive in this
region, causes the photocurrent to drop to unmeasurable levels. One possible
explanation for this is that the PTCDA is acting as a "desensitization" layer on
the VOPc. Since the electrons which have been photogenerated in the PTCDA
layer can not be harvested, they may enter the Pc layer and recombine with the
free holes in the Pc. If the energy level diagram, shown in chapter 4, for the
valence band and conduction band of PTCDA and VOPc was correct, then this
desensitization effect is possible, with photogenerated conduction band electrons
in the PTCDA entering the Pc and recombining with free holes. Therefore, when
both the VOPc and the PTCDA are photoexcited, the interface region effectively
acts as a recombination zone.
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The plot of incident light quantum efficiency, also shown in Figure 52, shows
that the photocurrent increases by a factor of approximately 5, to a maximum
quantum efficiency of 2.5%, with the addition of PTCDA to the device.
However. as discussed previously, the dark current increased by a much greater
amount. Exposure of the device to atmosphere did not affect the shape of the
plot, but did cause a slight increase in the magnitude of the photocurrent. It is
likely that the atmospheric exposure does not greatly effect the device due to the
large amount of impurities suspected to be already present in the device. In
GaPc-CI, exposure to O2 or atmosphere cause extreme changes in the conductivity
and photoconductivity. as this material is highly pure, and not previously doped
to a p-type condition

18.

Activation Energy. The determination of the dark activation energy for a
VOPc 100! I PTCDA 2! device and for a VOPc IOO! / PTCDA IOO! device are
shown in Figure 53. The dark activation energy for the VOPc 100! device was
shown in Figure SO, and the dark activation energy was found to be 0.34eV at 5
volt bias, O.4SeV at 2 volt bias. and O.SSeV at O.S volt bias. Following deposition
of 2! of PTCDA, the dark activation energy changes slightly, with values of
0.36eV at S volt bias, 0.40eV at 2 volt bias, and O.4SeV at O.S volt bias. Deposition
of more PTCDA, to create a VOPc 100! I PTCDA IOO! device. results in more
changes in the activation energy. As seen in the figure. the activation energy
plot now shows two distinct regions, with the activation energy between 0.34 and
0.36eV at all three bias voltages below S5°C, and an almost nat region with an
activation energy between 0.026 and 0.058eV above 5S'C.

DARK ACTIVATION ENERGY
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Figure 53:

Dark activation energy determination for a VOPc 100! / PTCDA 2A
device and for a VOPc 100! / PTCDA 100A device.
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One possible explanation for the distinct change in the slope of the dark
activation energy for the VOPc 100! / PTCDA 100! device is that the increase in
temperature resulted in a reorganization of the VOPc/PTCDA interaction. The
PTCDA was deposited on the VOPc device at room temperature, and the PTCDA
might deposit anywhere. The steady state temperature used in the measurement
of activation energy will essentially act to anneal the device, and the PTCDA
might move to more favorable positions on the device. Annealing has been seen
to have dramatic effects on conductivity and activation energy for certain
phthalocyanines

13,15.

It is not inconceivable that with heating, the PTCDA

becomes more needle-like, thereby decreasing its interaction with the Pc layer on
the microcircuit. Decreasing the interaction between the Pc and the PTCDA
might serve to reduce the dopant effect PTCDA has on the Pc. Therefore, the
combination of i.ncreasing temperature (which is expected to increase dark
conduction) and this reorganization (which decreasing the dark conduction),
results in an effective decrease in the dark conduction, once some critical
reorganization temperature is reached (SSOC here). This effect is also revealed in
the changes seen in the current-voltage properties, since the dark conductivity is
seen to decrease after this annealing.
It is difficult to determine if the changes in activation energy values

following deposition of PTCDA are truly meaningful, since the changes are
small, and it is unclear why these differences exist at varying bias voltages.
However, the trend does suggests that the PTCDA is having some kind of effect
on these devices. The effect of PTCDA deposition on the activation energy of
these devices, might not be expected to have drastic effects on the activation
energy. If the PTCDA has a shallow trap level, with a value lower than kT, then
it will not be seen •. Also, if the trap has a value higher than the 0.3SeV value
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seen in the Pc device. then a change in the activation energy might not be seen
with PTCDA deposition. since the 0.3SeV trap will dominate. Another possibility
is that the trap level in the PTCDA is a very discrete level. The activation
energy determination is based on the assumption of an exponential trap
distribution. and if the PTCDA had discrete trap levels. than the activation
energy results would be questionable.

PTCDA / VOPc Microcircuit Devices

As described above. the PTCDA 400! device was seen to have very low dark
currents and virtually no photoeffect. Deposition of VOPc over the PTCDA had
very little effect on the dark current until more than 50! of VOPc was deposited.
Deposition of 100! of VOPc increased the dark current by almost an order of
magnitude from 36 picoamps to 280 picoamps at a 5 volt bias, and a substrate
temperature 82°C. At room temperature. the dark current was only 12 picoamps.
The photocurrents measured were very small, and the photocurrent-to-dark
current ratio was approximately 1:15 at both S50nm and 700nm. The dark
activation energy of the device also changed from a value of ca. 1.2eV to a value
of ca. 0.95e V.
Deposition of more VOPc resulted in a PTCDA 400! / VOPc 280! device.
The dark current increased significantly to a value of over 80 nanoamps. at a
substrate temperature of 85°C (5 volt bias). and a value of 5 nanoAmps at room
temperature. At room temperature. the photocurrent-to-dark current ratio is 1:1
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at a wavelength of 700nm. The relative quantum efficiency photoaction
spectrum for this device is shown in Figure 54. Also shown in the figure, is the
relative quantum efficiency for a VOPc 100A device and a VOPc 100A / PTCDA
100A device. These results suggest that the PTCDA/VOPc device behaves like a
device with only VOPc deposited on it. The PTCDA/VOPc device differs from
the VOPc/PTCDA device in that no filtering effect is seen in the 400 to 500 nm
wavelength region. The results suggest that, once again the needle-like structure
of the PTCDA limits the conductivity of the device. Deposition of VOPc over
the PTCDA, appears to fill the holes between the PTCDA structure, and the
resulting device behaves as if only the VOPc is present.
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Figure 54:

Comparison of the relative quantum efficiency for a PTCDA 400A /
VOPc 280A device with VOPc looA and VOPc loaA / PTCDA looA
devices.
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CONCLUSIONS

The ultimate purpose of these studies was to use solid state characterization
of VOPc and PTCDA on microcircuit devices in order to try to learn more about
the interactions between these materials, in a way that is complimentary to the
results discussed in the previous two chapters. Although the experiments
described above did not necessarily elucidate the nature of the interactions
between the two materials, it is clear that the PTCDA deposition over VOPc
layers on these microcircuit devices has a definite effect on the conductivity,
activation energies, and photocurrent yield spectra observed. Due to the
orientation of the PTCDA on either the microcircuit device or on the VOPc
layers. whkh limited conduction, the ability to compare the information learned
about the interactions of these two materials in these studies to that observed in
the photoelectrochemical studies is somewhat limited. However, some interesting
information about the individual materials was clarified, and this will be
addressed below.
The conductivities and activation energies for VOPc, PTCDA, VOPc/PTCDA,
and PTCDA/VOPc microcircuit devices are shown in Table I. Also shown in the
table, for comparison, are the conductivity and activation energy values for
various GaPc-CI devices as determined by Pankow 18 and, an InPc-CI device and
a FePc device as determined by Collins

107.

The most significant finding of this study may be the surprisingly high dark
conductivity of the VOPc relative to the tri-valent Pc's. The dark conductivity
of the VOPc was found to be two to five orders of magnitude more conductive in
the dark than either GaPc-CI or InPc-CI. Based on photoelectrochemical
information, a low dark conductivity was expected for the VOPc. This suggests

Table I:

Dark conductivity, photoconductivity, and activation
energy of VOPc, PTCDA, GaPc-Cl, and InPc-Cl microcircuit
devices.
E. dark (eV)

E. ph (eV) •

3.5xlO-8
- 5.5xlO- a

0.34 - 0.55

0.027 - 0.093

2.0xlO- a
VOPc/
PTCDA - 2.0xlO- 6

6.0xlO- a
- 2.0xlO- 7

0.35 - 0.45

5.0xlO- 7
VOPc/
PTCDA - 1.OxlO- 6
(at atmosphere)

1.OxlO-7
- 3.0xlO-7

°d

VOPc

o

•

(O-lcm-l)

(O-lfm- 1 )

1.OxlO- 8
- 2.5xlO- a

3.0x10- 13
(550 nm)

1.16 - 1.24

PTCDA/b . 7. 5xlO- 12
VOPc - 5.0x10- 9

2.5x10- 9

0.90 - 0.96

GaPc-Cl c 1.Ox10-1O
(Impure)

3.0x10- a

0.55 - 0.65

GaPc-C1 c 7.0x10- 13
(Pl.,re)

1.Ox10- a

~

GaPc-C1 c 8.0x10- 9
(exposed - 3. 5x10- 7
to O2 )

6.0x10- a
- 3. 5xlO- 7

0.55 - 0.65

0.09 - 0.10

InPc-C1 d 5.3xlO- 12

8.9xlO- 9

.73

.05

FePcd

2.5x10- 10
.70
(632nm,5mW')

.13

PTCDAb

1.4x10-12

2.5x10- 10

1.0

0.07 - 0.12
0.16

(a) light intensity for photoconductivity at ca. 0.3 mW'atts/cm2
and 700nm unless noted otherwise.
(b) values represent conductivity of material on the microcircuit
device, but not necessarily the true conductivity of the
material (see text for an explanation).
(c) Values from Ref. 18.
(d) Values from Ref. 107.
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that photoelectrochemistry is not an accurate measure of the dark conductivity
of a Pc, as the low conductivities observed may be due to interactions at the Pcsolution interface, rather than the true conductivity of the Pc.
The high dark conductivity level for the VOPc suggests the presence of a high
impurity level. Dark Mott-Schottky capacitance data for VOPc obtained by
Klofla 27,89, found that VOPc had an average acceptor dopant density value
between 10 18 and 10 19 cm-3• This high value supports the p-type behavior
observed for the VOPc in electrochemical systems, and suggests that p-type
behavior should be expected in these solid state studies. This p-type behavior is
in contrast to the work reported from this group for the GaPc-CI or the InPc-CI
systems 27, which behave, electrochemically, as a lightly doped materials. The
dopant density for these materials, even when grown under deposition conditions
which created a p-type material, either by fast deposition rates on unclean
substrates or by doping with Oz. was found to be ca. 10 17 cm- 3• This is still less
than the dopant density seen for the VOPc. Measurement of the donor density
for the lightly doped, "more pure", form of GaPc-CI was not possible, as the donor
density was too small to create a sufficient space charge region. It is predicted
that the acceptor donor density for this material would be on the order of 10 14

-

10 16 cm- 3• The correlation between the differences in acceptor dopant density
for these Pc's, and their dark conductivity values is reflected in Table I. The
dark conductivity of the VOPc is very high, and is similar to the 02-doped GaPcCI. Pure GaPc-CI and InPc-CI have dark conductivities more than two orders of
magnitude less than that of the VOPc. The purity of the materials may also be
reflected in the dark activation energy values, and these values also appear to
correlate with the acceptor dopant density: For the VOPc, or the impure or O2
doped GaPc-CI, the dark activation energy varies from ca. 0.35 to O.65eV. For the
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pure GaPc-CI or InPc-CI, the dark activation energies vary from 0.73 to greater
than 1.0eV. These results suggest that the VOPc microcircuit devices behave
much like the GaPc-CI devices which have been heavily doped with 02" The
major difference in these two materials appears to be that the O2 in GaPc-CI can
be desorbed with temperatures above 60'C (in an O2 free environment), whereas
the impurities in the VOPc are more intransigent.
As stated above, the high dark conductivity of the VOPc suggests a high
impurity level. However, the question remains as to the nature of these
impurities. X-Ray fluorescence of the VOPc powder showed the presence of Cu
as an impurity at greater than 10 part per million. Inductively coupled plasma
atomic emission with charge transfer device detection, of the VOPc powder
dissolved in pyridine (lmg/ml), showed the presence of no metal impurities at
levels greater than part per million. The only species detected were vanadium
and carbon. It is unclear why the discrepancy exists in the findings from the
X-ray fluorescence and the atomic emission techniques. These results suggest
that the only possible impurities in the VOPc are either Cu, oxygen, and/or a
decomposition product of the VOPc, such as a demetallated oxovanadium species.
The oxotitanium cation has previously been shown as a possible "self-doping"
agent in devices made using TiOPc, based on solid state and surface analytical
measurements

13,15,

and it is quite likely that an oxovanadium species is playing

a role here.
The results observed for the conductivity of the PTCDA or for PTCDA
overlayers on VOPc were somewhat disappointing. The low conductivities
observed, along with the SEM results shown in Chapter 3, led to the conclusion
that the direction of PTCDA conduction might not be compatible with the
direction of conduction necessary for the microcircuit. Due to the geometric
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constraints of PTCDA conduction on the microcircuit device, with PTCDA
conduction along the wrong axis for harvesting free carriers, the results did not
provide a true measure of the materials conductivity, and limit the interpretation
of the results. The values observed do represent the conductivity and activation
energies for the

mat~rial

on the microcircuit device, but do not necessarily

represent the true conductivity of the material. This finding may limit the use
of PTCDA on microcircuit devices for applications where this directional
conductivity will present a problem. The implications of this will be discussed
further in the next chapter, when considering the use of bilayer devices on
microcircuits for use as chemical sensors or as molecular field effect transistors.
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CHAPTER 6.

SUMMARY AND FUTUR,E DIRECTIONS

Organic thin films suffer from fragility. impurities. and defects.
Consequently their use has been limited by the ability to produce films with good
integrity. i.e. mechanical. thermal. and chemical stability. as well as with the
desired properties

7. It

has been shown that the electrical properties

(photoconductivity) of condensed phase solids such as phthalocyanines (Pc's) and
perylenes (Pe's) are extremely sensitive to the presence of incorporated or
adsorbed impurities (extrinsic mechanism for exciton
dissociation)

11,14,17,18,37,38.

The studies described in this dissertation. suggest

that the effects of impurities on the photoactive properties. can be minimized by
creating an organic heterojunction structure. with the proper choice of materials,
such that the interfacial region controls the photoactive properties of the device.
The formation of a layered bilayer or multilayer structure. with the proper
choice of an electron donor material, such as a phthalocyanine, and an electron
acceptor material. such as a perylene tetracarboxylic derivative, can result in the
formation of devices with high photocurrent power conversion efficiencies and
controllable selection of the properties which influence photoconductivity. The
results of these studies will be summarized below. Applications for these organic
heterojunction structures will be addressed. and future directions for the study
of these structures as well as other single layer molecular semiconductor films
will be considered.
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SUMMARY

The introductory chapter of this dissertation presented several questions to be
answered by this research. These included: 1) can we isolate the photoactive
region in a molecular solid thin film?; 2) what properties of the interfacial region
are responsible for controlling the photocurrent and result in the high
efficiencies observed for p-n heterojunction structures?; 3) what are the critical
dimensions of the photoactive region?; and 4) how can these molecular p-n
heterojunction structures be improved or applied?
This research has shown, in answer to the first question above, that the
photoactive region in a molecular solid thin film can be isolated and
characterized by photoelectrochemistry. Photoelectrochemical studies clearly
demonstrated, due to our ability to optically interrogate the bilayer thin films
from two directions, that the interface between the two molecular materials
controls the photoconductive properties of the film. The ability to produce and
characterize these bilayer thin films was critically dependent upon the
development of the MUMS2 deposition chamber, which allowed for reliable and
precise deposition of the organic materials in a manner analogous to molecular
beam epitaxy techniques, which have been used for deposition of inorganic
materials. Formation of a sharp interface between the phthalocyanine and
PTCDA provides for p-n diode-like behavior, owing to the large differences in
electron affinity and ionization potentials of the two molecular materials
A number of factors, including specific properties of the individual
materials, are relevant to the describtion of the properties of the interfacial
region that are responsible for controlling the photocurrent. YOPc, as well as
other tri- and tetravalent Pc's, has previously been shown to be a promising
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canditate for photoconversion device applications, due to enhanced
photoconductivities when compared to divalent metal Pc's 12,24,26,27,88,89.
Results found here, as well as in these previous studies, have shown that VOPc
behaves like a p-type semiconductor, due to the high charge density (greater than
10 18 cm- 3 as measured by capacitance techniques) and/or due to the inclusion of
dioxygen or oxovanadium species in the Pc lattice.
A number of researchers have suggested that the photoconductivity of these
p-type Pc's could be improved by the advantageous placement of a dopant, which
can act as an electron acceptor 27,39,65,146. One of the principal dopant
candidates is 02' which is reported to form a weak charge transfer complex with
Pc's 12,27,39,133. However, controllable placement of O2 as a dopant is unlikely, as
is controlling the quantity of O 2 added. Other researchers 159,160 have advocated
the design of a molecular system containing weakly interacting donor and
acceptor species in an ordered stacking arrangement. Ideally, this arrangement
would result in the formation of a weak charge transfer complex, that would
expediate dissociation of excitons, and provide a pathway for charge migration.
The research presented here has shown, that PTCDA, in a layered structure with
the VOPc, has proven to be an acceptable candidate as an electron accepting
dopant material.
PTCDA has been shown to behave in a fashion reminiscent of n-type
semiconductors, forming a Schottky barrier with a redox electrolyte such as H 2Q.
It is likely that this junction formation occurs only as a result of illumination,
with different rates of interfacial hole and electron injection and transport, at
the PTCDA/electrolyte interface. Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy has
demonstrated that the VOPc has a lower ionization potential than the PTCDA by
0.6 to 1.0 eVe In addition, differences in reduction potentials of Pc's and
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perylene derivatives

39,144,145,146,148.

suggest that the PTCDA has a slightly

higher electron affinity than the VOPc. Based on the differences observed in the
ionization potentials as determined by the UPS spectra. and based on the trends
in the electron affin"ity values, formation of a charge transfer state would be
expected at the interface when these materials are coupled together, with the
PTCDA likely to act as an electron acceptor, and the VOPc likely to act as an
electron donor.
Charge transfer state formation may provide ionized sites, or at least a strong
dipole, analagous to intentionally place ionized impurities, at the interface
between the VOPc and the PTCDA. Ionized states or impurities, as described by
an extrinsic photocurrent generation mechanisms

37,38,

provide an electric field

that can act to dissociate excitons. Absorption of light leads to formation of an
exciton in these materials. The presence of these ionized states will act to
facilitate dissociation of these excitons, and then a simple hopping model can
describe the charge transport once the free carriers are generated. Charge carrier
migration then occurs, in these bilayer structures, with photogenerated holes
transported through the VOPc layer and photogenerated electrons transported
through the PTCDA layer. Therefore, we conclude that, the formation of the
bilayer structure results in the selective placement of ionized states which act as
exciton dissociation sites and control the photocativity of these films.
Attempts were made to use both UPS and XPS of the VOPc and PTCDA
systems to characterize the nature of the charge transfer interactions at an
interface between thin films of the two materials. These studies provided no
evidence for charge transfer interactions at VOPc/PTCDA interfaces. In other
studies from this group

18,

using a strong acceptor like TCNQ, interfaced with a

Pc, such as GaPc-CI, we have been able to detect small binding energy shifts
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which apparently correspond to the Pc+· and the TCNQ·· species. The absence of
shifts in the binding energies were for the VOPc/PTCDA interface may not be
surprising, since only small shifts were observed using a strong acceptor like
TCNQ. It is still likely that some type of charge transfer interaction occurs, or
that at least a strong dipole is formed. at the interface. Only a partial charge
transfer is desired, as a strong charge transfer interaction is not necessarily
advantageous. Complete charge transfer between the molecular layers may lead
to the repulsion of molecules of like charges within each layer, leading to
reduced carrier mobilities as a result of reduced orbital overlap 161.
Solid state characterization of VOPc and PTCDA on microciruits devices was
done in order to try and learn more about the interactions between these two
materials, in a way that was complimentary to the photoelectrochemical results.
Due to the proposed orientation of the PTCDA on either the microcircuit or the
VOPc layers, conduction was restricted, and therefore, the ability to compare
result about the interfacial interactions with previous results was limited.
However, these studies did reveal that the VOPc behaves in a manner similar to
that of 02-doped GaPc·CI. The major difference in these two materials appears
to be that the O2 in GaPc-CI can be desorbed with temperatures above 60°C,
whereas the impurities in the VOPc are more intransigent. Candidates for the
impurities present in the VOPc include Cu, oxygen, and/or a decomposition
product of the VOPc, such as an oxovanadium species.
Carefully controlled deposition techniques allowed for the formation of
multilayer structures with well defined interfaces, as demonstrated by low angle
X-ray scattering. Multilayers of Pc/PTCDA were produced where the total
amount of material remained constant, but where the width of each Pc and
PTCDA region decreased, and the number of Pc/PTCDA interfaces increases.
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The photoelectrochemical studies of these multilayers showed that the transient
photocurrent yield increased with the number of interfaces provided in the
multilayer structure. Results for codeposited films demonstrated that there a
limit to this enhancement effect, and it is apparent that a layered structure is
necessary in order to provide the proper conditions for the large transient
current.
The width of the interfacial region can be probed by photocurrent yield
spectroscopy in a photoelectrochemical cell involving a semitransparent electrode
contact and a transparent electrolyte. Attempts to quantify the "photoactive
region" of these bilayer thin films, by taking the ratio of the photocurrent from
frontside and backside illumination, have shown that the interfacial region is
quite narrow, on the order of

sooA. Exciton dissociation, and therefore

photocurrent production appears to be confined to a narrow region on either side
of the Pc/Pe interface. Ideally, it would be desirable to have a wide photoactive
region, so that a larger number of excitons could either be created in, or diffuse
into, the interfacial region for dissociation. The narrow interface postulated
would appear to limit the maximum efficiency of these structures. Multilayer
structures appear to have even smaller "photoactive regions". The fact that the
photocurrent yield of such an assembly is seen to increase linearly with the
number of Pc/PTCDA interfaces, suggests that the width of the "active" region
must be less that the thickness of an individual Pc or PTCDA layer. For layers
that are only ca. 30A each, this suggests that the photoactive region in these
multilayer assembly is extremely narrow; i.e. - less than 30A. However, the
advantage inherent in the multilayer structure is that there are a large number of
these photoactive regions present, which increase the probability for exciton
dissociation, and therefore, generation of free carriers
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APPLICATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The high photovoltaic and photoelectrochemical power conversion
efficiencies reported 35,63,82,83,95,96, and described here, for heterojunction
structures, are of interest for a number of applications. These include
photodetector devices, molecular insulated gate field-effect transisitors
(MIGFETs), photogenerator layers in electrophotography, chemical sensor
applications, and a wide range of devices based on multiple quantum wells. This
section will specifically address a few of these applications.
Recently, we have demonstrated that a molecular insulated gate field effect
transistor can be produced by vacuum depositing a Pc/Pe bilayer structure on a
microcircuit device. An insulating layer. or "gate". is formed by
electrochemically oxidizing and depositing a polymer such as erythrosin or 1napthol over the bilayer structure. A schematic diagram of the device is shown
in Figure 55. For insulated gate FETs, the application of a voltage at the gate.
causes an accumulation of an opposing charge on the other side of the insulating
layer, and this ."field effect", effects the flow of current through the device. For
our MIGFETs, the amount of charge accumulated would also be expected to
effect the current flow. In addition. the accumulated charge would be expected
to effect the interfacial region of these bilayer devices, and therefore. effect the
photoactive properties of the device. Thusfar, we have been unable to
demonstrate the expected photo-effects. and the reasons for this will be described
below. Recent work. however. has shown we can make use of a field effect with
a polymer gate on a microcircuit assembly, for possible sensor applications. A
field effect in the bilayer interfacial region can be induced by choosing an
insulting layer with OH functionality, so that changes in solution pH. cause
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Figure 55:

Schematic diagram of a Pc/Pe bilayer on a microcircuit device for
FET applications. Also shown are the dark current voltage
properties with differing pH solutions, and a plot of the break point
voltages of these IV curves plotted vs pH.
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changes in the net charge density of the insulating layer. pH sensor applications
for this FET device are possible, as changes in solution, therefore, modulate the
nature of the current-voltage properties observed. This can be seen in Figure 55,
where, in the dark, the pH of a drop of buffer solution caused a change in the
"break-point" voltage of the source-drain current. Research is continuing to try
and use these devices as true FET devices. by studying the effects of
illumination. To date, problems with porosity of the devices (solution shorts the
microcircuit), along with the proposed improper orientation of the PTCDA on the
microciruit device (see chapter 5), have limited the effectiveness of these devices.
Future work in this area may need to focus on improving the effectiveness of the
passivation layer, through the selection of a material which forms a thick nonporous layer, and is not easily reduced off the circuit. In addition, selection of
an electron acceptor material, which orients itself properly on the microciruit
device for optimum conductivity, is essential. Perhaps a perylene tetracarboxylic
derivative, such as those used extensively in the electrophotographic industry,
would be applicable here.
The photoconductive properties of perylene and phthalocyanine pigments
have been exploited in the electrophotographic industry, where they are used in
the charge generation layer

29,81.

Recent studies, by Loutfy

30,

have shown that

the use of a bilayer structure, of InPc-CI and a perylene derivative, can improve
the spectral sensitivity of the photogenerator layer. The bilayer
electrophotographic device is shown schematically in Figure 56. As ca.n be seen
at the bottom of the figure, bilayer formation, in the charge generation layer,
improves the photosensitivity in both the visible and IR regions (photosensitivity
of ca. 2.Sergs/cm 2) over that achieved by the individual materials
(photosensitivity of 3.4 - 20 ergs/cm 2; values given are the measured light
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Figure 56: . Cross sectional view of a photoreceptor device used in
electrophotography. Bilayer formation. in the charge generation
layer. jmproves the photosensitivity in both the visible and IR
regions. over that achieved by the individual materials.
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intensity, in ergs/cm 2• that are needed to achieve a certain designated threshold
of photocurrent). Adding a InPc-CI layer to a perylene charge generation layer
has two effects. First, it leads to a highly panchromatic photoreceptor which can
serve as an all-organic photoreceptor useful in multifuction printer-copier
applications where different types of exposure light systems may be employed 30.
Secondly, we would suggest that the bilayer structure provides an interface for
exciton dissociation which results in higher efficiency (higher photosensitivity)
devices. In addition, we believe that the use of a multilayer structure might
further improve the photosensitivity of these devices.
It is unclear at this time what the ultimate application of the multilayer
assemblies may be. The high transient photocurrent of the devices, described in
this dissertation, would seem to suggest that applications at photodetector devices
would exist. In addition, since electronic transitions of organic semiconductors
are primarily due to the generation of excitons, these organic multilayer
assemblies have potential use for the study of excitons in molecular
semiconductors. Furthermore, such structures could prove useful for tailoring
the linear and non-linear optical and electronic properties of organic
semiconductors for photonic device applications

162.

Future studies in the area of molecular bilayer and multilayer assemblies,
may look to the selection of different molecular materials, such as different triand tetravalent phthalocyanines and various perylene derivatives to try and
improve on the effects reported here. Recently, the xerographic evaluation of a
series of perylenes demonstrated a correlation between molecular planarity and
photosensitivity, with the best response seen for the planar bisbenzimizazole
perylene 30. Pigments such as these or others may show improved photoconductivities or efficiencies than those reported on here. The specific device
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application may also dictate the choice of molecular material. For cxample, since
GaPc-CI was shown to have a much higher photo-to-dark current ratio than
VOPc. as determined on microcircuit devices. Thus GaPc-CI may be preferred, in
either a single layer or bilayer structure. for use in a chemical sensor based on
photoconductivity changes

17,155.

Finally, one of the problems, for the use of molecular semiconductors, is to
make an organized structure whose collective pruperties can be optimized for a
desired goal. However, the relationship between structure of oriented and
aligned arrays of molecules and their collective properties are not well
understood

7.

Future applications of these molecular materials, whether they are

as single layer films or multilayer assemblies, may be dependent on
understanding the relationship between the structure (orientation) and the
desired function. The next important step in this area of research may be to try
and correlate the photoconductive properties measurable by either
photoelectrochemistry or by solid state techniques on microcircuit devices, with
the structural properties of these materials on various ordered (such as metal
dichalcogenides

163,164,165)

and amorphous substrates. These structural properties

may be examined by a combination of techniques including scanning tunneling
microscopy, electron diffraction techniques, and fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy. If the relationship between the structure and function, such as
photoconductivity, for these molecular materials is understood, then it could lead
to higher cfficiency devices for numerous applications.
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